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Abstract 
In many areas of aerodynamics the technique of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) has 
proved a practical way of modelling the unsteady phenomena in numerical 
simulations. Few applications are as dependent on such an approach as the prediction 
of flow within a gas turbine combustor. Like any form of Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD), LES requires specification of the velocity field at the inflow 
boundary, with much evidence suggesting the specification of inlet turbulence can be 
critical to the resultant accuracy of the prediction. While a database of time-resolved 
velocity data may be obtained from a precursor LES calculation, this technique is 
prohibitively expensive for complex geometries. An alternative is to use synthetic 
inlet conditions obtained from experimental data 
High-speed Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is used here to provide planar velocity 
data at up to 1kHz temporal resolution in two test cases representative of gas turbine 
combustor flows (a vortex generator in a duct and an idealised combustor). As the 
data sampling rate is approaching a typical LES time-step it introduces the possibility 
of applying instantaneous experimental data directly as an inlet condition. However, 
as typical solution domain inlet regions for gas turbine combustor geometries cannot 
be adequately captured in a single field of PIV data, it is necessary to consider a 
method by which a synchronous velocity field may be obtained from multiple PIV 
fields that were not captured concurrently. 
A method is proposed that attempts to achieve this by a combined process of Linear 
Stochastic Estimation and high-pass filtering. The method developed can be 
generally applied without a priori assumptions of the flow and is demonstrated to 
produce a velocity field that matches very closely that of the original PIV, with no 
discontinuities in the velocity correlations. The fidelity and computational cost of the 
method compares favourably to several existing inlet condition generation methods. 
Finally, the proposed and existing methods for synthetic inlet condition generation are 
applied to LES predictions of the two test cases. There is shown to be significant 
differences in the resulting flow, with the proposed method showing a marked 
ii 
reduction in the adjustment period that is required to establish turbulent equilibrium 
downstream of the inlet. However, it is noted the presence of downstream turbulence 
generating features can mask any differences in the inlet condition, to the extent that 
the flow in the core of the combustor test case is found to be insensitive to the inlet 
condition applied at the entry to the feed annulus for the test conditions applied here. 
Keywords: Particle Image Velocirnetry, Large Eddy Simulation, Gas Turbine 
Combustors, Inlet Conditions, Linear Stochastic Estimation, Proper Orthogonal 
Decomposition. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Introduction 
The aerodynamics of almost every flow of practical consequence is to some extent 
governed by turbulence - be it external or internal flows around or within aeronautical 
or automotive systems, hydrodynamics, oceanography, meteorology, aero-acoustics, 
external or internal building flows or biomedical flows, among others. Since 
turbulence is fundamentally an unsteady flow phenomenon, the ability to understand, 
predict and utilise the properties of unsteady flow is of paramount importance to 
fluids engineering. 
Observation of the nature of unsteady flow by experiment has been conducted since 
the time of Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519) (Libby1471), with theories and 
measurement techniques developing accordingly since. However, with the 20th 
century advent of digital computers came the ability to solve the discretised equations 
of a fluid continuum, opening the potential to gain unprecedented access to numerical 
solutions and predictions of a variety of increasingly complex flow scenarios. 
The development of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has thus continued apace 
for the last 60 years (Libby1471), with most methods based around solving various 
simplifications of the governing equations of continuum fluid mechanics: the Navier-
Stokes equations. The most widely used approach is to attempt to predict only the 
time-averaged statistical flow properties via solution of Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) equations, which introduce the need for a turbulence model (Pope173~. 
A solution to the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations may be obtained without 
modelling through the use of Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). However, the 
computational cost of DNS is extremely high: despite the frrst application of this 
concept being in 1972 (Orszag & Patterson1641), it still remains unfeasible for all but 
low to moderate Reynolds number cases (Pope1731). Turbulent flows at high Reynolds 
numbers relevant to engineering problems contain a very large range of length and 
time scales in the flow. Since over 99% of the effort in DNS is devoted to solving the 
smallest of these scales, despite these containing only a small proportion of the 
turbulent energy, it is logical to consider an unsteady approach which resolves the 
larger scales only. This approach is known as Large Eddy Simulation (LES). 
LES has expanded from its initial origins in meteorology to become applicable to a 
wide range of engineering geometries. However, with new technologies come new 
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challenges. As with all numerical simulations, LES requires the specification of 
boundary conditions, in particular for the velocity field anywhere where there is flow 
into the calculation domain (i.e. inlet conditions). Whereas it has become common 
practice to make use of experimentally-derived knowledge (if available) to provide 
inlet conditions for RANS CFD, such predictions do not require intrinsic time-
resolved properties of the velocity field. The use of experiments to obtain synthetic 
LES inlet conditions (ie. synthesised without numerical simulation using a priori 
experimentally-derived or empirical knowledge) is therefore relatively new and 
suitable methods must be developed and validated. 
Particle Image Velocimetry (PN) is, in many ways, an experimental technique 
closely analogous to LES. By illuminating a seeded flow and capturing and 
correlating two images separated by a short period of time, spatially discretised 
instantaneous velocity information over a planar field of view may be extracted. 
Repeating this process at many time instances results in a time series over the 
illuminated field. Tiros, like LES, the flow is resolved within the limitations of the 
spatial grid resolution and temporal sampling rate. 
Potentially, this technique could be utilised to specify time-resolved accurate inlet 
conditions for LES CFD, just as the more traditional measurement techniques of 
pressure probes, hot-wires and Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) form the basis of 
many experimentally derived RANS CFD inlet conditions. Tiris potential has not yet 
been studied or realised. Hence, this thesis addresses the challenges and details the 
development, testing and validation of the various new and existing methods available 
for utilising PIV data to provide unsteady LES inlet conditions. 
It will be useful in the discussions and descriptions that follow to have a specific 
application example in mind when developing a PIV driven LES inlet condition 
technique. Of all the engineering contexts to which LES can be, and is being, applied, 
a gas turbine combustor is a quintessential example of a system that necessitates study 
with an unsteady approach (Schliiterl831). The prevalence of large-scale structures and 
the dominance of turbulent mixing make this an ideal, industry-relevant test case for 
application of both LES and PIV. The fluid mechanics of a gas-turbine combustor 
have thus been chosen to justify and influence the research performed herein. The 
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subsequent section provides a brief introduction to the geometry and flow within a gas 
turbine combustor, and the context within which LES CFD becomes a powerful 
development tool to help meet future challenges. However, although the 
investigations subsequently described will be set in the context of gas-turbine 
combustors, it is stressed they are intended to be generally applicable to the wide 
range of scenarios to which LES can be applied. Given the critical role played by 
both LES and PIV in the research reported here, it is first necessary to gain an 
appreciation of the state-of-the-art of both LES and PIV, and these are hence the 
subjects of the sections 1.2 and 1.3 respectively, before the cunent project objectives 
are set out. 
1.1 An Introduction to Gas Turbine Combustors 
Gas turbine combustor flows are used as the test case to r proving this technology 
throughout this investigation. Although there are variations in the layout of tl1e 
combustor, the majority of designs follow the basic cross-section shown in Fig 1.1. 
Fuel injector 
From me 
compressor 
Lower feed 
annulus 
Dilution ports 
Fig 1.1 - Example Combustion System 
To the 
turbine 
As the air exits the compressor the velocity is too high for combustion and must be 
diffused, first in a pre-diffuser and then a dump diffuser. Across a typical engine 
cycle the overall air/fuel ratio in the combustor may vary from 45:1 to 130: l. 
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Therefore, in order to burn close to the stoichiometric ratio (which for kerosene is 
- 15: 1), it is essential the air is introduced in stages (Coheo et al. 111 1). Typically, for 
current rich burn systems, around 20% of the air is directed through the fuel spray 
nozzle into the primary combustion zone; the nozzle imparts a swirl on the flow 
which then mixes with ato mised fuel ; the remainder of the compressor discharge are 
goes into the feed annuli. A further 20%-30% o f the air enters the chamber tJu·ougb 
dilution ports downstream of the fuel injector. The interaction of the primary port jets 
and the swirled air anchors the recirculation and increases the turbulent mixing, 
thereby ensuring fuel is evenly burned. Some air enters through further holes in the 
dilution zone, which ensw-es the exit temperatW'e profile is as designed, and hence 
does not produced 'hot streaks' which could damage the turbine blades (Cohen et 
al. r11 1). The remaining air (approximately 40%) is introduced progressively along the 
flame tube in order to provide cooling air, often by a combined process of film and 
effus ion cooling (Chua191). This insulates the chamber walls from the ho t combustion 
air. 
Increasing ly, the design of the combustor is motivated by the need to reduce 
emissions. In t11e near future the aero-engiue industry faces significant challenges to 
meet the environmental objectives set o ut by the Advisory Council for Aeronautic 
Research in Europe (ACARE) by 2020. These include a 50% reduction in C02 and 
80% reduction in NOx emissions re lative to the CAEP2 of 1996 (ACARE111). As seen 
in Fig 1.2, this represents a significant advance over existing engines. 
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Overall Pressure Ratio (OPR) 
Fig 1.2- Future NOx emissio ns targets[1031 
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Whereas C02 is reduced via improved fuel consumption (from an improvement in the 
overall system efficiency), NOli emissions originate from high temperatme (i.e. near-
stoichiometric) combustion. The highly unsteady flows emanating from the fuel-
injector and dilution ports govern the creation of so-called 'hot-spots' where NOx is 
created. Thus combustion engineers are embracing LES as a viable way of resolving 
these unsteady phenomena and better understanding the combustion process. An 
overview of the challenges of combustor design and some potential future solutions 
has been presented at an earlier stage in this project and can be found in Robinson 
(2005)[811. 
1.2 Large Eddy Simulation 
Tw·bulence at high Reynolds numbers is characterised by unsteady three-dimensional 
rotational fluctuations over a large range of length and time scales. It is the way in 
which these motions are represented, either by being resolved or modelled, that 
dictates the fidelity and ultimately the computational cost of a given simulation. 
If a flow is considered in an Eulerian context, the mass and momentum conservation 
characteristics of that flow are described by the Navier-Stokes equations. The energy 
equation is not considered here, since the focus of the work in this thesis is on non-
reacting incompressible, constant fluid prope1ty tlow, i.e. p, Jl (and hence u) are 
constant. For these conditions, the Navier-Stokes equations may be written in tensor 
notation as: 
( 1.1) 
au. a ( ) 1 ap a ( ) 
-' +- U.U . =---+- 2uS .. 
at ax j I J pOX; axj IJ (1.2) 
Where the strain rate tensor, Sij, is defined as, 
(1.3) 
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and the velocity and pressw·e are instantaneous properties at any point in the flow. 
The technique of Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) solves these Navier-Stokes 
equations for all length and time scales present in the flow, and hence produces a 
complete realisation of the flow within the Limits of the boundary conditions used. 
However, the computational cost is excessive and increases approximately with the 
cube of the overall Reynolds number, restricting the cuJTent use ofDNS to flows with 
Reynolds number of the order 104 (Piomelli et al. [7 tl). 
As mentioned previously, the most developed and widely used approach in CFD is to 
use a RANS method. Here a Reynolds decomposed form of the Navier-Stokes 
equations is considered, splitting instantaneous velocities, uj, into time-averaged, 
<Ui>, and fluctuating, Ui, components, resulting in only the time-averaged flow field 
being solved. Turbulence effects are accounted for through the appearance of the 
Reynolds stress terms, ( u; u i). Closure of these must be obtained through a 
turbulence model. Tbis process obviously leads to a loss of information, with the 
instantaneous fluctuations not predicted. 
Large Eddy Simulations go some way to bridging the gap between DNS and RANS. 
The velocity field is filtered into a 'resolved' part and a 'residual' part. The resolved 
field contains the larger eddies and is explicitly calculated, the residual field is 
modelled in a similar way to a RANS calculation. Tllis method is based on the 
knowledge that the large eddies tend to contain the majority of the turbulence energy 
and are flow-dependent, while the small eddies are more adequately modelled by 
empirical assumptions, being generally more universal and isotropic in character 
(Pope1731). Despite the use of some modelling LES is still a computationally 
expensive technique. Large scale motions must be spatially and temporally resolved 
by the numerical solver, wllich leads to fine grids and small time steps (although not 
to the extent of DNS), resulting in a computational cost between that of RANS and 
DNS (Pope1731). The three dimensional nature of turbulence means LES must be 
conducted on a three dimensional grid, even if the (average) flow is intrinsically one 
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or two dimensional. Also, gathering the required time-averaged statistics requires 
long tun times. 
1.2.1 Governing Equations 
The separation of LES from DNS occurs through the use of a low-pass spatial filter 
applied to the velocity field. The general form of the filter, as presented by Pope1731, 
can be written as: 
U(x, t) = J G(r, x)u(x- r, t)dr (1.4) 
Where G is the filter function and U is the filtered (resolved) velocity field. The filter 
function is usually defined as possessing a fllter width, !:::., which determines the size 
of the eddies removed by the filtering. As defmed in the lD case for simplicity, the 
three most commonly used ftlter functions are the top hat filter: 
G(x)= {l/
0
11 if ~~ ~ 11/2 
otherwise 
the Gaussian filter: 
and, as described best in wavenumber space, the sharp Fourier cut-off filter: 
{
1 if k 5: n/ 11 
o(k) = 0 otherwise 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
where the caret A denotes the complex Fourier coefficient (PiomeW et al. l711). Whereas 
the top-hat and Gaussian filters will have an attenuation effect on a range of 
wavenumbers, the sharp Fourier cut-off will only remove frequencies above the cut-
off wavenumber. In practice a Gaussian filter is always used in conjunction with a 
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sharp Fourier cut-off. If not applied explicitly by the application of equation 1.4, a 
filter may be implied by the spacing of the computational grid. In the latter case the 
ftlter function can be considered a top-hat filter. More details on the application of 
these filters to velocity ~ield analysis is g iven in section 3.1.3.1. 
As a consequence of the filtering, the velocity field is now defmed by the 
decomposition: 
u(x, t) = u(x, t)+ u'{x, t) (1.8) 
where u' is the residual velocity field. Equation 1.8 may appear analogous to a 
Reynolds decomposition, however the important difference is that U(x, t) is still a 
time-dependent (unsteady) field. By applying equation 1.8 to the Navier-Stokes 
equations given above, the following filtered forms, may be obtained. 
(1.9) 
au. a (- - ) 1 ap a ( - ) -~ +- U.U. =- --+- 2uS.-·r.. at ax j I J P a xi ax j •J •J ( 1.10) 
These equations are solved in LES to give the motion of the large (resolved) scales. 
The effect of the smalJ scales is introduced through the subgiid-scale (SGS) stress 
tenn, 'tij, wruch arises from the difference between the filtered product of the 
velocities, U; U i , and the product of the filtered velocities, U; U i hence: 
't .. = u.u .- u.u . IJ I J I J (1. 11) 
An SGS model must be used to account for this term 
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1.2.2 Sub-Grid Scale Models 
The function o f an SGS model is to transfer the corr-ect amount of energy between the 
resolved and residual scales. Almost aU models make the assumption of a forward 
energy cascade, i.e. turbulent energy generated in the large scales is transferred 
thro ugh progressively smaller scales until the leve l where it is dissipated thro ugh 
viscosity at the Ko lmogorov microscales. This is illustrated scbernatically in Fig 1.3. 
Methods are available (Leith1461• Mason & Thompson1531) to allow for backward 
energy transfer, i.e. fro m smal l to large scales, but these wiJJ not be considered here. 
E(k) 
Production 
region 
L 
Energy transfer 
Dissipation 
region 
k 
Fig 1.3- Schematic kinetic energy transfer in a forward energy cascade 
Most current SGS models trace their origins to the Smagorinsky model. 
Smagorinsk/ 901 originally proposed a method based on an Eddy Viscosity Hypothesis 
(EVH) for use in weather prediction, although it has since been adapted to a wide 
range o f applications. Such models are based on the introduction of a scalar eddy 
viscosity, '\Tr, defined by a linear relationship between the SGS stresses and the 
reso lved strain-rate tensor, S,j , such that: 
o ij - -
'!.. - - '!kk - - 2U.rS· 
y 3 y (1.12) 
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For practical coding reasons the Tu term in equation 1.12 is generally accounted for in 
the solving of the pressure tenn. thus equation 1.10 is implemented as, 
(1.13) 
where, 
-· - 1 p =p+-'t"kk 
3 
(1.14) 
and u. is the effective viscosity given by the sum of the molecular kinematic and SGS 
eddy viscosities, such that: 
(1.15) 
Generally, the eddy viscosity is obtained algebraically from the resolved flow scales, 
avoiding the expense of solving further transport equations. This is commonly 
justified through a production/dissipation equilibrium assumption, implying an energy 
spectrum shape invariant with time (Popel731). Such an assumption is valid as small 
scales exist over much shorter time scales and hence react to change effectively 
instantaneously. 
Smagorinskyl901 used the equilibrium assumption, along with the magnitude of the 
strain-rate tensor, [SI= (2S;;S.J2 , and the filter width, !1. (or local grid size), yielding 
the eddy viscosity as, 
(1.16) 
Various studies have attempted to evaluate the Smagorinsky constant, C. (Lillyl481• 
Deardorftl121• McMillan et al. [551) and found it can be flow dependent. Typically a 
value of C, "" 0.18 - 0.23 is used, although in the presence of shear, near solid 
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boundaries or in transitional flows, values as low as 0.065 may be required 
(Piomelli[701). A dynamic calculation of the local C, is available through the 
implementation of a method developed by Germano et al. [Zll. This removes the need 
for pre-determined constants and facilitates the backscatter of energy by allowing c,Z 
to become negative, though this can cause flow instability (Veloudisr1011) and is 
usually suppressed by some form of spatial averaging. Dynamic implementation will 
not be considered in this project. 
A commonly used modification to correct for the over prediction of eddy viscosity in 
resolved near-wall regions is to use Van Driest damping. This uses the non-
dimensional distance from the wall, y+, to modify equation 1.16 to be of the form, 
where, 
y+ = u,jy-ywanl 
'U 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
This form of the SGS model will be used throughout this investigation (see Chapter 
6). For a more extensive review of SGS models, the reader is referred to 
Veloudis[IOIJ. 
1.2.3 Inlet Conditions 
In any numerical calculation, the distribution of all flow variables must be specified at 
any inlet boundaries (Versteeg & Malalasekera[101). In a RANS context these can be 
obtained from time-averaged experimental data or through a method of 'educated 
guessing' to give a mean profile and some simple turbulence statistics (such as an 
intensity and a length scale). For example, measurement of an inlet mass flow rate, 
possibly with the addition of an empirical proftle (e.g. from knowledge of boundary 
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layers, shear layers, channel flows or other commonly-encountered flow features), 
allows a local mean velocity to be estimated; assumption of a turbulence intensity 
allows the inlet turbulence energy to be scaled and a guess at the largest eddy size 
from geometry information allows a length scale estimate. However, for LES the 
unsteady nature of the flow must also be specified and this proves to be much more 
problematic in practice. 
For many flows of engineering application, inlet conditions have been shown to be 
critical to the resultant accuracy ofLES predictions (Glaze & Frankelf241, McMullan et 
al. f561, SchOnfeld et al. r851), especially with regard to the higher-order statistics and 
turbulent structures (George & Davidsonf21). However, in some situations it is 
possible to reproduce the time-dependency of the inlet conditions adequately and 
affordably. 
If a sufficient amount of geometry upstream of the region of interest can be simulated 
as part of the LES prediction, and the inlet conditions there are far-removed from the 
region of interest and the solution close to the region of interest develops naturally 
within the simulation, the flow may be considered independent of the inlet condition 
applied. The feasibility of this approach is heavily dependent on the complexity of 
the flow and geometry, with the computational cost of resolving large regions of flow 
rendering it impractical for many applications. 
In simulations where the geometry is repeated both upstream and downstream of the 
solution domain, periodic boundary conditions may be applied in the strearnwise 
direction with flow at the exit plane being recycled to the inlet. Provided the domain 
is of sufficient length to contain the largest turbulent structures, self-sustained 
turbulence is achieved. Upon reaching a statistically stationary state the flow will be 
detennined by the repeating geometry and will be independent of the 'inlet condition' 
applied initially. A similar technique may also be applied fur developing flows, such 
as boundary layers, though this requires appropriate rescaling of the velocity profile 
between the exit and inlet planes. 
If the solution geometry does not allow any of these methods to be used, the 
alternative is to generate a database of unsteady velocity data to use as an inlet 
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condition. The database may be read and re-read as required as the velocity data is 
applied to the inlet of the main simulation. Two strategies are in common use to 
obtain this: precursor simulation and synthetic generation. 
For some turbulent flows the use of a precursor simulation allows multiple 
instantaneous samples to be extracted from an auxiliary LES calculation, which is 
usually a simplified or cyclic representation of the geometry upstream of the main 
LES calculation. This precursor technique is widely accepted to be a good approach 
provided the auxiliary calculation provides a good representation of the real flow, 
such as in Apte et al. [41 for a coaxial jet, Veloudis et al. [IOZJ for a constricted channel 
flow, Lund et al. [SOJ for a developing boundary layer (with appropriate re-scaling in 
the precursor simulation) and Schliiterr831 fur a gas turbine engine. The latter is of 
special interest as the precursor calculation was based on RANS CFD, and so is an 
example of an interface between a RANS simulation of a compressor and an LES of a 
combustor. The unsteady fluctuations were provided from a periodic pipe flow and 
scaled to match the mean and turbulence profiles of the RANS (although why fully-
developed pipe flow turbulence should be appropriate for a compressor exit flow was 
not justified). However, the computational cost of any precursor simulation rises 
rapidly with the complexity of the upstream geometry, to the point where modelling 
the upstream region may be more expensive than the region of interest and thus the 
method becomes impractical Equally, in some cases, adopting a precursor approach 
may simply move the question of where to specify inlet conditions for LES further 
upstream. An alternative to the precursor method is clearly necessary. 
Synthetic inlet condition generation offers the potential of providing computational 
simulations with high fidelity experimentally-derived data for complex geometries, 
witOOut the need for excessive computation. However, the extent to which the 
experimental data is used has a direct effect on the quality, complexity and cost of the 
generated data. The analysis and development of synthetic velocity field inlet 
conditions forms a major part of this thesis and is discussed at length in chapter 3. 
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1.2.4 Previous Work on LES Applied to Combustor Flows 
The entire field of development of LES methods and their application to engineering 
situations is too broad a subject to tackle here. It has already been stated that the case 
of a gas turbine combustor is a promising area of application for LES as it has become 
clear that its prediction benefits substantially from unsteady simulation Schliiter[831• 
Testing and development of the work in this project is therefore to be undertaken 
using combustor-relevant flow examples, and hence discussion here is limited to 
analogous previous studies. A review of some general applications and recent 
advances is provided by Moinl61 l. 
Simulating an entire combustor geometry in LES is obviously computationally 
expensive, and hence the trend has been to look at components in isolation. Where 
LES has so far been applied to realistic fully annular combustor geometries 
(containing approximately 20 fuel injector sectors, see Fig 1.4) it requires an 
excessively large mesh (up to 100 million control volumes!) and consequently 
massive processing capabilities (Fatica & Alonsol171). Although this allows the 
resolution of circumferential instabilities, such studies are more relevant in the context 
of code development and computer science due to their demands for a multi-processor 
code architecture and efficient memory allocation. 
Fig 1.4- Geometry and instantaneous velocity contours within a full P&W 6000 
combustor simulationl29l 
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More often combustor studies consider a one-burner sector, applying periodic 
boundary conditions in the circumferential direction. Reynolds et al. 1771 describe one 
of a number of studies aimed at predicting the reactive flow in a Pratt and Whitney 
6000 combustor using LES. Cold predictions were first conducted during the CFD 
model development process on a mesh of 1.4 million control volumes, with the 
simulation taking 13,500 CPU hours for an explicit solver using 32 processors on an 
IBM SP3 machine. The prescription of inlet conditions is described in more detail in 
Schliitd831 and Schliiter et al. 1841• Mean velocity and turbulence levels were 
established at pre-diffuser entry from an upstream RANS compressor simulation, with 
synthetic turbulence fluctuations superimposed from a database obtained from an 
auxiliary LES of a fully-developed turbulent pipe flow. LES was chosen over RANS 
for combustor prediction because of its superior ability to capture flows where mixing 
is dominated by large scale structures. Ham et al.1291 continued this LES study on a 
single injector sector introducing complex models of spray break-up, evaporation and 
turbulent combustion. Again, a cold flow case was initially investigated and results 
for various pressure drops and mass flow splits were found to be within 10% of 
experimentally obtained validation data, which could be considered a reasonable error 
band. Cold flow sirnulations were made on a 35 million control volume mesh, taking 
8 CPU hours per time step. No reference is made to the inlet conditions used. 
Several studies have neglected the pre-diffuser and dump cavity entirely, modelling 
only the combustor internal geometry. Di Mare et al. 1151 is one such example where 
only a single combustor can has been modelled, based on the geometry of the Rolls-
Royce Tay engine. Primary and secondary port jets were resolved, but porous walls 
mimicked by imposing a fixed mass flow boundary instead of solid walls in the 
dilution zone. Inlet conditions at the fuel injector were, by admission, crude, with a 
random noise corresponding to a turbulence intensity of around 20% imposed on a flat 
mean velocity profile at the swirler exit. Some attempt was made to account for 
correlations within the flow by 'grouping' the imposed fluctuations in space and time 
in blocks corresponding to an assumed integral length and time scale. Turbulence 
fluctuations were neglected in the dilution jets. The flow features compared very 
favourably with experimental observations, although it was noted that the results were 
sensitive to the turbulence intensity and precise definition of the geometry at the inlet. 
Selle et al. 1871 also noted the difficulty in defming inlet profiles for injectors when the 
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geometry of the swirler vanes is not resolved, although, by contrast, this work asserted 
that inlet velocity fluctuations could be neglected owing to the dominance of the 
turbulent activity caused by high velocity gradients inside the combustor. Apte et 
al. [41 conducted LES on a geometry similar to those above, again with no resolution of 
the swirler vanes: the injector was modelled as a coaxial jet with prescribed swirl 
Here the inlet conditions were obtained from a pre-cursor simulation. They found 
significant improvement over RANS methods in the prediction of particle-dispersion 
characteristics. 
It should be noted that the above studies only dealt with the combustor internal 
geometry. McGuirk and Spencerl541 have shown, albeit in a RANS context, that 
coupling exists between the internal and external flow. Thus, if a simulation is to be 
conducted of the internal flow alone, ideally the boundary conditions specified to 
represent the external flow should be based on measurements at the fuel injector exit 
both the upper and lower supply annulus ducts. Spencer et al. [951 have attempted to 
follow this approach in their predictions of a realistic combustor geometry containing 
4.3 million grid cells using both LES and RANS methods. Synthetic inlet conditions 
were applied variously at the fuel injector and annulus inlets. They found the mixing 
process was significantly affected by the details of the inlet conditions used, 
especially in the fuel injector, with LES offering a much closer prediction of 
experimental profiles than RANS. 
Another example, which emphasises one important flow component of a gas-turbine 
combustor internal flowfield is the case of multiple impinging jets in cross flow. This 
simulates the primary zone of the combustor in the absence of the swirling injector 
flow. Spencer and Adumitroaie[941 conducted an LES study of this test case and 
compared it to both experimental and RANS methods. The results show that, in 
addition to improved prediction of turbulence levels, LES can provide extra data such 
as the scalar-velocity correlations and the bi-modal PDF of the axial velocity at the 
free stagnation point of the impinging jets. Inlet conditions were prescribed from an 
experimental mean profile, onto which was superimposed a random Gaussian 
distribution to the measured RMS levels. Geyer et al. l2Zl used a similar test case to 
provide a general evaluation of the capabilities of LES, as well as providing velocity 
proftles, PDF' s and correlations that correspond fairly well with experimental 
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measurements. LES sources of error are discussed, which, in the case of spatial 
filtering and sampling errors, are equally applicable to PIV and will be discussed in 
section 5.1. A further discussion on sources of numerical error in LES is offered by 
Ghosall231• 
These few examples serve to illustrate the increasing interest in using LES CFD for 
combustor flows, but also the importance, and as yet insufficient understanding, of 
producing an optimum strategy for specifying the inlet conditions for such 
simulations, which maximises the available knowledge of inherent flow features 
identified in external measurements. Further discussion on studies relating to the 
application of LES in the context of inlet condition usage will be given in chapter 3. 
1.3 Particle Image Velocimetry 
The primary method of obtaining experimental measurements in this investigation 
will be through the use of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). PIV was selected since, 
as stated above, it is a technique that can provide the spatial and temporal resolution 
required for inlet condition generation methods for LES, as mentioned in previous 
sections and as will be introduced in chapter 3. 
PIV has really only become feasible during the last 30 years and can still be 
considered as 'under development'. A history of the development of PIV is not 
provided here, and interested readers are referred to Hollis1321 and Grant1261• PIV is 
essentially a flow visualisation and quantification technique. In planar PIV, such as 
used here, the flow to be measured is seeded with an appropriate particulate material 
(i.e. flow-following at relevant tirnescales, and light reflective) and is illuminated by a 
pulsed laser light sheet in a flow plane where measurements are to be obtained. This 
plane is then either viewed orthogonally by a single camera, in the case of 
monoscopic PIV (which only allows the resolution of the two in-plane velocity 
components), or obliquely using two cameras, for stereoscopic PIV (which 
additionally allows the through-plane component to be resolved) (Prasad1741). 
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Two images of the flow are then taken in a repeated time-sequenced manner, usually 
with a form of digital photography, timed to coincide with the laser pulses. The 
double image capture is repeated a number of times, dependent on the storage 
capabilities of the camera, to produce a data set containing a given number of double 
images. Each double image is processed to obtain an instantaneous vector field and, 
subsequently, a data set (time-series) of instantaneous vector field samples. Vectors 
are obtained by sub-dividing the image field of view (FoV) into a series of 
interrogation cells (normally of size 32x32 pixels) and performing a cross-correlation 
of each double image pair. The resultant vectors represent the modal displacement of 
the imaged particles within each interrogation cell, and knowledge of the time 
between laser pulses allows the calculation of the instantaneous two or three 
component velocity vector field for mono- or stereoscopic PIV respectively. 
The entire PIV process can be thought of as a series of stages: acquisition, processing, 
validation, and analysis. The following 4 sub-sections describe briefly the theory and 
standard practices of each stage independently. Further details on elements specific 
and of importance to the current project are presented in chapter 2. 
1.3.1 Acquisition 
The first stage of the PIV process is to obtain the raw images. Whereas subsequent 
stages follow a fairly consistent procedure, the set-up parameters for performing the 
measurements may change substantially depending on the fluid used and the geometry 
being tested. Flexibility and patience are thus required in optimising the set-up. 
Perhaps the most crucial aspect of the physical set-up is the correct choice and 
delivery of the seeding. A particle must both accurately follow the flow and scatter 
sufficient light to be recorded. Previous investigations by Raffel et al. [?SJ have shown 
suitable seeding can be obtained by the use of 20!JID Polyamid particles for use in 
water, or atomised Shell Ondina oil, with a maximum diameter of 2J.UD, for use in air. 
Raffel et alY51 state that for 95% detection during processing there should be a 
minimum of 5 particles per interrogation cell As most water-based systems are 
recirculating the issues of seeding distribution are negated, however in airflow this is 
often not the case and care must be taken that seeding density is both sufficient and 
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ho~mgeneously distributed. Particle size and density should be adjusted until a 
particle image diameter of around the optimum 2 pixels for the selected Fo V is 
achieved (Westerweel£108l). 
Care should be taken when arranging and calibrating the camera to the desired FoV 
size. If the test facility has not been designed specifically with PIV in mind optical 
access may be difficult and practical problems such as glare may need to be 
overcome. Often this is just a matter of painting any reflective surfaces or using a 
polarising fllter on the camera. When designing for any given Fo V size the user 
should generally select a lens and camera position to give the minimum required area 
Large fields may result in insufficient particle size and poor spatial resolution. In the 
experience of the author, a field of approximately 150mm in water and 80mm in air 
are the advisable upper limits when using the above seeding: if a greater area is 
required the user should consider splitting the Fo V and taking separate measurements. 
Calibration of the camera image is absolutely necessary in order to map the real-world 
dimensions to the camera pixel units (LaVision£44l). This process must be repeated 
every time the distance or viewing conditions between the camera and the object 
plane is changed. When a camera views normal to the object plane and there is no 
distortion (a!Imst always the case in monoscopic PIV), this is simply a process of 
linear scaling. It is only necessary to know the separation and location of two points 
within the object plane to calibrate the entire image. However, if this is not the case 
and the camera views the object plane obliquely (as in the case of stereoscopic PIV), 
or there is image distortion, a calibration plate with known, equally spaced marks on it 
must be used, such as in Fig 1.5. When oblique viewing is required a device called a 
Scheimpflug adaptor may be employed on the camera lens to maintain focus over an 
inclined plane (for details on the Scheimpflug principle see Merklingerl58l). 
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Fig L5- Calibration plates, a) flat plate b) two-level plate (LaVision1441) 
In order to resolve the out-of plane motion for stereoscopic PIV, calibration at two or 
more locations in the through-plane direction is required. This can either be achieved 
by using a two-level calibration plate (Fig L5b) with one calibration image per 
camera, or by the relative translation of a flat-calibration plate (Fig L5a)) between 
two calibration images for each camera In the experience of the author, the two-level 
calibration plate, if available, is generally the most reliable method of providing 
calibration as it removes the ambiguity of translating the plate and/or camera system 
Further discussion on this will be given in section 2.2.3. 
Two common mapping functions used to defme the transformation between the world 
coordinate system and the camera coordinate system are the camera pinhole model 
(WillertU111) and the 3rd order polynomial fit method (Solof et al. 1921). The former, as 
illustrated in Fig 1.6, uses the calibration image to calculate six parameters that defme 
the rotation, R, and translation, T, between the world coordinates, Xw, and camera 
coordinates, X.,, for a given focal length to a 'pinhole' point, f, such that, 
(1.20) 
Note the focal length of the pinhole model will be close to, but not the same as, the 
focal length of the lens. First and second order radial distortions may also be 
accounted for about the principle point on the camera CCD chip. The use of a 
Scheimpflug adaptor will move this point away from the centre of the chip. 
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world coordinate system 
Yw 
Fig 1.6- Camera pinhole model (Willertl1111) 
Alternatively, the image distortion may be described by a polynomial of up to 3nl 
order for both directions in the plane of the image. The coefficients of the polynomial 
are then determined by a non-linear least-squares fit to the calibration image. 
The polynomial fit approach may be beneficial if the image contains strong 
distortions, which could stop the pinhole model converging. However, extrapolation 
of the polynomial fit is poor and requires calibration marks covering the whole image. 
The pinhole model has the added advantages that it can take into account the 
thickness of the calibration plate when using a set-up that requires the cameras to 
view from opposite sides and can take advantage of the self-calibration technique 
proposed by Wienekel110l, further described in section 1.3.2. 
When capturing flow areas that extend beyond a single FoV, multiple fields (i.e. PIV 
data sets at differing locations) may be captured to avoid having to increase the Fo V 
and hence reduce the vector resolution. Regardless of the calibration method used, in 
the experience of the author, a positional error of order 1 pixel should be expected in 
either the location or the scale factor between the camera and world coordinate 
systems for each field. Thus, for a typical FoV, one should be prepared to accept 
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discontinuities between intersecting fields of up to 1 nun. A correction for this 
phenomenon will be discussed in section 2.2.3. 
Two key timings must be considered when taking images: the sampling time (the time 
between the capture of the first frames of successive double image pairs) and the 
inter-frame time (the time between the capture of each frame of a double image pair). 
The former gives the temporal resolution of the data and is generally the limiting 
factor in controlling the range of frequencies in the turbulence spectrum that can be 
resolved. With the latest PIV equipment, sample rates of 1kHz are available at 1 
mega-pixel resolution. This is the reason why PIV may now be considered to have 
sufficient resolution to be applicable to LES inlet boundary conditions. The inter-
frame time is dependent on the flow being captured and the optical set-up. Keane and 
Adrian[361 suggest a 'one quarter rule' is employed when determining inter-frame 
time: namely that the resulting mean displacement magnitude of the particles in each 
interrogation cell should be less than one quarter of the cell's dimension, in order to 
minimise particle pair loss due to out of plane motions. Thus, for a standard 32x32 
pixel interrogation cell the displacement should be less than 8 pixels. However, as the 
calculated displacement error increases with a decrease in the displacement, a 
maximum displacement of 8 pixels should be targeted. 
Laser light sources are used to give high intensity light that can be easily formed into 
a light-sheet. Care must be taken to ensure the sheet adequately illuminates the entire 
Fo V. Generally the light sheet should be as thin as possible to eliminate any out of 
plane motion (Raffel et al.[15\ however in circumstances where the out of plane 
motion is large relative to the in-plane motion, or when taking stereoscopic data, the 
thickness may need to be increased to allow sufficient in-plane displacement to be 
captured within the chosen inter-frame time. 
1.3.2 Processing 
In a PIV context the term processing refers to the conversion of raw images into 
vector fields. As mentioned previously, the image is spatially discretised into 
interrogation cells in which the modal displacement (and the known inter-frame time) 
allows inference of a single velocity vector to be associated with that cell. Within 
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each cell the spatial con·elation between the double image frames is caJculated via 
Fast Fow·ier Transtorm, resulting in a COITelation map with the peak intensity at the 
average displacement. A Gaussian fitting scheme is generally employed to deteimine 
peak location (Keane & Adrian1371), typically resulting in a correlation peak location 
accurate to within 0.1 pixels. A typical correlation map is shown in Fig 1. 7. 
Correlation Peak -----. 
Noise ~ 
dx dy 
Fig 1.7 - Typical COITelation map (LaVision1441) 
As outlined by Lecerf et al. 1421, con·elations performed on the image pairs of each 
camera infer the projected particle displacement for that camera. Knowledge of the 
relative calibrated positions of the cameras can d1en be used to extract the in-plane 
components (and through-plane component in stereoscopic PIV). 
The above calcula tion is optin1ised when all pruticles move homogeneously, however 
this is not necessarily the case. lo regio ns of strong velocity gradients or strong local 
rotation Keane and Adrian1361 show that d1e resulting effect is a broadening and 
di.minishing of the conelation peak, with a resultant bias towards slower velocities. 
This may lead to increased uncertainty or even non-detection of the 'coiTect' peak. 
These effects can be remedied by careful selection of the interrogation cell size and 
inter-frame time, to ensure minimwn ve locity variation with each cell and minimise 
d1e loss of particle image pairs between fran1es. 
Ao instant measw·e of the quality of the peak obtained is the Q-factor, defined as the 
ratio of the highest peak (i.e. the assumed conect displacement) to the next highest 
(deemed to be noise). Thus, ifP indicates intensity, LaVision1441 define: 
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(1.21) 
This quantifies the signal to noise ratio: if the Q-factor is greater than 2 the peak is 
probably correct, whereas values closer to one indicate it is probably false. 
The choice of size of interrogation cell to use is governed by two criteria: the cell 
should be small enough that the homogeneity assumption is a good assumption (ie. 
for turbulent flow it should be of the order of the Kolmogorov length scale) and it 
should contain sufficient particles to obtain a valid correlation. The former criteria is 
almost always relaxed since this would result in unacceptably small Fo V sizes for all 
high Reynolds number fluids, and would also make it difficult to achieve the 5 
particles per cell mentioned previously. For almost all practical situations a cell size 
of 32x32 pixels is sufficient, though it is common practice to perform multiple passes, 
usually with an initially higher cell size. Multi-pass processing allows a shift to be 
applied to the cell position of subsequent passes based on the local velocity vector 
inferred by previous passes, ensuring the right particles are correlated and improving 
the signal-to-noise ratio1441• Using a larger cell size (say 64x64 pixels) to conduct the 
initial pass ensures even large velocity vectors are calculated with high confidence. 
Vector grid density may be increased by overlapping the interrogation cells, so that 
parts of the image are used more than once. The standard overlap is 50% of cell size, 
thereby increasing the number of vectors by a factor of 4. 
The above concessions on interrogation cell size lead to the resultant velocity field 
being effectively low-pass filtered, with eddies smaller than the cell size smoothed 
out. This leads to the phenomenon of sub-cell filtering, which can have a significant 
effect on the statistics derived from a velocity field measured by PIV. While 
dimensional analysis may be used to gain an a priori estimate of the Kolmogorov 
scales relative to the experimental parameters (Pope1731), a quantification and 
correction for this effect is best performed a posteriori, using the captured and 
processed velocity vector field (Sheng et al. 1881). This is further detailed in section 
3.1.2.3, since this aspect of PIV data is of crucial significance to its use for accurate 
unsteady velocity field representation. 
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Similarly, in the temporal sense, dynamic averaging occurs when the real particle 
motion is averaged over the time between the two recorded images due to the discrete 
time sampling of the image pair. Ideally, the inter-frame time should be set to less 
than or equal to the local Kolmogorov time scale; although, once again this must be 
balanced with the requirement above to optimise the pixel shift. Dynamic averaging 
affects each vector in isolation and is independent of the time series resolution, which 
is wholly governed by the available sampling rate. 
If the camera pinhole model was used in the calibration of the camera, self-calibration 
may be performed before vector calculation takes place. Self-calibration corrects fur 
any misalignment between the calibrated image plane and the laser plane. Firstly, a 
disparity vector is calculated by performing a cross-correlation on the de-warped (i.e. 
camera to world coordinate) images from each camera, akin to that used for planar 
velocity vector calculation. Although ideally these images should look the same, as 
the particles are distributed throughout the light sheet an ensemble average from 
around 50 images is typically required to gain an accurate correlation peak and thus 
an accurate disparity vector. The map of disparity vectors is then used to triangulate 
the true position of the light sheet relative to the calibrated viewing plane and thus 
correct the camera calibration models. Multiple passes may be used to gain better fits, 
though often the disparity will converge after two or three passes (Wieneke1110l). 
1.3.3 Validation 
Once the derived vector field has been established a validation process must be 
conducted to ensure sufficient confidence that the results may be considered genuine. 
The amount of validation required is thus a function of the quality of the data 
obtained. The identification of spurious vectors is conducted by outlining a set of 
criteria that a valid vector should meet. 
The most reliable method is to compare any particular vector to its neighbours. 
Westerweel et al. [IDJ describe the now widely-used method by which a vector is 
evaluated against the average magnitude and standard deviation of the surrounding 8 
vectors. If the vector lies more than a defmed factor of the standard deviation outside 
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the magnitude it is considered spurious. This is based on the assumption that if a 
vector is substantially different to those surrounding it then continuity is not satisfied 
and the vector must be false. The factor used is dependent on the turbulence, but 
typically 2.0 is acceptable for most situations. 
The vector may also be evaluated via the Q-factor given in equation 1.21. A threshold 
value may be set, below which the vector is rejected. This is useful for good quality 
data, but for data sets with high noise there is the possibility of removing genuine 
vectors. The threshold should therefore be set fairly low; typically 1.3 is used. 
An alternative validation method is to use some pre-determined knowledge. This may 
be by imposing set limits to the velocity, outside of which a vector is considered 
spurious, or by masking out certain regions where it is known no valid vectors exist, 
such as walls. Whereas masking can be confidently used (and has the added benefit 
of reducing the computational time), in the experience of the author, pre-defmed 
limits should only be set after other validation methods have been exhausted. 
In order to maintain a continuous field, any vector that is rejected by the above 
methods must be replaced. Replacement in the PIV hardware/software supplied by 
LaVisionl441 is implemented by considering the next highest peak in the correlation 
map. This peak is then checked against the validation criteria and, if found also to be 
invalid, the process is repeated for the 3rd and 4th peaks. Subsequent peaks are 
considered to be noise and are never evaluated. If no alternate vector can be found the 
standard practice is to perform linear interpolation based on the surrounding vectors. 
This will obviously cause some smoothing and is no substitute for good data: 
typically, if more than 5% of the data is interpolated the user should consider revising 
the experimental setup and re-taking the data. 
1.3.4 }lrtalysis 
The fmal stage of PIV measurements is to extract useful information from the 
calculated velocity field. This can be both in the context of providing a fmal 'sanity 
check' on the data, now that derived statistics can be obtained, but also in order to 
present the data in a compact and descriptive way. 
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Since providing every instantaneous vector field (potentially over 3000 samples) is 
excessive, methods of quantifying the spatially coherent turbulence data, which 
separates PIV from point based measuring techniques, become of prime importance. 
As well as point-based first and second moment statistics (time-averaged mean and 
RMS velocities; Reynolds stresses), PIV may be used to obtain two-point statistics 
(velocity correlations; length/time scales; power spectra) and provide data fur 
turbulent structure identification techniques (Proper Orthogonal Decomposition; 
Linear Stochastic Estimation). The optimisation and implementation of such methods 
is a major focus of this investigation and is dealt with in chapter 3. 
1.3.5 Previous Work on PIV Applied to Complex 3D Flows 
As with section 1.2.4 above, a full review of the use of PIV in engineering situations 
is too broad a subject to cover here. It is worthwhile, however, to review a selection 
of previous work on the use of PIV for complex turbulent flow field measurement in 
applications similar to that used here. 
Hollis1321 gives an excellent account of PIV set-up and processing in combustor-
relevant geometries in both air and water flows, using a monoscopic low frame-rate 
system Of particular relevance to this project are the analysis methods used, 
described therein to extract information on the scales of turbulent flow captured. 
Similarly, Midgley et al. 1601 show how even low-speed, monoscopic data can be used 
to extract unsteady flow data on coherent vortex structures in the swirling region 
downstream of a fuel injector. To this end the concepts of Reynolds decomposition, 
Probability Density Functions (PDFs) and conditional averaging, supplemented in 
Midgley1591 by two-point correlations along with Proper Orthogonal Decomposition 
(POD), proved to be very successful and will be used extensively in the current work. 
These ideas are explained more fully in chapter 3. 
The work of Wernet11071 is a good example of an attempt to capture time-resolved PIV 
in challenging circumstances. Images are captured at 30Hz downstream of both a 
single stage transonic axial compressor and a centrifugal compressor, requiring the 
use of dedicated viewing windows and a periscope probe for light sheet delivery. Of 
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particular importance is the emphasis placed on achieving the correct seeding 
distribution, with a combined global and local delivery system required. This 
highlights the potential difficulties of achieving an even distribution of seeding whilst 
using a heavier-than-air particulate in a non-recirculating airflow experiment. Careful 
attention must be paid to highly swirled and wake regions, where seeding density may 
be reduced to unworkable levels. The techniques used to ensure an even seeding 
distribution for the measurements made in this project are outlined in chapter 2. 
Several attempts have been made to extract a through-plane component from 
monoscopic data Often, as in Fujisawa and StaohU8l, this involves estimation from 
the continuity equation, although this often requires assumptions about the flow or 
measurements in other locations. Willert et al. 11121 introduce the additional technique 
of Doppler Global Velocimetry (DGV) to obtain the through-plane velocities, whilst 
using PIV to capture the in-plane velocities. As such a set-up only requires viewing 
perpendicular to the image plane it has the potential to alleviate some of the 
difficulties in viewing obliquely for stereoscopic PIV. However, currently DGV is 
unproven for unsteady data and only has a measurement resolution of order lm/s 
(Willert et al. [1 131). This is clearly of significance for the use of experimental data for 
LES inlet conditions since it is a pre-requisite for such use that the data should be of 
all three velocity components at the same time instant. For PIV, this can also be 
achieved via the stereoscopic, two-camera approach 
Willert et al.11121 give a useful discussion on the set-up of stereoscopic PIV in air flow. 
They note how the relative positions of the cameras and laser must be optimised to 
provide even light scattering and how optical access and glare increasingly become an 
issue as seeding is deposited on the viewing surface. Lang et al. 1431 and Parker et al. 161 
both successfully use stereoscopic PIV in water flows, with both employing water 
filled prisms to alleviate the optical distortions associated with oblique viewing, as 
illustrated in Fig 1.8. 
High-speed PIV has been shown to be possible up to 20kHz in Williarns et al. 11141, 
albeit with a wet-film camera Again, the main problem encountered was achieving 
the correct seeding, which had to be carefully monitored to attain the correct level. 
Also highlighted is the spatial filtering analogy with LES and the need for high 
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sample rates when extracting statistics for LES comparison. Spatial fi ltering results 
from the use of an interrogation cell size larger than the Ko lrnogorov length scale, 
thereby introducing low-pass filtering into the measured velocity field in an analogous 
way to the ftltering applied in LES. The identification and correction for this 
phenomenon is significant in the context of inlet condition generation and will be 
discussed further in section 3.1.2.3. Tanahash.i et al. 1981 demonstrate 1kHz 
stereoscopic PIV (combined with simultaneous Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence 
(PLIF) of two different species) in a combusting fl ame in airflow and note the critica l 
extra insight that can be gained from simultaneously capturing three components. 
a) 
Viewing 
anangement 
Sample 
image 
b) 
Fig 1.8 - Sketch of optical distortion at an a.ir-water interface due to oblique viewing, 
a) plane wall, b) using water-filled prism 
This selection of previous studies show the su.itability of the PIV technique for 
providing detailed unsteady flow analysis, using complex geometries, provided 
careful consideration is given to the optimisation of the data acqu.isition stage. The 
major challenges are to provide sufficient optical access to the flow being imaged, 
particularly when using stereoscopic PIV, and to ensure the seeding pruticulate is 
evenly distributed at sufficient concentration across the FoV. A description of the 
techniques used to achieve these criteria for the experiments conducted in this project 
is given u1 chapter 2. 
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1.4 Project Objectives 
Section 1.2 has detailed fundamental ideas behind LES CFD and its potential for 
resolving unsteady flow aspects of engineering scenarios. However, the cost of 
generating a time-dependent velocity field to apply at an LES inlet plane via precursor 
LES calculation has indicated the importance of developing experimentally-derived, 
synthetic generation techniques. Section 1.3 has outlined how the temporally and 
spatially resolved velocity field obtained via the PIV technique has, in principle, the 
potential to form the basis of such a synthetic method, although little work to 
investigate this has so far been reported 
The primary aim of this thesis is thus to develop, quantify and validate a generalised 
and widely applicable methodology for providing unsteady, spatially and temporally 
resolved velocity fields utilising the full potential of the PIV technique, for direct 
application as an LES inlet condition generation method. 
A list of project objectives may thus be stated as: 
• To select one or more suitable test cases, relevant to gas turbine combustor 
fluid mechanics, and to apply the above procedures to the capture of PIV data, 
using both air and water as the working fluid. The captured data should be 
suitable for use as inlet conditions for LES predictions of the test cases. 
• To defme the optimal method by which the available PIV instrumentation may 
be used to provide the three velocity components necessary for inlet condition 
generation. 
• To develop methods for analysis of measured data sets to provide any derived 
statistics or velocity field processing that may be necessary for inlet condition 
generation. 
• To evaluate existing methods of unsteady synthetic inlet condition generation 
in terms of their benefits, drawbacks, requirements and useful applications. 
• To develop and verify a new method of inlet generation for use with high 
sample rate PIV and evaluate this against the existing methods. 
• To apply, and where necessary modify, an existing LES code to allow 
simulation of the selected test cases with a variety of unsteady inlet conditions. 
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• To perform and analyse LES predictions of the test cases and evaluate the 
implications of the inlet conditions used. 
1.5 Thesis Structure 
The remainder of this thesis is dedicated to describing how the objectives outlined in 
the previous section have been addressed and completed. Chapter 2 will describe the 
experimental facilities used and how the PIV technique has been applied in them. 
Chapter 3 details various methods of unsteady velocity field analysis and the 
techniques for using these methods for generation of synthetic inlet conditions in 
existence at the start of the current research. A new inlet condition generation method 
is then introduced in chapter 4. This is validated and compared to existing synthetic 
methods in chapter 5. Chapter 6 details the computational techniques required for 
simulation using these synthetic methods. Some results of these observed in a 
combustor relevant test case are presented in chapter 7. The thesis concludes with a 
summary of the major achievements of the present research and suggestions for future 
work in chapter 8. 
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Experimental Facilities and Instrumentation 
Experimental Facilities and Instrumentation 
The basics of the process behind obtaining PTV data has already been outlined in 
chapter 1, along with an appreciation of previous PIV studies applicable to the work 
in this thesis. This chapter details the choice and design of experimental facilities and 
the capturing and analysis o f the resultant data for this project. All velocity field 
measurements were undertaken using PIV. 
Two test geometries were considered as part of this project: an idealised combustor 
flow using water as the fluid medium and a vortex generator using airflow. Both 
geometries were commissioned as part of this project and will be described in some 
detail. A few measurements were also performed in a real (engine representative) 
combustor geometry using airflow. Data from this experiment will not be discussed 
for the remainder of this thesis, but details of the geometry and an overview of the 
captured data are provided iu Appendix A for future reference. 
The following section details the high-speed PfV instrumentation utilised throughout. 
Subsequent sections discuss the test geometries used. 
2.1 High-Speed PIV System 
All experimental testing within the present investigation took advantage of a newly 
commissioned high-speed PIV system made available at the strut o f this project. The 
system is commercially available and is supplied by LaVision GmbH. The general 
anangement is shown in Fig 2.1 , and the technical specifications in Table 2. 1. 
Fig 2.1 - PIV system arrangement 
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Camera 1 or 2 x HighSpeedStar 4 
Resolution 1024 x 1024 pixels 
Frame rate 1kHz (double frame) @ maximum resolution 
CCD 10-bit monochrome 
CCD size 17mm2 
Min. inter-frame time 2!!S 
Max. no. of samples 3072 
Memory 8GBytes 
Lenses Nikon Nikkor Macro 
Focal lengths 60mm, 105mm, x2 converters 
F-number 2.8 to 32 
IDumination Dual-head New Wave Nd-YLF laser 
Wavelength 527nm (green) 
Pulse width' 135ns 
Max repetition rate 10kHz 
Maxenergy lOmJ@ 1kHz 
Light Sheet Optics 
Cy lindricallens focal length -6mm, -lOmm, -20mm 
Beam thickness 0.5mm to 2.5mm 
Working distance 300mm to 2000mm 
System Computer 
Processor Dual2.8GHz Pentium IV 
Memory 4Gbytes 
Internal Storage 120Gbytes + DVD-RW 
External Storage 1.58TB 
Software packages DaVis 7.2, Matlab 7.1, Tecplot 360 
Table 2.1 - PIV system spec1ficat10ns 
All PIV data capture uses LaVision's software packages, DaVis 7.2 (LaVisionl441). 
This software controls the acquisition, processing and validation stages, outputting a 
data file for each vector field in the time series. It may also be used to calculate the 
mean and RMS vector fields from the data set. A facility is available to export all 
data files into Matlab for further analysis and processing. 
Following the recommendations of Hollisl321 and LaVisionl441, and initial 
investigations using the current test geometries, the following parameters were 
employed for all PIV processing: 
• Calibration via the pinhole ll!Odel, with stereoscopic self-calibration, for all 
stereoscopic data. 
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• Multi-pass processing, consisting of three passes (the initial one with an 
interrogation cell size of 64x64 pixels, the remaining two at 32x32 pixels). 
• 50% cell overlap at each pass. 
• 'Standard' (FFT) second-order correlation. 
• Vector post-processing after each pass, with vectors removed if found to have 
Q-factor less than 1.3 or exceed the RMS of the neighbouring vectors by a 
factor of 2. Vectors removed after the fmal processing pass are estimated by 
interpolation. 
2.2 Idealised Combustor 
The major test case examined in this project is that of single sector of an annular 
combustor geometry simplified from a typical modem engine configuration (e.g. 
similar to a Rolls-Royce Phase 5 combustor, as currently used in Rolls-Royce's Trent 
500 series of engines). It was designed specifically as an idealised test case that could 
be easily replicated as a computational geometry, but which reproduced the defming 
features of a real combustor flow. 
2.2.1 Test Rig 
All testing was conducted in the Loughborough University Horizontal Water Flow 
Tunnel For isothermal and incompressible flow, using water as a working fluid is 
feasible and convenient. By matching the Reynolds number to an equivalent size 
airflow case, this has the benefit of maintaining the dynamic characteristics of the 
flow whilst significantly reducing velocities (by a factor of approximately 15). This 
allows a greater portion of the turbulence spectrum to be captured with a given 
temporal resolution of PIV. Additionally, flow seeding is more easily achieved in 
water since recirculation around the rig ensures an even distribution of particles, with 
minimum deposits on the test geometry to affect the optical quality of the Fo V. As 
suggested in section 1.3.1, 20!Jlll Polyarnid particles are used for seeding the flow 
throughout. 
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A schematic of the facility is shown in Fig 2.2. This was originally designed by 
Behrouzi and McGuirk151, with Perspex test section walls allowing excellent optical 
access from any angle. The test section is of a rectangular cross-section with 
dimensions 380mm (horizontal) x 303.4mm (vertical). Variable return valves 
downstream of the flow regulating pump allow variation of the flow velocity within 
·the test section. Mounted next to the test section, a Dantec Dynamics three-axis 
traverse system is available for supporting the camera and lasers. This allows 
automated positioning of the PIV system to a resolution of 6.25pm in all three 
directions. 
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Fig 2.2- Horizontal Water Flow Tunnel Schematic 
The test geometry itself represents one full sector and two half sectors of an annular 
combustor, although converted to a planar Cartesian geometry for simplicity, i.e. no 
curvature is included. The geometry is simplified to include only the flame tube wall, 
supply annuli and a burner arm The burner arm is not replicated in detail, consisting 
of a 30mm diameter rod, joined at right angles to the combustor head, to provide both 
support and to simulate the generation of disturbances which pass into the annulus and 
are presented to the ports. The combustor head itself is sealed: there is no 
representation of the injector flow. One row of ports is used to simulate the primary 
jets in a combustor, with two evenly spaced holes per burner 'sector', one of which is 
centred behind the burner arm (note; for convenience and optical access the two half 
burner arms that should be present at the test rig side walls are omitted). Although 
circular chuted ports are often present in real combustors, these would be 
unnecessarily complicated to generate as a computational grid, especially for the in-
house LES code selected for the purposes of this thesis. Spencer1931 showed that the 
port shape, in particular the use of chutes, can have a significant effect on the flow in 
the core region, and it was decided to use square, non-chuted ports, which may be 
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easily generated computationally. Fig 2.3 shows the test geometry, with dimensions 
measured from the manufactured rig. This geometry is designed to contain sufficient 
features of the external and internal (primary zone) fluid mechanics of a real 
combustor to present a representative and sufficiently complex test case. 
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Fig 2.3- Idealised combustor test geometry (all dimensions in mm) 
The burner arm can be rotated about the combustor head to allow the coordinate 
system to be inverted so that all data capture in the annuli can be performed adjacent 
to the bottom of the tunneL This avoids the inconvenience of having to reposition the 
camera and laser for different annuli. Circular shims can be placed between the 
burner arm and tunnel wall to allow the annuli heights to be set as equal All data 
will be presented in the orientation shown in Fig 2.3, with the annulus on the same 
side as the burner arm termed the 'upper' annulus. 
Based on the dimensions of the test section, the port size, dp. was fixed (for the basis 
of comparison to the engine geometry, an equivalent-area circular port diameter of 
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24.0mm was used) and all subsequent dimensions scaled to give proportions 
analogous to a typical engine combustor. 1be Reynolds number based on the primary 
port conditions was matched between test rig and engine geometries at -30,000, 
giving a bulk velocity in the tunnel of 0.1662 rnls and a Reynolds number based on 
the tunnel height of 56,534. The mass flow rate through each annulus downstream of 
the row of port holes was fixed at 13% of the total flow by metering plates in the 
annulus exits, 345.7mm downstream of the port holes. Each metering plate contained 
40x10.5mm holes, giving a total outlet area of 3,463mm2 per annulus. Table 2.2 
details the comparative design dimensions of the current and Rolls-Royce Phase 5 
geometries. All dimensions shown are in millimetres. 
Item Current geometry Relative to Phase 5 Relative to 
d~ geometry[271 d~ 
(Primary) port size 
.J4(21.3X21.3)/rr. dp 13.8" dp (dp) 
=24.o· 
Flame tube heig_ht 201 8.23dp_ 120.0 8.70dp 
Flame tube exit height 76.6° 3.19dc 78.2 5.67dp 
Core length 535.5" 22.22d. 250.0 18.12do 
Annulus height 45.2 1.88d0 26.2 1.90do 
Flame tube wall 6.0" 0.25dp z.o· 0.14dp 
thickness 
(Primary) port 95.0 3.96dp 55.8' 4.04dp 
SJlacin_g 
• u current square holes of Width 21.3 are eqmvalent area to a crrcular diameter of 24, average value, 
'combustor exit area reduced to avoid core recirculation, dminimum thickness possible due to 
manufacturing limitations, 'estimate, r 7.5• equivalent spacing 
Table 2.2 -Test rig comparative dimensions 
During commissioning of the geometry, several initial PIV data sets were captured to 
confrrm the gross features of the flow. Fig 2.4 shows the wall boundary layer profiles 
at the spanwise (z-direction) midpoint of the test section, 250mm upstream of the 
burner arm 
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Profiles are normalised by the tunnel bulk velocity. Although there are small 
differences in the profiles between the 4 walls, with a maximum difference of the 
order 5% near the walls, the velocity is near-unifom1 ( <2% difference) in the central 
(80%) section of the tunnel, from which data will be taken. 
During initial commissioning, it was discovered that extra bracing was required in the 
core region to stop the rig flexing out of square, resulting in non-symmetrica l 
impingement of the port jets. This bracing was fitted against the span wise extremities 
of the test section, against the tunnel walls. The bracing was rearward of x = 150mm 
and thus should no t affect the flow in the core region or the optical access to it. 
Additionally, the exit taper was extended, to the extent shown in Fig 2.3, after reverse 
flow was noticed at the exit. PIV data captured subsequently showed the jet 
impingement to be symmetrical (Fig 2.5) and no reverse flow at combustor exit (Fig 
2.6). 
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Fig 2.6- Time averaged velocities at core exit taper at z = 0 
2.2.2 Choice and Arrangement of Measurement Locations 
It is intended to carry out LES calculations o f the flow in this idealised combustor 
geometry (reported below in chapter 7). Hence, the exte nt of the computational 
domain and the associated selection of locations for data capture must be made with 
consideration to both resulting computational demands and the validity of the selected 
domain as a test case. Clayton and Jones1 101 and Spencer et al. 1951 computationally, 
and Spencer and McGuirk1961 experimentally have shown that the internal flow within 
the primary zone of a combustor is dominated by the behaviour of the primary zone 
impinging jets, which are in tum affected by the proftle of the flow and nature of the 
turbulence in the upply annuli. An LES prediction whose inlet plane lies within the 
combustor annuli upstream of the ports should thus adequately mode l the coupling 
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between the annulus/core flows whilst negating the need to carry out CFD predictions 
of the whole combustor external aerodynamics. Choosing inlet planes in the annuli 
for a potential LES also allows good optical access for PIV and has the added 
advantage of resolving the burner arm wake. Although some flow coupling will exist 
between the flows in the upper and lower annuli this will invariably be very weak and 
thus does not necessitate the capture of data in both annuli simultaneously. 
The proposed layout of the intended LES computational domain is thus of the form 
shown in Fig 2.7. The simulated region will cover the central 'sector' of the 
combustor (covering up to the centreline of the ports on either side of the combustor 
sector centreline), allowing periodic boundary conditions to be employed in the z-
direction. CFD inlet planes will cover both the upper and lower annuli at the 
upstream end of this region, with CFD outlet planes in the downstream annuli and 
also at the core exit. This implies for inlet condition purposes the capture of 
experimental data for all three velocity components over the yz-plane of the annulus 
inlet plane (x = 0 in Fig 2.3) and, for validation purposes, additional data over one or 
more xy-planes within the core combustor flow. 
For the remainder of this thesis, the annulus inlet region will be normalised by the 
nominal annulus height, H = 45.2nnn. Also, for clarity, the transverse co-ordinate 
value used to present velocity data in the annuli will be assumed to have its origin on 
the respective annulus inner wall (ie. the flame tube wall for both inner and outer 
annuli). Using the tunnel bulk velocity and assuming a 50% mass flow split through 
each annulus, an annulus bulk velocity, Uret = 0.558 rnls, is obtained and will be used 
for all velocity normalisation. Fig 2.8, taken from PIV data sets in both annuli, 
indicates this is a valid assumption with the measured values within 5% of this figure. 
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The layout and dimensions of the measured Pl V fields over each annulus inlet plane 
will largely dictate the quality and ease of generation of the resu ltant CFD inlet 
condition. As well as containing sufficient spatial resolution to depict adequately the 
velocity field, the measured data must be time-syncbronjsed for all three velocity 
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components across the whole CFD inJet plane. If the latter condition is no t met, any 
discontinuity in the flow field would result in a loss of velocity con·elatioo across that 
region. It will be seen in chapter 3 that this has been shown to cause premature decay 
of the local tw-bulence in LES. 
However, only two PIV instiUmentation atTangements exist which could satisfy this 
three component synchronjsation condition implicitly. Either the entire in let plane 
must be captured in one field of PIV data, or multip le cameras must be used to captw-e 
portions of the inlet plane simultaneously. 
a) 
0 y 
rx---~ 
z 
I 
L, I i I I I 11 1!1 11 I 
X I 
Fig 2.9 - Possible stereoscopic PIV anangements for synchronised data capture in 
upper annu lus; - PJV field(s), - LES inlet plane region, 
a) Whole inlet in one fie ld b) Multi-camera, multi-field 
As illustrated generically for a stereoscopic PIV setup in Fig 2.9, the former of these 
approaches would result in significant regions of useless data with the inlet region 
itself poorly reso lved (approximately 16 x 62 vectors). While the latter an·augement 
achieves much higher inlet resolution (approximately 62 x 236 vectors), to maintain 
synchronicity all PIV fields would have to be captured at the same time, necessitating 
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the use of at least 4 cameras (8 for stereoscopic PIV). This was certainly beyond the 
availability of the current project and probably of most research institutions! 
Given current computational re o urces, it is common practice to reso lve a combustor 
annulus height (y-direction) using between 30-60 grid cells in LES (Clayton & 
Jooes1101, Spencer et al. 1951). Since, for this project specifically, there is a desire to 
resolve and monitor the turbulent structures within the annulus flow, it is expected 
that the annulus resolution for CFD predictions will be towards the upper end of that 
range. Therefore, it is prudent to capture PIV that also has at least similar spatial 
resolution, thus fixing the field size at approximately the annulus height. Clearly, 
capturing the whole inlet in one field wo uld be inadequate. Data must be captured 
using fields of a similar size and orientation to the multi-camera setup (Fig 2.9b), but 
one at a time since only two cameras are available. Thus an appropriate method is 
required to generate synchronised LES inlet condition data from the initially 
unsynchronised raw PIV data. A methodology to this end will be di scussed in chapter 
4. 
At the outset of the project only two-component (monoscopic) PIV could be obtained 
due to only one high-speed camera being ava ilahle. Data in the inlet plane was 
captured across 5 fields spread spanwise across the LES inlet plane. Fixing the field 
dimensions on the annulus height gives a Fo V of approximately 50mm Four o f these 
fields are aiTanged as in Fig 2.9b, centred at z = -75, -25, 25 and 75mm. 
Additionally, in order to give more flexibility in the reconstruction of the burner arm 
wake, a fifth field centred at z = 0 was captured. For each location a 50Hz and a 1 k:Hz 
data set (containing l024 and 3072 samples respectively) was taken. The former is in 
order to obtain better statistical analysis (due to its longer overall sampling time) and 
the later for maximal temporal reso lution. As viewing normal to the yz-plaoe is not 
possible in this test rig, a minor was installed in the annulus exit, allowing viewing 
through the lower wall, as shown in Fig 2. 10. The mirror is 50 x 50 mm square, 
mounted 200mm downstream x = 0 and accounted for a blockage of approximately 
5%. PlY tests taken of the axial velocity in the annulus just upstream of the minor 
show it to have negligible effect on the flow (see Fig 2.11). 
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Fig 2.10 - Monoscopic PlY arrangement tor viewing yz-plane 
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In order to obtain velocities in the through-plane (x) direction, additional two 
component (2c) data were taken over .xy and xz planes intersecting the inlet plane. 
Measurements were taken over 10 X)l-fields and 12 xz-fields, evenly spaced across 
each annu lus. All fields represent a Fo V of 50mm and were captured at 50Hz and 
1kHz. 
Subsequent to the capture of the above 2c-data, a second high-speed camera became 
available, allowing the captw·e of stereoscopic PlY to be used and, most importantly, 
for all three velocity components to be captured simultaneously. Comparison of the 
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2c- and 3c-data also served as a useful expe6mentaJ accuracy validation exercise. 
Five fields of stereoscopic data have been captured in each annulus at 50Hz and 1kHz, 
centred at the same locations as the 2c yz-fields noted above. The experimental setup 
is akin to that in Fig 2.9. Although the Fo V is limited in the y-direction to around 
50mm, e longation due to perspective effects g ives a field width of around 65mm. 
Calibration is conducted using a two sided calibration plate (Fig 2.12) of known 
thickness placed in the aru1ulus inlet. Perspective in the out-of-plane direction is 
obtained by traversing the cameras by lmm in the x-direction (thereby avoiding the 
need to translate the plate accurately whilst in-situ), with a calibration image taken at 
each location by both cameras. The pinhole model, as detailed in section 1.3.1, and 
subsequently self-calibration as detailed in section 1.3.2, determine the effective 
image correction. Scheimpflug mounts are employed for both cameras, with uniform 
focus achieved at an angle of approximately 19°. 
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Fig 2. 12- Two sided annulus calibration plate (image repeated on reverse) 
Modification was required to the standard water tunnel setup to allow imaging in the 
yz-plane when using stereoscopic PlY. Due to the cameras now viewing obliquely at 
an air-Perspex-water inte1face, distortion o f the image was obser ved in the direction 
normal to the interface. The solution was to mount two removable, triangular, water 
filled prisms onto the side of the rig, with sides angled at 45° (see Fig 2.13), allowing 
the cameras to view nOJm al to the air/Perspex/water interface, as used previous ly by 
Lang et al. 1431 and Parker et al. 161• 
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Fig 2. 13 -Stereoscopic Pl V setup, showing water prisms 
2.2.3 Sample PIV Results and Validation 
All experimental data has been captw-ed using the 'best practice' approaches detailed 
in section 1.3. Camera calibration is performed before data capture at each test 
location. Since clear reference points are visible in the PIV images (namely the upper 
and lower walls of the annulus), linear calibration (from two known reference points) 
has been conducted for all monoscopic data sets, with no calibration plate needed. 
The inter-frame time is optimised to give a maximum prut icle shift of 8 pixels for 
each data set, which normally necessitates an inter-frame time of approximately 
500~s. However, when taking data at 1kHz the maximum inter-frame time available 
is 460~s, which typically results in a maximum pruticle shift of approximately 7.5 
pixels. The experimental parameters ru·e adjusted until a data set is obtained with over 
95% first cho ice vectors and an average Q-factor of over 2.2. However, for fields in 
the yz-plane, this had to be relaxed to 90% and 2.0 respectively. 
Flow within the upper annulus inle t region is dominated by a transient and 
intermittent counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP) emanating from separat ion off the 
burner arm A similar, although considerably less powerful, CR VP is observed in the 
lower annulus. This appears to originate fi·om separation off the corner of the burner 
ann that protrudes into the capture streamtube heading into the lower annulus. Fig 
2.14 shows instantaneous vectors in the upper annulus inlet plane data from a yz-field 
centred on the rig centreline (z = 0). The samples are captured at an interva l of 0.1 
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seconds. The differences in the two vector fields and the lack of a CR VP in Fig 2. 14b 
illustrate the unsteady and intermittent nature o f the vortices. 
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Fig 2. 15 - Mono- and stereoscopic viewing and plane intersections in upper annulus; 
a) xy- (blue) and yz- (green) planes, b) xz- (pink) and yz- (green) planes; 
yz stereo (and mono as in Fig 2.10),-- xy mono, - xz mono, 
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The mean and RMS profiles of the 2c velocity data taken in the orthogonal xy- and xz-
plaues were found to be closely matched to that taken in the yz-plane on the lines at 
which they intersect (see Fig 2.15). If only monoscopic data were to be used when 
developing a methodology for obtaining a synchronous three-component velocity 
field over the LES inlet plane, data from d1ese Oithogonal planes must provide 
information for o btaining the through yz-pJane velocity component. It is thus 
necessary to check whether data extracted over only the intersecting lines of the 
ord1ogonal planes could be used to interpolate data over the whole yz-plane to provide 
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all three velocity components needed to construct the LES inlet conditions without 
excessive loss of accuracy. 
Using the stereo copic data as a datum, everal interpolation schemes were trialled for 
interpo lating the RMS velocity fluctuation of the through-plane component (measured 
directly across lines intersecting the orthogonal planes, see Fig 2. 15) onto a sample 
region of tbe yz inlet plane. The RMS ax ial velocity fluctuation was used i11 this test 
since it was expected that interpolation en·ors would probably be larger for second 
moment quantities. The results may be seen in Fig 2.16 tor linear, bi-hannonic spline 
and Kriging (Chao-yi181) interpolation schemes. The three vertical and two hmizontal 
lines of directly measured source data that intersect this yz region are shown in red . 
The quality of each interpolation is evaluated based on the mean difference from the 
stereoscopic datum RMS fie ld across this sample region. 
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Although reconstruction of the yz-plane data was reasonably successful, no scheme 
was able to achieve a mean difference fro m the stereoscopic PlY datum of less than 
10% for this or other data sets sampled. Additionally, altho ugh time average statistics 
can be interpolated , the non-synchronous captw·e of tbe orthogonal planes means that 
instantaneous data cannot (as there is no knowledge of phase information between 
data sets captw·ed at differeut times). Use of monoscopic data would therefo re imply 
the need for a method for generating synchronous time-series data from knowledge of 
just first and second moments, and perhaps spatial correlations deduced from these 
statistics- by no means an easy task. It was therefore decided that only stereoscopic 
data sets are viable as the bas is for inlet condition generation. 
However, the two-component and three-component data may still be compared to 
assess repeatability and accuracy of the data. Fig 2 .17 shows a comparison between 
mono- and stereoscopic camera data sets across the upper annulus on the test- section 
centreline (z = 0), fo llowing to the arrangements illustrated in Fig 2.15a. The plots 
show good agreement for both the time-averaged mean and RMS data, especially 
given the propmtionally strong through-plane component. 
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Fig 2. 17- Mono/stereo PIV comparisons in upper annulus, z = 0; a) Mean b) RMS 
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Despite best efforts being taken to optimise the experimental setup, en-ors such as 
camera or laser sheet misalignment, variations in the test Iig operation (e.g. pump 
fluctuations, cleanliness, tolerances during re-fitting) or ambient conditions (e.g. 
temperatw·e) and the inherent en-ors within the PIV process (see section 5.1) will 
inevitably affect the results of the tests. Several consequences were observed and are 
discussed below, along with the empirical coJTections developed to minimise their 
effect on the subsequent use of multi-plane PIV for inlet condition generation. These 
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consequences refer essentially to the impact of measurement en ors on the continuity 
between separate (but spatially neighbouring) data sets and should not be confused 
with en·ors associated with the vector calculation evaluation detailed in sections 1.3.2 
and 1.3.3. 
Noticeable eiTOr in the time-averaged statistics may be caused by the occunence of 
spurious samples within a data set. Such 'rogue' datasets can occur when the 
processing algorithm rejects too many vectors within a single sample and 
subsequently replaces them with interpolated data. This often results in non-physical 
tiiangular pattems in the statistical contours. The optimal method for removal of 
such samples is to examine the vector choice mauix produced during the validation 
stage of the vector calculation (see section 1.3.3). In addition to the velocity field, 
DaVis allows expOit of a 'choice' rnauix, with first choice vectors rated 1, through to 
fourth choice vectors rated 4 and interpolated data rated 5. SpUJious samples produce 
an uncommonly high choice rating (typically with >50% of vectors rated 5), and may 
be identified as those samples having an average choice rating of more than 4 or an 
average rating that is a large number of standard deviations from the data set mean (a 
factor of 6 is typically used here). Spurious samples in data sets to be used for 
statistical comparison may be removed, however this leads to discontinuities if 
instantaneous data is required and thus such samples are best replaced by a vector 
field Linearly interpolated from the previous and following time samples. 
Another consequence of measurement etTors of prime importance to inlet condition 
generation is any slight discontinuity in statistics observed between two spatially 
adjoining fields of PIV that were not taken concunently. A conection has been 
developed to account for tllis effect based on tl1e assumption that such discontinuity 
en ors can be decomposed as in equation 2.1 below, i.e. location eJTOrs have constant 
offsets across each data set, l:!.x and !!:.y, in each in-plane dimension and are scaled by a 
constant factor, ki; velocity errors have a constant offset, !!:.Ui,. 
(2.1) 
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The final COITection is determined by evaluation o f these parameters through 
comparison with neighbouring fields. One field must be chosen as a datum from 
which its neighbours may be sequentially con·ected (struting fro m the datum and 
working outwru·ds). The location correction offsets, Ax and 11y, ru·e detennined by 
maximising the correlation between the time-averaged mean velocities of the two 
fields in the region where they overlap. Tllis is perfom1ed through a process of trial 
and error, moving the corrected field relative to the datum Typically, these offsets 
are rarely more than 1mm and never more than 3mm for typical FoVs. The factor and 
offset, k; and 11U;, for a given velocity field is then determined by performing a least 
squares fit for time-averaged velocities in the overlap region. As an error in the 
calibration procedure for stereoscopic PIV could result in a discrepancy in any, some, 
or all components of the calculated particle displacement, this colTection must be 
performed separately for each velocity component. For in-plane components the 
con·ection factor is of order 10%, although often considerably Less. Such factors have 
no effect on the overall mass flow as data may still be scaled to the bulk velocity. 
Table 2 .3 shows the coTTection parameters calculated tor tive 50Hz stereoscopic data 
sets in the upper annulus, using the field centred at z = 0 as a datum Fig 2. 18 shows 
the effect of this conection, and the intuitively more continuous velocity fie ld that 
results. 
Field Ill 11y ku 11U!Urcr kv 11 V !Urer kw 11 W!Urcr 
z= 25 0.954 0.412 1.027 -0.016 1.03 1 0.007 1.065 -0.002 
z= -25 0.493 0.750 1.001 -0.014 0.843 0.004 1.006 0.075 
z= 75 -2.911 0.288 0.501 0.014 0.661 -0.005 1.065 -0.005 
z= -75 2.186 1.409 0.905 -0.025 0.997 -0.002 1.131 -0.063 
Table 2.3 - Typical con ection parameters 
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After the above coiTections were applied a z-direction skew in the through yz-plane 
velocity component of the stereoscopic data sets became apparent. To illustrate this, 
it is convenient to define a ' local' mean velocity, (U)1ucw, averaged across the annulus 
height at each z-wise location in the annulus, such that 
} H (U)1ocol (z) = H f (u)(y, z)J y 
0 
(2.2) 
(U) 1ocnJ was fo und to vary linearly from 1.07Urcf at z!H = -2 to 0.92Urcr at zJH = 2, as 
shown Fig 2.19. Ths is outside the 5% limits that could be tolerated as acceptable 
experimental error, and in any case the clear spanwise linear bias is suspicious. 
Analysis of monoscopic data in orthogonal planes taken in the annuli and upstream of 
the burner arm shows variations iJ.1 bulk velocity across the annulus of approximately 
5%, but there is no overaU skewness trend (see Fig 2.19). 
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Fig 2. 19- (u) ,ocaJ variation in the upper annulus 
-- stereoscopic, + monoscopic, -- annulus Ubulk 
The source of this skewness was found to lie in the calibration procedure for the 
stereoscopic configuration. Stereoscopic caUbration is notoriously difficult, as is 
evident by the amount of recent literature devoted to it (Laced ' et al. 1421. Prasad[741, 
Soloff et a/.!921, Wieneke[ 1101, Willert[11 11). Testing here showed the skewness error 
was due to the use of a flat calibration plate (Fig 2. 12). Stereoscopic data was 
captured in the yz-plane 90mm upstream of the bw11er arm using both flat and two-
level (Fig l.Sb) calibration plates. Tllis data, seen in Fig 2.20 (with the integral from 
equation 2.2 evaluated over the tunnel height, 303.4mm, in this case), showed the 
skewing pbenornenon is not present wben a two-level calibration plate is used. 
1 15 
11 
095 
OB~.~~---~-----1~0--~0~--~10--~~~--~~~ 
z Jmm] 
Fig 2.20 - (U)1ocaJ variation measured 90mm upstream of the burner arm; 
-- flat plate, two-level plate, -- tunnel Ubulk 
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Due to time limitations and the observed systematic nature of the calibration eiTOr it 
was argued that, rather than retake all the stereoscopic data using a two-level plate, a 
con·ection scheme could be applied to the existing stereoscopic data. A linear least-
squares fit to the local time-averaged bulk velocity per unit width was used to 
determine the z-wise gradient of the required correction to remove the skew. The 
correction was applied to the measured through-plane (U) velocity in the stereoscopic 
data such that the gradient became zero across the annulus width No correction was 
applied to the other components. TI1e corrected profiles then showed good agreement 
with the monoscopic data sets and, as with the above corrections, were normalised by 
U,cl to remove any mass-flow implications. 
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Fig 2 .21 - z-wise bulk velocity per unit width in the upper annulus, showing skew 
conection; -- original stereoscopic data,-- skew gradient, + 1110noscopic data, 
corrected stereoscopic data, -- annulus Ubulk (corrected gradient) 
Figs 2.23 to 2.24 below show time-averaged contours for the three velocity 
components, as well as their RMS velocity fluctuation magnitude, over the five fields 
taken in each annulus, as calculated from Da Vis, with both of the above corrections 
applied. Note theRMS velocity fluctuation magnitude is calculated as: 
(2.3) 
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For future reference, the five fie lds will be referred to by the letters A through E, as in 
Fig 2.22. Note the implied hierarchical structure of the fields within this figure; since 
field C contains the majority of the unsteady motions and is used as the datum field 
for statistical coJTection, data in this field is given preference o ver data in fields B and 
D, which in turn are given preference over fields A and E. 
A c E 
CentJeline 
Fig 2.22 - Annulus field arrangement 
Although the first order time-averaged statistics presented here only give a brief 
overview of the flowfie ld characteristics, it is stiJI possible to gain an appreciation of 
the challenges for inlet condition generation. The mean flowfie ld is generally 
symmetrical about the centreline, with a small bias in the axial velocity towards the 
fl ame tube walls. The CRVP described above is primarily seen in the in-plane mean 
components, and is stronger in the upper annulus. Outside of this region the velocity 
profile is approximately z-wise constant, with low turbulence intensity. However , 
although the CRVP in the upper annulus is largely confmed to fields B, C and D 
(within one annulus he ight of the centreline), Fig 2.24a shows that no sing le fie ld 
could adequately capture it entirely. Further statistical analysis methods which will be 
applied to these data sets will be presented in chapter 3. The inherent en ors within 
the PlY process that may have a subsequent effect on any inlet conditions generated 
using this data are discussed in section5.1. 
As mentioned previously, monoscopic PN data was also captured in the internal 
region (primary zone) of the combustor to allow validation of the LES results. Time-
averaged vectors and contours of RMS velocity fluctuation magnitude are presented 
in Fig 2.25. l11e t1ow in this region is dominated by jets from the port bo les, which 
impinge symmetrically. Two notable periodic flow featw·es are present in the 
turbulence fie ld. The first is a bi-modal 'flapping ' of the jets, resulting in the 
inc lination of the stagnation line of their impingement upon each other. This effect is 
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evident in the two frames of instantaneous vectors shown in Fig 2.26 and is similar to 
the phenomenon captured by Hollis1321 for a more realistic geometry. The frequency 
of this flapping is approximately 7Hz. There is also a periodic shedding of vortices 
within the jet shear layers, which appear to originate from the separation at the port. 
Such a feature is evident as the 'rippling' of the instantaneous shear layers and is also 
the source of the high RMS within these regions. This flow feature was also 
measured and discussed in detail by Hollisl321• With use of high speed PIV it has been 
possible to measure the frequency of the vortex shedding at approximately 90Hz. It 
was found the power spectra of the velocity fluctuations (calculated as described 
below in section 3.1.2.5) in the primary zone of the combustor were generally too 
noisy to definitively identify the structures described above, nor were they adequately 
reproduced by Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) of the data (described in 
section 3.1.3.2 ). The frequencies quoted above are thus estimated from observation 
of the PIV vector time series. 
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Fig 2.26- Instantaneous core vectors, a) t = 0, b) t = 0.14 s 
2.3 Vortex Generator 
Although the test case described in section 2.2, using water as the flow medium, 
provides the best basis for an inlet condition technique development, it was aJso 
desired to examine the performance of this technique in an airflow experiment, since 
the range of frequencies to be resolved in air flows will typically be larger than in a 
watertlow experiment, including energy containing vortices further outside the 
frequency range resolvable by the PIV inst:rwnentation. Since this is a more complex 
problem it was decided to design a simplified, but still combustor-relevant airflow test 
ea e. A vottex generator in a rectangular channel represents a suitable test case, with 
a CRVP generated of a similar nature to that observed in the wake of the combustor 
burner arm. as seen in section 2.2.3. It also allows a simple computational domain to 
be generated. 
2.3.1 Test Rig Design and Setup 
Previous studies of vortex flows, such as by Pauley & Eaton1681 experimentally and 
Biswas & Cbattopadbyayl61 and Deb et al. 1131 computationally, have shown a CR VP to 
be maintained for over 5 channel heights downstream of a vortex generator within a 
channel over a range of Reynolds numbers. A rig was designed based on these 
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studies, with a cross section such that it could adequately be captured in two PIV 
FoVs. A diagram of the test section is shown in Fig 2 .27 . The vortex generator itself 
is a delta wing type, as used by Biswas and Chattopadhyayf61. It has an aspect ratio of 
1 and is set at an incidence of26°, as detailed in Fig 2.28. 
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Fig 2.27 - Test section showing computational domain 
- LESdomain inlet plane - validation data 
Fig 2.28- Vortex generator detail 
LES calculations will be perfonned in a computational domain which covers the 
region downstream of the vortex generator, as indicated in Fig 2.27. This necessitates 
PIV data for inlet condition generation to be taken at x = 130mm (measured from the 
inlet datum) and a set of validation data will be taken at a station further downstream, 
at x= 250rnm 
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The rectangular channel test section is mounted into an extstrng airflow facility, 
previously commissioned for capture of PIV data (Midgley1591). A schematic of this 
facility is shown in Fig 2.29. The test channel exhausts into a 140mm diameter 
circular pipe, in which ao orifice plate of diameter lOOmm is placed for mass flow 
measw-ernent. The rig is driven by a centrifugal fan, which exhausts to atmosphere. 
A water manometer connected to static pressure tappings upstream and downstream 
of the orifice plate was used to set the mass flow, using equation 2.4. 
I 
2 
(2.4) 
Where the 1 and 2 subscripts denote values at the upstream and downstream pressure 
tapping locations respectively, and 'h' denotes the height of the water level above a 
datum on the manometer. The orifice plate discharge coefficient, Cd, was assumed to 
be 0.63 (Reader-Harris et al. 1761) . 
From oil 
~ From 011 
atomiser 
Centrifugal fan To external 
atmosphere 
\-----~ 
Orifice plate 
Fig 2.29- Vortex generator rig schematic 
To ensure a representative turbulence spectrum, testing was conducted at a Reynolds 
number of 87,500, based on the channel height (H=43.5mm), resulting in a test 
section bulk velocity of 29.2rnls and a pressure drop across the orifice plate of 
30.lmmH20. For future normalisation of data taken in this geometry the bulk 
velocity and channel height are used. Using this notation, the trailing edge of the 
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vortex generator is at x/H = 2.34 and the inlet and outlet planes of the LES domain are 
situated at x!H = 3 and x/H = 5.75 respectively. 
To ensure the vortex structure would be maintained along the length of the 
measm ement/computational domain and that there were negligible upstream effects 
caused by exhausting into the larger 140mm diameter pipe, a RANS CFD simulation 
was conducted prior to commencing PIV testing, using the commercial code Fluent 
6.2. The geometry encompassed the test section channel, vortex generator and larger 
downstream pipe and was discretised using approximately 900,000 tetrahedral cells. 
The flow conditions were as described above and a k-e model was used for 
turbulence. 
Fig 2.30 shows contow-s of velocity magnitude on the centreline of the test section 
and on tbe inle t and o utlet planes of the LES computational do main. It can be seen 
from Fig 2 .32 that the CRVP shed from the vortex generator is predicated to be 
maintained throughout the computation domain. As would be expected, the legs of 
the vortex pair move apart due to the influence of the lower wall, dissipating the 
strong centreline downwa h seen in the wake of the vortex generator in Fig 2.31. The 
simulation suggests the vmtex pair interacts strongly with the side walls by the time it 
reaches the outlet plane (Fig 2.32). Although no side wall would be present in an 
analogous combustor annulus, the simulatiou of the downstream evolution of this 
strong vortex pair will be heavily dependent on the fidelity of the inlet condition 
reconstruction, and thus this geometry provides an excellent test case. The exhausting 
effect of the jet into the downstream pipe has negligible effect on the upstream flow, 
although a slight bias can be seen in the velocity profile due to residual downwash 
from the CRVP. 
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Fig 2.32- Velocity magnitude over yz-planes, a) LES inlet, b) LES outlet 
a) 
b) 
All PIV data capture and subsequent inlet condition generation effotts for this test 
case used the stereoscopic PIV technique, viewing through the side walls of the 
section with the light sheet entering from below. Calibration was performed using a 
two-level calibration plate of the type outlined in Fig 1.5b, hence the data does not 
suffer from the same skewness problems discussed in the previous section and no 
con·ections for this were necessary. Due to the difficulty of locating the plate within 
the geometry, the cameras were calibrated outside of the test section and traversed 
vertically to the required test location. Scbeimpflug mounts, pinhole-model 
calibration and self-calibration were used as described in section 2.2.2. 
As is often the case in airflow PIV, the delivery of seeding is one of the most 
challenging aspects of the setup. Atomised Ondina oil was used as a seed medium 
Initially, the settling pipe noted in Fig 2.29 was not present, with the seeding injected 
directly into the test section inlet. This was found to produce a poor distribution of 
seeding across the measurement planes. An acceptable so lution was to add a 200mm 
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diameter, 700mrn long sett)jng pipe upstream of the test section, with the seeding 
injected radially into the inlet of the pipe via multip le jets. This aJiowed the seeding 
pru.ticles opportunity to diffuse across the whole duct cross-section and produced an 
even seeding distribution within the test section. 
2.3.2 PIV Results and Validation 
AJJ data were captured and processed using the 'best practice' approaches detailed in 
section 1.3 An inter-frame time of ll1..1.s was required to give the desired maximum 
particle shift of 8 pixels. The statistical discontinuities between fields obser ved in 
section 2.2.3 were, as expected, far less pronounced in the airflow data taken here, and 
hence no correction was required as noted above. This is due to a combination of 
better calibration techniques developed as a result of the water flow investigations and 
the shotter timescales for the larger energy containing motions involved in the a irflow 
experiment, resulting in a higher number of independent samples per data set. 
With the PIV Fo V constrained by the channel height (for reasons discussed in section 
2.2.2), the channel cross section can be captured in two adjo ining fields centred at z/H 
= ±0.6. However, to ensure optimal statistical matching and allow greater flexibility 
of inlet generation, a third field has been taken centred at zJH = 0. The image 
resolution in this frame was halved in order to capture double the number of samples. 
Only a 1kHz data set was required at each measurement location as the lower airflow 
timescales mean this is a statistically large enough time-history to be used for both 
statistic gathering and instantaneous samples. Further discussion on the quantification 
of convergence errors is given in section 5.1.4. 
Figs 2.33 to 2.34 show the time-averaged mean and RMS statistics for data taken at 
the LES inlet and outlet planes. The CRVP is found to exist stably and coherently at a 
location of zJH = ±0.6 on the inlet plane. By the outlet plane, the vo1tices exist about 
a third of the way up the side walls. It can be seen that the CRVP is represented 
largely in the mean tlow field, with the peaks in RMS coming from the impingement 
of the vottices with the lower wall. 
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It may also be seen, especially in the U-velocity component, that there are regions of 
very low velocity and high RMS near the channel walls and at the extremities of the 
PIV fields. This is a consequence of insufficient seeding in these regions, despite the 
efforts described in the previous section. Often, camera focus must be sacrificed at 
the limits of the PIV field in order to optimise the focus over the entire field. Tbis is 
especially true for the small tracer pruticles used in airflow testing. The intermittent 
vector computation in such regions can cause an overestin1ation of the local RMS 
velocity fluctuation. While it was possible to trim the data from fields that overlap 
near the centrel:ine of the channel to remove ru·eas with high vector choice values (and 
therefore give optimal statistic matching between fields), no such overlap of data was 
available in the channel corners. 
When LES was subsequently performed on this test geometry (using the range of inlet 
condition types decribed later in this thesis), it was found that these regions of low 
velocity, particulru·ly in the left band corner of the domain, heavily affected the 
computational solution. The simulations showed the underestimation of the axia l 
velocity and overestimation of theRMS seen in the inlet plane data continued into the 
domain. This created an effective 'wake' in the flow, which appears to be responsible 
for the left-hand vortex undergoing a premature impingement with the side wall. This 
is shown in the TKE contours in Fig 2.35, extracted at a plane just downstream of the 
inlet plane and on the exit p lane from one of the simulations conducted. The resulting 
generation of TKE lru·gely masked any differences in the inlet condition. The right-
hand vortex was less affected by wall interactions, though some initial adjustment in 
the vortex trajectory and generation ofTKE were observed that may result from lower 
wall interaction. Some differences were noted between results for the different inlet 
conditions simulated, but the findings of this ru·e adequately and more reliably 
described by the idealised combustor test case. 
The computational results of this test case are thus not presented in tbis thesis, though 
they can be found in Robinson1791. The cha!Jenges of generating unsteady inlet 
conditions using PIV data obtained in airflow (with reduced resolution of the 
turbulence spectrum) are still relevant, and will be discussed in Chapter 5. This test 
case serves to represent how LES simulations using synthetic PIV inlet conditions 
may be adversely affected by regions of low fidelity data in the source PIV velocity 
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field. As perfect da ta quality is realistically unachievable, especially when conducting 
PIV in a irflow, any inlet condition generation method using experimentally derived 
data must either be robust enough to cope with such deficiencies or there must be 
suffic ient correction, and, where necessary, recapture of the raw PlY fie ld to ensure 
regions of bad or mismatched data are not fed into the CFD. 
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Fig 2.34- RMS fluctuation magnitude, a) x!H = 3, b) x!H = 5.75 
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2.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has provided details on the high-speed PTV equipment that has been used 
for velocity field data capture during this work. It has also detailed the geometries, 
test procedures and velocity fields captured within two gas tw·bine combustor relevant 
test cases: an idealised combustor in water tlow and a vortex generator in airflow. 
Deficiencies have been noted in the PIV data in the latter test case that make it 
unsuitable for comparing different inlet condition generation methods. 
The only velocity field analysis provided thus far has been the time-averaged mean 
and RMS velocities produced by the DaVis PIV software. No attempt has been made 
to describe the nature of the tw·bulence within these test cases or how these data may 
be used to provide synthetic inlet conditions. 
The following chapter details some of the cuneutly available analysis methods that 
may be used to extract turbulence information from PTV velocity fields and follows on 
to discuss existing methodologies that use such analyses to derive synthetic unsteady 
inlet conditions for LES simulations. 
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Unsteady Velocity Field Analysis and Review of 
Existing Inlet Condition Generation Methods 
Unsteady Velocity Field Analysis and Review of Existing Inlet Conclition Generation Methods 
It was indicated in section 1.2.3 that the generation of synthetic inlet conditions for 
LES simulations via the use of experimental data would allow the possibility of 
obtaining high-fidelity unsteady velocity field data for complex geornetries, at a cost 
far less than a precur or simulation. The previous chapter has detailed bow the PIV 
technique can capture unsteady velocity data that is both temporally and spatially well 
resolved. However, as noted in section 1.3.4, PIV produces a large amount of data 
that must be reduced and analysed in order to maximise its usability. Tllis chapter 
presents currently existing methodologies for converting raw PIV data sets into 
computational inlet conditions. It is ftrst necessary to address the various forms of 
data analysis relevant to the inlet condition generation methods being considered, and 
this is the topic of section 3. 1. Section 3.2 then discusses the application of the 
synthetic inlet generation methods themselves. 
3.1 Velocity Field Analysis Methods 
During the course of this project, various analysis tools have been packaged together 
in Matlab format. The workings of the resulting computer programme, Xact, are 
discussed in Robinson1801. The fo llowing sections give an overview of these analysis 
techniques. Illustrative examples are given of each method applied to 50Hz PIV data 
sets taken from fields B and D as shown in Fig 2.22, near the centreline in the upper 
annulus inlet of the idealised combustor. It should be noted that these analyses are all 
applied to the reso lved PIV velocity field. However , the over-bar notation used in 
chapter 1 will be neglected here for simplicity where not required. 
3.1.1 One-point Statistics 
Analysis of one-point statistics gives an appreciation of the variation in space of time-
averaged properties. As such, they represent a 'first pOit of call ' when evaluating a 
flow field. 
3.1.1.1 First and Second Moments 
Although one-point first moment statistics are the simplest form of data reduction, 
they provide a u seful starting point in PIV analysis. The concept of producing a mean 
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and RMS is based on U1e principle of a Reyno l.ds decomposition of the instantaneous 
velocity field , U, into a time-independent mean, (u), and a time-dependent 
fluctuation, u, such that: 
U; (x, t) = (U;)(x)+ u; (x, t) (3. 1) 
for each velocity component, .i. The spatial range, x, in Ulis case, is the PIV FoV. As 
each data set is made up o f a finite number of samples, Nsamp. at discrete time 
intervals, the mean velocity may be calculated from, 
(3.2) 
Likewise, a root mean squared (RMS) velocity fluctuation, u ', can be defined such 
that: 
(3.3) 
Mean and RMS data calculated in this way by PIV DaVis software has already been 
presented in Figs 2.23-2.24 and 2.33-2.34. The Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE), K, 
is deftned as half of the sum of the squares of theRMS, as in equation3.4: 
(3.4) 
Whereas the RMS quantifies the magnitude of an individual component t1uctuation at 
a given point, the TKE gives the total amount of energy contained in the fluctuating 
field and is often a better way of identifying significant turbulent structures. 
However, both theRMS and TKE as measured by PIV are subject to the possible 
filtering effect from the unreso lved sub-cell turbulence scales as no ted in chapter 1. If 
uncorrected, this may lead to an under-estimation of the RMS and TKE. Sub-cell 
filtering and its effect on theRMS and thus TKE will be discussed in section 3.1.2.3. 
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Reynolds stresses are obtained by taking the covariance of any two components, thus: 
(3.5) 
It will be discussed in section 3.2 how the nature of turbulence is governed by its 
inherent correlations. Thus, as shear stresses (i:f:j) indicate an interdependency 
between velocity components, they are an important characteristic in the evaluation of 
a velocity field. One advantage of stereoscopic PIV is the ability to capture aU three 
shear stresses, as opposed to the single in-plane stress available from monoscopic 
PIV. Discrete regions of high shear stress (with a magnitude approaching t11at of the 
TKE) accompanied by the checkerboard pattern apparent in the sample shown in Fig 
3.1 are often indicative of large scale transient structures within the data set. 
However, they do not indicate the form of these structures or specifically t11eir 
interdependence with other points in space. 
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Fig 3.1- (vw) Reynolds (shear) stress contours 
3.1.1.2 Time Signals and PDFs 
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It is often useful to view the time history of one or IDOre components at a given point 
in the flow domain as a visualisation of the level and nature of turbulence. Although 
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little quantitative information may be gained from such a time signal in itself, various 
periodic structures or scales may be identified from it to guide future analysis. 
The time history signal has a mo re useful role in identifying the grouping of the 
fluctuations via the subsequent calculation of a Probability Density Function (PDF). 
The range of velocities over which the time signal fluctuates is divided into a series of 
"bins", a, such that the PDF is defined as the probability a fluctuation is greater than a 
lower limit, at, and less than an upper limit, a2: 
(3.6) 
Thus for a given discrete signal, the PDF is calculated from Libbyr471. 
(3.7) 
Where N1 denotes the number of samples in bin a and Nsamp the total sample size. For 
the finite number of samples in a PIV data set the PDF can be adequately represented 
by setting the bin width to one twentieth of the velocity range (i.e. (a2 - at) = 
0.05x(UIDIJ)(-Umin)). A sample time signal and its respective PDF are shown in Fig 3.2. 
This particular example shows a bi-modal PDF, where the velocity signal commonly 
exists in one of two states. Such behaviour is evident from the large amplitude, low 
frequency oscillation in the time signal. Results of this form are often seen at jet 
impingement points or where large scale transient structures exist, such as indicated 
by Fig 3.1 above. 
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3.1.2 Two-point Statistics 
0.6 
Whereas shear stresses give the one-point con-elation between two different velocity 
components, various two-point statistics may be employed to given the relation 
between one (or more) velocity components at different points in space and/or time. 
Turbulence is characterised by motions over a wide range of length and time scales. 
The concept of the energy cascade, introduced by Richardson1781 and described in 
some detail by Pope1731, explains how tw·bulent energy is generated in the larger scales 
and transferred through progressively smaller scales by vortex stretching. At the 
Kolmogorov rnicroscale (11) the viscosity acts to dissipate energy and 11 is thus the 
smallest length scale of turbulent motion present. It follows therefore that there is 
always some finite distance and time over which flow coherence is observed. A 
successful LES inlet condition generation scheme must a]m to contain not just the 
correct magnitude of turbulent energy, but its distribution over space and time, and to 
reflect its correct spatial and temporal coherence. 
The following sections detail the developed 'best practice' approach to two-point PIV 
analysis; for a more comprehensive review the reader is referred to Hollis1321, Popel731 
and Robinson1801. 
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3.1.2.1 Correlations and Conditional Averaging 
Velocity conelations, and subsequently length and time scales, provide some 
quantification of the size and mutual relationship of turbulent regions within a Fo V 
and, along with the shear stresses, will be shown to characterise the most impo1tant 
features of the turbulence. The Cross CoiTelation Function (CCF), R, between any 
two points, separated by the vector r in space and by -r in time, can be defmed as: 
( u; (x, t)u j (x + r , t + 't )) 
{ u;2 (x, t))~{ u/ (x+r, t)) (3.8) 
Equation 3.8 has two simplifications from which integral scales are defined: the 
Spatial Velocity Con elation (SVC), where correlations are perfonned at the same 
point in time (-r = 0), and the Autocorrelation Function (ACF), performed at the same 
point in space (r = 0). 
The technique of conditional averaging, although more generally a method of 
identifying coherent structures, is included here (because it has been used in this way 
throughout this project) as an aide to visualising the contribution to a PIV ve locity 
correlation map of specific turbulence structures. Conditional averaging is used here 
to calculate the ensemble average of a velocity component at a point, (Xo,)l0), in the 
data field subject to the constraint that the instan taneous fluctuating velocity at that 
point is a factor, k, times greater than the RMS at (X0 ,)10 ). This highlights the 
fluctuations that lie in the 'tails' of the PDF distribution at that point, as shown in Fig 
3.3. 
Mathematically, the conditionally averaged fluctuations for a given component from 
the positive and negative regions of the PDF, (u ca+) and (u a~_) , may be described as: 
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Fig 3.3 -Conditional averaging of a PDF distribution 
N...., 
N.,.+= Lai+ 
k=l 
(3.9) 
N""V 
N ="a. ca- ~ J-
i•l 
It has been shown in Hollis1321 and is seen in Fig 3.4 that, for a particular con·elation, 
plotting in-plane velocity vectors conditionally averaged by the velocity component 
and location of the particular COJTelation in question (i.e. i=j in equation 3.9), gives a 
good visualisation of the large scale structures contributing to that correlation. A 
value of k = 1.5 is usually sufficient to identify the dominant structures. 
Fig 3.4 shows a sample ww-component CCF distribution overlaid with vectors 
conditionally averaged by the w-velocity. Note that the use of the positive, (uca+) , or 
negative, (u ..,_) , tails of the PDF will almost always produce identical results, but 
with the vector direction reversed. The CCF in tbis plot shows the strength and extent 
of the linkage between the turbulent fluctuations at the point (z/H,y/H) = (0,0.52) and 
every other point in the two fields shown. The large areas of positive and negative 
correlation are indicative of large scale flow coupling with the reference point due to 
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turbulent structures within the flow field. As a distribution such as this may be 
obtained for every point in a given field the CCF may be used to describe the spatial 
distribution of the various flow structures within a FoV. Since the horizontal 
component of the conditionally averaged vectors is closely matched to the CCF it 
follows that the CCF has been influenced by structures of a similar form to those 
shown. Note that a continuous correlation across the two fields is obtained only 
because the con·elation point was chosen in the overlapping region. The non-
synchronous capture of the two data sets would otherwise render this impossible. 
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Fig 3.4- R11 and (ui.ml+) at z1H = 0, y!H = 0.52 (idealised combustor), t = 0 
3.1.2.21ntegral Lengthscales 
A lengthscale, by definition, gives quantitative information on the size of tw·buJent 
st.Juctw·es present in the flow. As the largest eddies carry the bulk of the energy 
containing turbulent motions in a flow, lengthscaJes tend to characterise the geometry 
of these energetic turbulent motions. A quantification of the smallest scale motions is 
given by an estimate of the Kolmogorov lengthscales, and will be presented in section 
3.1.2.3. Integral lengthscaJes are directly calculable from the SVC (defined above) , 
and are defmed as the integral with respect to distance in the direction Xk of the SVC: 
-
kL ii (x)= J R;i(x,r )ir (3. 10) 
0 
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Where r now represents the separation vector displacement Xk- In calculations of 
integral lengthscale only correlations where i=j are usuaUy considered. Given the 
planar oatw·e of PlY, only integration in the in-plane directions (i.e. k=l ,2) is 
possible. Thus, fow· leogthscales may be defined from moooscopic data and six from 
stereoscopic data. For convenience, lengthscales integrated along their component 
direction (i.e. i=j=k) are termed 'lo ngitudinal', and those integrated perpendicular (i.e. 
i=j;i:k) are termed 'lateral' . Analysing the longitudinal and laterallengthscales gives 
an appreciation of the homogeneity of the turbulence. 
Fig 3.5 shows the SVC distribution over separations, !1s, in both the longitudina l and 
lateral directions at an arbitrary point. The area under the plots, from the origin to 
infulity in either direction, is the realisation of the integral in equation 3.10. For 
discrete PIV data this is calculated from the sum of the areas of the trapezoids formed 
between points in the distribution. In practical calculations, however, it is not 
possible to integrate to infinity and hence it is standard practice to integrate up to the 
first crossing of the ~s-axis, which is generally a very close approximation to the true 
definition for most practical flows with relatively localjsed turbulence (Ho1Jis1321). 
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Fig 3.5 - SYC distributions for R11 at z/H = 0, y/H = 0.52 (idealised combustor), 
taken across field D, - - Longitudinal --Lateral - Exponential model 
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Consideration is required as to what should be done in calculating the integral 
lengthscale if the available data is curtailed, such as occurs at the edge of the data 
field, and hence never reaches the zero crossing point. Hollisl321 showed this 
'missing' data can be adequately approximated by an exponential form: 
R _ ( Rij,c:unallcd J -As .. - e 
IJ e - ASaatool<d (3.11) 
Where the 'curtailed' subscript denotes the value at curtailment, i.e. the last value in 
the SVC distribution. The area under this curve can then be easily calculated to give 
an estimation of the missing integral contribution. The contribution of the exponential 
model is seen in Fig 3.5. 
Whereas an ACF will always produce a symmetrical distribution about the zero-
separation point, it is clearly een in Fig 3.5 how inhomogeneity or obstacles in the 
flow may cause the SVC to be asymmetrical. Thus, calculation of the resultant 
lengthscale from equation 3. 10 will differ depending on the direction the integral is 
evaluated in. Robinson1801 showed the optimum method is to use a confidence 
weighting approach (as developed by Hollis1321) based on the relative proportion of 
data curtailment in the distributions. A confidence factor, C, is introduced such that 
the lengtbscale is defined as: 
L.. = Cu.upLij.up + Cu.down Lij.ck>wu 
IJ c ij.up + cij,dowu 
(3. t2) 
Where the 'up' and 'down' subscripts refer to the upstream (negative separation) and 
downstream (positive separation) sides of the SVC disuibution, and, 
0 j R ij,cunrulcd > 0. 9 
C1j = 1.125- (t.25R u.cunrulcd 0. 1 ~ Rij,curt.oilcd ~ 0.9 
1 R ij .cunailoo < 0.1 
(3.13) 
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The use of confidence weighting has been shown to give a more consistent 
lengthscale distribution close to data boundaries whilst not affecting the calculatio n 
away from boWldaries. 
Due to the spatially discretised natme of PIV this methodology alone is often 
insufficient for extracting the true integrallengthscale. The effect of sub-cell filtering 
of the unreso lved PIV scales on the measured integrallengthscale must be considered. 
The phenomenon of sub-cell filtering and its correction is presented in the next 
section 
3.1.2.3 Sub-cell scales and correction 
When considering any derived statistic it is important to recall there is a portion of the 
true experimental flow field that is not captured by PIV: those scales which fall within 
the dimensions of an interrogation cell and hence are subject to sub-cell filtering. 
Saarenrinne et al. [821 highlight how this is analogous to unresolved LES scales, in that 
the true velocity field, (U(x,t)), is fi ltered according to a filter function associated with 
the cell size, G(r), integrated over the interrogation cell area, D, such that: 
U(x, t)= J G(r ,x)U(x-r,t)dr 
D 
(3. 14) 
Where U is the velocity vector resolved for a given PIV interrogation cell area 
located at x. Sheng et al. [881 use this analogy to develop a method of estimating the 
turbulent energy dissipation rate, e, from the filtered (PIV) velocity field. From 
equation 3. 15 below this can then be used to estimate the Kolmogorov length scale, 
and hence gain an appreciation of the level of sub-cell filtering, which will almost 
certainly be spatially variant across the FoV. 
(3. 15) 
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Given that the resolved PIV field may be viewed as being governed by a filtered 
version of the Navier-Stokes equations (with the instantaneous velocity fie ld fi ltered 
as in equation 3.14), a reso lved PIV kinetic energy (EK) transp01t equation can be 
obtained as described by Sheng et al. 11881: 
aEK u a"EK _ a ( s:: ·u p u aEKJ aui aui -s 
--+ .---- -u .. . - -'t ... +u-- -u----+ 't ... at J ax . ax. IJ J p IJ I ax. ax. ax . IJ IJ 
J J J J J 
(3.16)1 
The final tenn in equation 3. 16 represents the energy transferred to the non-resolved 
scales from the resolved scales, assuming zero backscatter of energy, as pre viously 
discussed in the context of SGS modelling in section 1.2.2. Sheng et al.1881 show that 
if the assumption of dynamic equilibrium between energy production and dissipation 
holds, this energy transfer to non-resolved vortices is then equal to the dissipation rate 
at the Kolmogorov scales. Thus, via evaluation of the SGS stress using equation 1.12, 
an estimate of the dissipation rate may be calculated from the fina l tenn in equation 
3.16. An SGS model, such as the Smagorinsky model (equation 1.16), may be used to 
calculate the eddy viscosity and hence 'tij, although, according to Sheng et al. 1881, the 
evaluated dissipation rate is re latively insensitive to the SGS model selected. 
The calculated dissipation rate may then also be used to estimate the Ko lmogorov 
lengthscale (equation 3. 15) and t:imescale: 
(3.17) 
This provides the user with the ideal upper limit for the inter-frame time for avoidance 
of dynamic averaging, although as mentioned in section 1.3.1, this must in practice be 
balanced with experimental constraints. It is in this context that the calculation of the 
Ko lmogorov scales is used thro ughout this project and results using this approach are 
presented for the cWTent test cases during the discussion of PN error analysis in 
section 5. I. 
I Sheng et aJ.lSSJ present the final term as 2tij sti , although this can be shown to be erroneous 84 
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The thesis of Hollisr321 provides a detailed description of the phenomenon of PIV sub-
cell filtering and the techniques developed to account for its effect on tbe derived 
turbulence statistics. The major approach presented and validated there followed the 
proposals ofHoest-Madsen & Nielsenr311 (here referred to as the HMN method). It is 
clear that the magnitude of the enor in the RMS produced in a single intenogation 
cell due to sub-cell filtering (the level of ' lost' fluctuating energy) is re lated to the cell 
size and the locallengthscale. The asswnption is made that the flow is homogeneous, 
isotropic and two-dimensional within each interrogation cell, although, as shown by 
Keane & Adrianr361 and discussed in section 1.3.2, this is not necessarily the case. It 
then becomes possible (see Hoest-Madsen & Nielsen13 11) to approximate the ratio of 
the measw-ed RMS, u'meas, to the true RMS, u'truc, by the following exponential 
relationship: 
, { e~.323S(flX/L..u. ) 
U mcas -
u',rue - - 0.2181Ln (~X/L,ruJ+0.7501 
for (~X/LtruJ< 1 
for (~ X/LtruJ :2: 1 (3.18) 
Where ~ is the PIV cell size and in turn, Hollis1321 showed that the true lengtbscale, 
Ltruc, is given by the following equation: 
L { e~.St4 t {~X/L .... ) 
L: = - 0.2300Ln(~X/L~n~J+ 0. 6230 for (~X/L,rue}< 0.65 for (~X/L11,J?. 0.65 (3. 19) 
Where Lmeas represents the lengtbscale evaluated from applying equation 3. 10 to the 
measured tw-buJent velocity field. Equations 3.18 and 3.19 represent two equations 
for two unknowns (u ' true and Ltruc); these are solved iteratively to extract at each PIV 
vector location a conection to the raw measured RMS (and thus TKE) and lengtbscale 
calculated from the raw (resolved) PIV data. Corrected and uncorrected lengtbscale 
and TKE contoms are shown in Figs 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. 
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Fig 3.6- 1L11 integral lengthscale, a) uncon-ected, b) sub-cell coiTected 
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As the uncon·ected RMS and lengthscales calculated from the measured PIV data 
contain only contributions from the larger (resolved) flow scales (those not filtered by 
the discrete cell size), this results in an underestimation of the true RMSffKE and an 
overestimation of the true lengthscale. The distribution of liX.!Luuc calculated in 
correcting the above data is shown in Fig 3.8. Note that ~Xfl..truc < 0.2 for much of 
the domain and hence by equations 3.18 and 3. 19, Luue > 0.9 Lmeas and u'true < 1.07 
u'meas, suggesting the effects of sub-cell filtering on the PIV data in these data sets is 
be modest. 
Whereas a correction may be applied safely to resolved statistics by applying a 
correction factor, there is no current reliable method of recovering the lost information 
in the instantaneous velocity field . For PIV data captured with low spatial resolution 
(i.e. where ~XfLtrue approaches or exceeds unity), the resultant broadening of the 
cmr elation peak may alter the nature of the tmbulence, making the instantaneous 
velocity field unsuitable for use as an LES inlet condition. The acceptable level of 
sub-cell flltering in this context is thus closely related to similar concerns and 
estimates made when setting the LES grid size, which as stated previously, governs 
the flow scales the can be resolved by LES. This will be discussed in more detail in 
sections 4.3 and 5.1.2. 
3.1.2.4 Autocorrelation and Integral Timescales 
The local ACF distribution is obtained by consideration of equation 3.8 when r = 0. 
For PIV data the temporal offset, 't, must be an integer multiple of the sample time, 
thus 't = N,-,1~t. A sample ACF is shown in Fig 3.9 for both 50Hz and 1kHz data 
sets taken at the same point. Analysis of the ACF can be of particular use in 
identifying periodicity within the flow. Care must be taken when comparing ACFs 
taken at different sample rates: a high sample rate will generally resolve the low ~t 
correlations well, but may not have a sufficiently long time sample to capture long-
term periodicity (as in Fig 3.9b). Likewise, data taken at a lower sample rate may 
have poor resolution of the correlation peak, which can lead to over-prediction of the 
resultant timescale. 
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Fig 3.9 - Autocorrelation function at z/H = 0, y/H = 0.63 (idealised combustor), 
a) 50Hz, b) 1kHz 
By analogy with equation 3. 10 an integral timescale can be defined: 
-
T.j(x)= JRu(x;t}h: (3.20) 
0 
As previously, only con·eJations where i=j are considered here for timescale 
calculations. Since all integrations are taken along the time axis there is no ' third 
dimension' as appears in length cales, hence two timescales may be defmed for 
monoscopic PIV and three for stereoscopic PIV. The integrals are evaluated as for 
the leogthscales, however, as mentioned previously, the COJTelation peak o f an ACF 
distribution is always symmetrical and thus no weighting is required. 
Fig 3.10 shows the integral timescale as calculated from the 1kHz sample data sets. 
The regions of high timescale generally correspond to the regions of high energy, 
widely-correlated turbulence seen previously. 
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lt wiJI be shown in chapter 5 that the integral timescale of a data set can have a 
significant effect on its statistical convergence, since a large timescale, relative to the 
PIV sample rate, reduces the amount of independent samples available. 
3.1.2.5 Power Spectra 
Power spectra are used to determine how turbu lent kinetic energy is distributed 
among different eddy sizes (Pope1731). Lynn1511 shows that the power spectrum, Eij, 
may be obtained from a Fourier transform of the ACF such that: 
.. 
E ij (x,co) = 2 J R ;i (x, 't pos(m )d't (3.21) 
0 
(Sttictly, for a ftnite ACF the result should really be tenned an 'energy spectrum', 
though the term 'power spectrum' serves to be used interchangeably (Lyrm l51 ')). If i=j 
then Eij represents the Power Spectt·al Density (PSD) of the i111 velocity component; if 
j:f:j then the result is a coherence function. If the CCF is used ( i.e. the con-elation is 
offset in space as well as time) the result is a cross-spectral de nsity. 
Spectra obtained from PIV may be very noisy or poorly reso lved, especially for data 
sets at a low sample rate, which can make interpretatio n and filtering of the signal 
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pro blematicaL To counteract this, the spectra at a g iven point are calcu lated in ttris 
project as the mean of the spectra o f the 9 vector points suno unding it. Spectra may 
also be calculated as the mean of multiple spectra obtained by down-sampling of a 
point signal (i. e. reducing d1e sample rate by considering every N samples). This 
however exaggerates the poor resolution problem and is better suited to higher 
resolution measmement techniques (such as hot-wire anemometry) than PIV. 
Whereas the PSD quantifies the distribution of energy in the time domain when 
deduced from the ACF at a point in space, it follows that a sinnlar distribution could 
be obtained in the spatial domain from the SVC for a given point in time. Thus a 
time-averaged wavenumber spectrum is defmed for d1e eparation in space, s, across 
an in-plane coordinate direction: 
(3.22) 
Although a typical PIV data set gives far less reso lution across a spatial axis than a 
time axis, and thus the wavenumber spectrum is less well reso lved, time-averaging 
across the data set was found to produce smooth spectra d1at give a good indication of 
the sizes of structures within a flow field . 
Fig 3.11 shows an example of both a PSD and a wavenumber spectrum. To o ptimise 
d1e resolution these are taken from a lkHz data set. The PSD gradient shows 
excellent agreement with Kolmogoro v's f 513 approximation. These spectra show the 
good resolution possible from lk.Hz PIV in a water flow experiment, with resolution 
of a large pro p01tion of the energy spectrum (the Kolmogorov time scale in. this 
region is of the order 10-3 seconds). The spectra show that, even i.n the regio n of the 
CRVP, a spectrum shape typical of developed turbulence is evident. Henning & 
Ebrenfried1301 show PIV spectra will converge to a minimum noise value at high 
frequencies, above which the energy remains constant. The beginning of this 
phenomenon is just visible in Fig 3.1la above 200Hz. Tl:lls measurement noise was 
shown in that study to be independent of inten-ogation cell size for a cell widd1 of 
greater than 48 pixels (albeit for grid turbulence) . 
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Fig 3.11 -a) PSD at z/H = 0, y/H = 0.52 b) Wavenumber spectrum across y/H = 0 .52 
3.1.3 Identifying Coherent Structures 
The concept of a turbulent 'eddy' is something that, according to Popef731 "eludes 
precise definition ". Yet, observation of tw·bulent flows shows a range of votti.ca l 
suuctures that disp lay at least a semblance of locaJ coherence. Since the larger of 
these structures may have a relatively long lifetime, they can have a significant effect 
on any simulated flow far downstream of the inlet. For the study of unsteady mixing 
flows, of which the core region of a combustor is a prime example, it is imperative 
that these structures are recognised and replicated in any simulation and in the 
specified inlet conditions. 
Two point statistics can give quantitative trends of the size, range and life-time of 
suuctures within the data set as a who le. However, many flow s are irregular and 
apeiiodic, and thus they cannot desc1i be the shape, evolution or influence of the 
vario us different structures over their )jfe-cycle. 
In tlus thesis, three methods of extracting coherent structures from a planar turbulence 
field are presented: fi ltering, Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and Linear 
Stochastic Estimation (LSE). This is by no means an exhaustive list, but alternative 
analyses based on approaches suc h as swirl strength (Zhou et al. [1161), vorticity-based 
conditional sampling (Jeong et al. 1341) and wavelets (Meneveau1571), while deserving of 
mention, have found no particular use in this thesis and are thus not discussed in 
detail. 
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Additionally, for the purposes of LES analysis it is also necessary to consider vortex 
identification within a vo lumetric velocity field . For this reason, the calculation of the 
vorticity field, and tracking of vo1tex centres are also discussed in this section. 
3.1.3.1 Filtering 
A fi lter may be defined as any system that transmits a certain range (or ranges) of 
frequency and rejects others (Lynn1511). Filters may be broadly categorised into four 
types, (il lustrated in Fig 3. 12): Low-pass, high-pass, band-pass ruJd band-stop. The 
first two only transmit frequencies below or above a certain cut-off or cut-on 
frequency respectively. The latter two only transmit or reject frequencies within a 
defined range. 
L w o -pass Band pass - -Band stop -High pass 
\ \ I / 
Fig 3.12- Idealised filter response characteristics; 
- Frequencies transmitted, - Frequencies rejected 
J 
(l) 
In the context of turbulence measurement, fLlters allow the separation of the frequency 
or wavenumber spectrum (depending on whether the fllter is app lied in space or time) 
to isolate eddies of a particular size. This concept has already been introduced in the 
context of LES decomposition and sub-grid filtering, where a low pass spatial ftlter is 
applied to the velocity tield in equation 1.4. For a discrete velocity signal, the 
filtering process may be written (Lynn1511): 
N,...,.. 
u(x, t) = L G(n~x)U(x- nll x, t) (3.23) 
n..O 
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Where Ntenus is the number of terms defining the filter. This filter could alternatively 
be applied in time, such that: 
N,mr. 
U(x, t) = _LG(nnt)U(x, t-~t) (3.24) 
n..O 
A filter function, such as the top hat, Gaussian o r sharp Fowier cut-off (equations l.5 , 
1.6 and 1.7 respectively) may be used to deftne the coefficient, G. However, as the 
identification of coherent structures often requires the isolation of a small range of 
ti·equencies, the sharp Fourier cut-off is of most relevance here. Improved filter 
petformance is possible by using a window function, which essentially ' trims' the 
filter function outside of a given range. The window function utili sed throughout this 
thesis is the commonly-used Hann window, which factors the filter function by a 
window function, w, as in equation 3.25. More detai ls on window functions are given 
in Lynnf51J. 
(3.25) 
Fig 3.13a) shows the distribution of several filter functions, each defined by 201 
temlS. Fig 3. 13b) shows the resultant spectrum of a data set of white noise low-pass 
filtered by these functions. The filter width, /1, corresponds to a cut-off wavenumber, 
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Although the wide range of possible filtering techniques allows flexibility, the 
resultant wide range of parameters may make the filtered data difficult to interpret and 
optimise. As such, a certain amount of a priori knowledge is required. 
Fig 3.14 compares an instantaneous PlY data sample with the same sample low-pass 
spatially filtered using a sharp Fourier filter with a Hann window of filter width 11 = 
611x. Notice the attenuation of the high frequency ' noisy' fluctuations and resultant 
increased c larity of the large scale structures. 
Fig 3. 14- Typical fluctuation field, a) non-tittered, b) low pass filtered, 11 = 6L1x. 
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3.1.3.2 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition 
Proper 01thogoual Decomposition (al so known as Karhunen-Loeve Decomposition) 
is a method of extracting ordered, energetic mode shapes present within a data field. 
In the context of velocity data this approach gives an optimal time-averaged 
representation of the most energetic turbulent motions in a particular data set. 
The standard calculation method follows that described in Midgleyl591. A fluctuation 
field for a given velocity component represented via a set of Nsamp discrete time 
sample may be represented by a set of spatial functions, <pk(x), and uncorrelated 
temporal coefficients, ak(t), such that, 
for i= 1, ... ,Nsamp (3.26) 
Where k is the mode number, and a maximum number of POD modes equal to the 
number of discrete time samples in the data set may be defined. The spatial functions 
are obtained by firstly constructing the matrix A: 
A = (3.27) 
where m is the number of spatially variant vectors in the 2D PJV field per time sample 
and Xi is the two-dimensional location (x,y)i. The spatial correlation matrix, R, 
between all points in the field may be obtained from equation 3.28. 
R =-1-(AAT) 
Nsamp 
(3.28) 
Sirovichr891 has shown that the spatial modes result from the eigeuvectors of R. It 
was hown in Chatteijee111 that these may be obtained from the Matlab function for 
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Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (a step-by-step guide to the process is given in 
Midgley1591), giving: 
R = U:E<I>T (3.29) 
Where U is an N sarnp x N samp matrix, <I> is an m x m matrix, and E is an N samp x m 
matrix with all zero elements except on the leading diagonal where the elements are 
the singu lar values ananged in descending order. The columns of <I> are the 
eigenvectors; hence, by taking the k111 column of <l> across the field the k111 spatial POD 
mode can be extracted. 
Unfortunately, using this method involves perfonning an SVD on the very large (m x 
m) correlation matrix. This is computationaJJy very expensive and thus a modification 
known as the "snap-shot" method, as proposed by Sirovicbr891, is generally used to 
reduce the problem to an N sump x N sa1np matrix (a factor of 35 smaller for a typical data 
set). Rather than considering the correlations, R, the matrix C is generated such that: 
C = - 1-(ATA) 
NSW11' 
(3.30) 
Perfomling an SVD on C now produces the coeffic ients K as eigenvectors. Linear 
combination of the ktb column of eigenvectors with the fluctuation matrix then yields 
the k111 spatial POD mode: 
"'-
<pk (x) = L Kk ( t;)A(x, t;) (3.31) 
i=l 
Thus N sa 111p, rather than m, POD modes are o btained. Although N samp modes may be 
calculated , it has been found that around 500 interdependent samples are sufficient to 
g ive convergence of lower modes. What constitutes an independent sample for a 
given data set is discussed in section 5.1.4. 
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In equation 3.29 tbe singu lar values on the d iagonal of the I: matrix are the quare 
roots of the eigenvalues, A., of the A matrix. They are representative of the energy 
contained within each mode. Hence the cumulative proportion of energy contained 
within each mode, Ek, can be defined as, 
(3.32) 
i•l 
The cumulative disu·ibution of the eigenvalues gives a representation of the turbulent 
kinetic energy contained across the POD modes. As the first POD mode should be 
the best representation of the turbulent energy in the flow it is typical that around 20% 
of the total energy is conta ined within that mode. This figure tends to increase with 
Reynolds number (Patte-Rouland et al. [GGJ). 
Fig 3. 15 show the vectors of the frrst spatia l POD mode, q> 1, over the two example 
PIV fields from the idealised combustor upper annulus. Note that as the 
decomposition for each is optimal there is not necessarily a continuous transition 
between the two, as can be seen fro m the dissimilar profiles across z/H = 0 in Fig 
3. 16, even though the distribution of energies across the modes (Fig 3.17) is very 
similar. Also note the sinlilarity of the deco mposed structures with those exu·acted 
via conditional averaging in Fig 3.4. 
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Whereas a full reconstructio n using equation 3.26 returns the instantaneous ve locity 
field, a reconstruction using less than Ns., 111p modes gives a new velocity field 
containing only contributions from the hlg her-energy modes, and thus iso lating the 
energy-containing structures. ln order to obtain a reconstruction from equation 3.26, 
rearrangement is required to give the temporal coefficients, a1;. However, since the 
"soap-shot" method is used to calculate <Jlk the matrix is no longer square, and thus 
cannot be directly inverted. Thus ak is obtained from 
a = uq{ (cpq{ t (3.33) 
and may subsequently be applied to equation 3.34 where Nmooes is the number of 
modes used in reconstruction. 
for i = 1, ... ,N ulOdcs (3.34) 
Fig 3.18 shows the temporal coefficients of the 151 and 2 nd POD modes of the left-
hand field decomposition shown above. Tllis can be used in conjunction with time 
series to evaluate the periodicity and frequency o f structures within a flowfield. As 
with the time series, Fo urier decomposition can be used to obtain spectra from this 
data. ln the case below, the first POD mode has clearly extracted the dominant 
periodic motion present in the flow. 
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Fig 3. 18 -Temporal coefficient history of POD reconstruction, 
- a w.l(t), - aw.2(t),- w( t) at z!H = 0 y/H = 0.52, 
Tbe wide ranging and optimal applicability o f POD is reflected in numerous and 
varied studies which have recently utilised it, such as vo1tex identification in swirling 
flows (Graftieaux et al. 1251 and Midgleyf591), flow prediction for sensing and control 
(Taylor & Galuser11001) , flame analysis (Kodal et al. 1401) and (of most relevance to the 
present research project) velocity field extrapolation (Druault et aL1161), amongst 
others. Section 3.2.4 wiJI introduce a study by Perret et al. 1691 that uses a conditioned 
rando m time series to artificially generate the temporal coefficients, at, thereby 
increasing the sample rate of the data set. 
3.1.3.3 Linear Stochastic Estimation 
Linear Stochastic Estimation (LSE), recently introduced in the co ntext of inlet 
generation by Druault et al.1161 after initial proposition by Adrian (1977)121, takes 
advantage of the statistical information contained within the two-point con-elation 
tensor to isolate coherent structures within a flowfield. The assumption is made that 
the instantaneous velocity signal at a given po int in space may be estimated through 
lmowledge of the time history at one or more known reference locations and the 
spatial velocity con-elation between the signal point and the reference locations. The 
technique enables a relatively coarse spatial grid of time-resolved (i.e. high sample 
rate) reference locations to allow reconstruction of (synchronous) instantaneous 
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fluctuations over a spatially well resolved grid of points at which only time-averaged 
informatio n is known. 
LSE can of course only ever reconstruct tho e structures that display coherence with 
the locations at which the re ference signals are measured. By extensio n or the 
Reyno lds decomposition, the fluctuating ve locity field may be cons idered as made up 
of coherent, u , and inco herent, u', motions such that, 
(3.35) 
In LSE the coherent fluctuatio n field , u(x, t) , refers to those mo tions within the 
instantaneous filed that are colTelated with the Nr reference sign als, pr(t). These are 
used to provide an estimation of the coherent fie ld , such that, 
N, 
u csl (x,t)= :La,(x)p,(t) (3.36) 
r=l 
Where ar(x) is the so lution of the equations, 
N 
( u(x, t)pq (t)) = fa, (xxp,(t)pq(t)) q = l, ... , N, (3.37) 
r=l 
The reference signal, Pr, can be chosen as any flo w variable (e.g. pressure, DruauJt et 
al.1161, Taylor & Glauser11001 , or velocity, Adrian & Moin131), as long as its two-point 
correlation with the fluctuation, u(x,t), can be o btained . 
Although LSE is es entially a form o f conditio nal sampling (given the we ighting 
supplied by the velocity correlation), it has the advantage over more conventional 
techniques that the only parameter to be optimised is the location of the reference 
point(s). As the estimation in equation 3.36 essentially derives from the linear te1m of 
a Taylo r expansion (Adrian & Moin131), improvement of the estimatio n may be 
o btained by using hig her-order terms. Previous literature (Debiasi et al. 1141, Naguib et 
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al. r631) has shown the use of quadratic stochastic estimation to be beneficial over LSE, 
although tllis method is uot used in this project. 
Fig 3. 19 shows a comparison between a typical sample o f PIV fluctuations and the 
same fie ld reconstructed by LSE using signals from the 6 evenly distributed reference 
points (analogo us to the anangernent of a ho t-wire rake) shown in Fig 3. 19 as red 
circles at z/H = 0.2, 0.55, 0.7; y/H = 0.3, 0.75. Clearly, alU1ough the large sca le 
structures are replicated, the medium and small scale structures are not. It will shown 
in chapter 4 how LSE is heavi ly dependent on the number and arrangement of the 
reference po ints used. The issue of how U1e incoherent motions can be added to the 
coherent f1uctuations to recreate a complete fluctuating fie ld has no t been previously 
addressed and is a specific consideration of the present work, to be addressed in more 
detail in chapter 4. 
b) 
z / H z/H 
Fig 3. 19 -Typical fluctuation field, a) PIV b) LSE fro m 6 reference points ( o) 
3.1.3.4 Vorticity and Vortex Centre Tracking 
Although the methods outlined above are of use in the inlet condition generation 
process, they are e ither too computational ly expensive (POD) or difficult to generalise 
(LSE and filtering) to be of regular use in the analysis of the three-dimensiona l 
velocity fields calculated by LES. A more aggressive data reduction technique is 
required which can identify the f1ow structures witllin a vo lumetric space. 
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Vorticity is the local circulation of the fluid about a particular axis, as defwed for the 
mean flow about the x-axis in equation 3.38. Vorticity has been to und to be usefu l in 
the identification of the location and development of large scale flow structures. 
_ a(v) a(w) 
(J) ------
.\ az ay (3.38) 
As a gradient-based techruque, the vorticity field does not always lend itself to unique 
interpretation, especially in boundary layers (where the backgro und shear is high 
everywhere (Jeong et al. 1341)). Its use as a flow visualisation techillque is therefore 
only recommended in time-averaged flows. Nevertheless, in these circumstances the 
strearnwise vorticity can be a useful measure of the diffusion of a vortex. 
Fig 3.20 shows an example of the through-plane (x) vorticity of a time-averaged tlow 
field. Note this is U1e only component o f vorticity available from planar monoscopic 
PIV data This highlights tl1e CRVP present in U1e mean flow. The skewed nature of 
the structures is probably a result of the annulus-wide skew noted io tbe previous 
chapter, which has not been corrected for in UUs data Also evident are U1e high levels 
of shear present in the boundary layers. 
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Fig 3.20 - rox vorticity magnitude in tbe time-averaged flow field 
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Although the centre of an ideal vortex is located at the point of maximum vorticity, 
for real flows this is not a reliable method. In flows containing dominant vortices. 
the method of Grosjeau et al. 1281 (or the similar method used by Graftieaux et al. 1251) 
has been used to identify the vortex centre location. The former method is based on 
the maximisation of the normalised angular momentum about a point, Xp, at a given 
axial location such that Xp is selected to maximise _/{xp): 
(3.39) 
Where r is the radius of the point x; from the po int Xp, NL is the number of layers used 
in the calculation and m is the number of vectors lying within NL layers of Xp on a 
given yz-plane. The number of layers, illustrated schematicaUy in Fig 3.2 1, should be 
selected to encompass the majority of the vortex, although this has a dramatic effect 
on the computation time. It was found that, for a typical velocity field, 8 layers were 
suitable for obtaining the vortex centre. By applying cubic splines to interpolate the 
maximum of the functional surface,./{xp), the vortex centre point may be identified at 
higher resolution than the measurement grid. 
In Grosjean et al. 1281 the vortex centres calculated in each frame of a PIV data set are 
used to obtain a two-dimensional PDF o f the vmtex centre location. However, when 
applied to a velocity field within a vo lume (such as the output ofLES data) the path of 
a vortex may be detennined from the piecewise conuection of the centre points. 
Although this is computationally expensive on an instantaneous basis, it is feasib le 
when a vortex exists stably in the mean flow field for the length of the LES domain. 
Fig 3.22 shows the calculated vortex centre within an example PIV field has identified 
the 'intuitive' vortex centre. Note that tields may be sub-divided for the tracking of 
more than one vo1tex within a given field provided they each occupy a discrete area of 
space. 
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Fig 3.23 shows a PDF of the calculated vo1tex centre location within the 
instantaneous flow field of the same data set. This is a useful way of visualising the 
bi-polar location resulting from the highly periodic nature of the CRVP in this data. 
Fig 3.21 -Method for swirl centre location nomenclature schematic, 
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Fig 3.22- Time averaged vectors showing the calcu lated vortex centre(+) 
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Fig 3.23 - PDF of vortex centre location in the instantaneous flow field 
3.2 Synthetic Inlet Generation Methods 
3.2.1 Overview 
The attraction of using an LES CFD inlet condition velocity field generated by a 
synthetic method using experimentally-derived data has been outUned in section 1 .2.3. 
The aim of any synthetic inlet condition generation method must be to maximise the 
fide lity of the synthetic data with respect to the experimental flowfield fi·om which it 
is derived. This is obviously maximised by the extent to which experimental data is 
actually used. Broadly, synthetic inlet conditions may be categmised by a "Hierarchy 
of Fidelity", as shown in Fig 3.24 (it is assumed that available measured mean 
velocity data is nearly always used and emphasis here is placed on the effect of 
specification of tw·bulent fluctuations in the inlet condition). 
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Level 1: U ncon elated turbu lence 
J 
Level 2: Assumed tw·bulence correlations 
~ 
Level 3: Mea ured turbu lence correlations 
~ 
Level 4: Measmed turbu lence fluctuations 
Fig 3.24- Hierarchy of Fidelity 
Inlet conditions at each level and their application are discus ed in the following 
sections. lt is wo1th noting that Fig 3.24 could include a "Level 0" fo r LES that has 
been conducted with turbulent fluctuations neglected entirely in the inlet condition 
specification, but this approach and Le vel I are a lmost synonymous. 
Before discussing the application o f the various 'Levels', it is prudent to assess the 
current state of usage of these vario us types o f inlet condition in published LES 
predictions. A survey was conducted of aU studies of unsteady, turbulent flows within 
the last 5 years (2003-2007) in the International Journal of ComputationaL Fluid 
Dynamics. The results are shown in Fig 3.25. It is perhaps surprising to note the 
proportion of studies that e ither neglect the inflow fluctuations entire ly (Level 0) or 
completely disregard the use of measmed turbulence experimental data (Levels 3 and 
4). While the use of steady inlet conditions may be acceptable in flows with 
significant downstream turbulence-generating features, such as free shear layers, 
wakes or obstructions, the lack of consideration given to using high-quality 
experimental data shows there is much scope for improvement in this area. 
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3.2.2 Level 1 
15 
Nol Stated 
The simplest method of obtaining an unsteady inlet flow, and the method used in 
much early work on LES, is to take no account of most structural deta ils of the 
turbulence at all, merely the magnitude of it. The Level 1 approach essentially 
consists o f the addition of no ise (usua lly Gaussian in nature), scaled to match an 
available measurement (or guess) of the local TKE, superimposed upon a mean 
profi le. This type requires only very rudimentary experimental measurements, e.g. 
measw-ement of the mean velocity profile and a simple measurement (or a guess) at 
the level of turbulence intensity. The profiles may even be estimated from similarity 
to related flow profiles, or be spatially invariant (e.g. if onJy a mass flow rate is 
measured). However, a random field lacks spatial and temporal con elations, and 
hence has an energy spectrum that is approximately unifo rm over the whole frequency 
range. This is no t consistent with realistic turbulent spectra, which show much higher 
energies in the low frequency region. Simulations with inlet conditions of this type 
often require an adaptation zone downstream of the inlet for realistic turbulence to 
develop (Perret et aL [691), especially because the inle t (white noise) turbulence decays 
very rapidly in the streamwise direction and ' true' turbu lence has to develop in the 
uwnerical prediction from the remnants of the white noise fluctuations. Essentially, a 
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transition to turbulence process has to take place and, particularly if the flow is 
developing near a solid surface, this can take a substantial strerunwise distance. 
Clayton and Jones (2006)1101 performed LES predictions of impinging jets in cross-
flow with and without an annulus feeding the jets. White noise fluctuations were 
applied at inflow boundaries in the upstream annulus and jet pot1s respectively. The 
prediction that allowed annulus turbulence to develop matched the experimental 
measw·ement better (although admittedly with still too low turbulence levels) . The 
prediction with just jet port turbulence showed the white noise to be insufficient in 
representing the upstream geometry. Spencer et al. 1951 used a more reali stic 
combustor geo rneu·y and compared steady (Level 0) and white noise inlet conditions 
in the annuli and injector. Although the unsteady LES inlet case showed an 
improvement in the resultant core tlow, there were still significant differences 
compared with PTV measurements showing use of the Level 1 approach is still too 
crude. Fig 3.26 below shows two snapshots of instantaneous ve locity vectors within 
the core of the combustor considered in Spencer et al. [951. While the back and forth 
'flapping' of the jets was well predicted, the behaviour appeared insensitive to the 
annulus inlet conditions. The core region as a whole was found to be far more 
sensitive to the turbulence conditions prescribed at the fuel injector. Schltiter l831 
uialled white noise to facilitate unsteady behaviour across a RANSILES interface in a 
coupled compressor/combustor simulation. It was specifically noted that the lack of 
correlation caused the input turbulence to dissipate very quickly. 
However, there is some evidence to suggest that this simple treatment of unsteady 
inlet conditions is sufficient in some cases, provided the flow development 
downstream of the inlet is such that it allows the turbulence to develop rapidly (and 
hence 'forget ' the eiTors in the turbulence condition at the inlet). For example, 
Garcfa-Villalba et al. 1191 fo und that an LES with au inlet boundary placed just 
upstream of a radial swirler was better for the prediction of the resultant coherent 
structw-es than one placed too close to the swirler exit. Similarly, Sc honfeld & 
Poinsotl851 found the applied inlet turbulence condition at the inlet of a simi lar swirler 
bad Little effect. 
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Fig 3.26- Instantaneous LES velocity vector samples of combustor jet impingement 
(from Spencer et al. 1951) 
3.2.3 Level 2 
Level 2 may be defined as the approach in which a turbulent velocity field is 
generated and superimpo ed on a mean profile by way of a filtering process applied to 
a random noise signal such that the filtered unsteady signal matches measured second-
order single-po.int statistics. However, due to computational and/or experimental 
restrictions assumptions must be made about the nature of the two-point velocity 
correlations to make this generation process feasible. There are two methods of flow 
conditioning in this manner in common use: the method of Klein et al.1391, which is 
referred to here as Digital Filter-based Generation (DFG), and the rnethod of 
conditioning by way of Fourier harmonics, referred to here as spectral forcing. The 
two methods may be considered to be analogous operations in the time and frequency 
domains respectively and are described separately in the following sections. 
3.2.3.1 Digital Filter-based Generation 
DFG is a two-stage process for conditioning (filtering) a random white-noise field of 
zero mean and unit variance. Firstly, a random velocity field, u(x,t), is convoluted 
with a correlation (fi lter) function to give a correlated velocity field, TI; (x, t) using a 
modified form of equation 3.23. Thus in the lD spatial sense: 
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N 
u;(x j, t)= L:b j(n)u;(x j +n, t) (3.40) 
n=- ~ 
Where N is the support width of the filter. The filter coefficients, bj, are detemlined 
such as to achieve a specified two-point spatial velocity corTelation in the filtered 
field . KJein et al. [391 show that the filter-function may be related to the two-point 
spa6al con·elat ion, 
N L b;(n)b; (n- k) 
R ;; (~X)= ="=;;;....- .:..;_N+'-"k':-:cN---- (3.41) 
Lb;2(n) 
n=-N 
If Rij is known (see below) the filter co-efficients bi can be detennined from the 
so lution of equation 3.41. Note, a three-dimensional version of the filter is simply 
formed by the convolution of three one-dimensional filters (equation 3.42) so that the 
method may be understood by focusing on just a J D filter. 
(3.42) 
The spatial con-elation, R ii. is taken from an assumed distribution shape, usually 
parameterised in terms of a required lengthscale. 
Equation 3.41 assumes spatially invariant filter coefficients, hence modification may 
be required to produce fields with continuously varying lengthscales and/or 
corTelation distributions, such as has been demonstrated by Veloudis et al. £1021 • KJein 
et al. 1391 recorrunend the use of a constant lengthscale with a Gaussian coiTelation 
distribution, foWJd in homogeneous turbulence, 
( n r
2 J R;; (x,r) = exp - ( Y 
4L;; X 
(3.43) 
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Hence, fo r a constant lengthscale, Lu = ntu-Llx, an expression is obtained such that, the 
2-point con·elation in the i-direction at any point in the inlet plane is given by, 
(3.44) 
KJein et al. r391 recommend the filter support for aU directions takes a value of N ~ 
2ntu-, i.e. twice the integral length scale. Thus the length sca le and grid spacing (or 
time step in the through-plane direction) have a strong influence over the number of 
operations required in equation 3.40 and hence the overall computational time and 
memory requirements of the convolution. Since for LES the grid spacing is ideally of 
the order one sixth of the local energy containing lengthscale (Pope1731), the 
convo lution stage is c learly computationally expensive if so lved directly. However , 
the convolution may be calcu lated in the frequency domain, using a Fast Fo w·ier 
Trausfonn (FFT). Details o f this process are g iven in Velo udis et al. 11021, quoting an 
improvement in computation time of around 70%. Quantification of the 
computational expense of DFG, especially in regard to o ther methods, will be 
discussed further in chapter 5. 
The convoluted field, u1 , must be caled to ensure that after the convolution (u;) = 0 
and (u,ui) = 81i (altho ugh this already should be the case). After the convoluted fie ld 
is generated (as described above) a further step must be taken since up to now the 
convoluted velocity field has zero mean, unity var iance and no shear stresses. The 
fo llowing transformation is made: 
U. =(U.)+ a .. u. I I IJ J (3.45) 
Where a ij is a matrix of coefficients such that, 
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( ut2) 1/2 0 0 
a = 
( u2ut) ((u22)-azt 2t 0 (3.46) 
au 
( u3ut) (( u3u2)- Gzt~t) (( u 3 2) - ~~ 2 - a:,/ r2 
att a2z 
In these equations, (Ui)and (uiui) are the first and second order statistics (usual ly 
taken from measurement) at each point in the inlet field. The matrix in equation 3.46 
was obtained by Lunu et aL.1501, the derivation of which has been included fo r 
completeness in Appendix B. The resultant time dependent velocity field thus now 
displays the measured mean velocity vector and Reynolds stress tensor with specified 
length and time scales and has a two point correlation distribution fo llowing equation 
3.44. 
Klein et al.1391 have applied the DFG method to a plane jet at moderate Reynolds 
number. They found the downstream mean and turbulence profiles were a much 
closer match to measured behaviour than the use of random noise. They also claim 
(although do not explicitly show) that the method is much more adaptable to generally 
available experimental data than spectral methods. 
Veloudis et al. [ Io21 have noted the prohibitive nature (in a computational sense) of 
applying DFG with spatially varying length scales and propose a method allowing a 
variation in the filter coefficients between a small number of discrete zones. They 
also show how the time-step used to generate the DFG data (6toro) may be larger 
than the LES time step (6tLES), with data linearly interpolated after the synthetic 
database is created. They reconm1end setting the DFG time-step such that nL\1 ~ 10. 
Although this method produces a small (albeit non-proportional) increase in 
computational cost and memory and will not account for rapid variation between 
zones, results show an improvement in the prediction of a constricted channel flow 
over 'conventional' DFG, and a large improvement over scaled noise. 
DFG thus provides a promising method of producing synthetic inlet conditions within 
the bow1daries of its assumptions. ln addition to the above studies, it is beginning to 
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gain popularity for the generation of inflows that do not contain large-scale coherent 
tmctw·es (e.g. turbulent opposed nozzle flow (S tein et a/. 1971), urban meteorology 
(Xie & Castro11151)). Although it is primarily a method requiring first and second o rder 
one-point veloc ity statistics, it requires experimenta l data of sufficient quali ty so as to 
provide also the turbulence length and time scales. Given PlY is mo re conducive to 
providing the length and time scales and Reynolds stresses needed for DFG than the 
alternative method o f spectral forcing (see below), DFG will be used to demonstrate 
the viability of level 2 inlet conditions later in this thesis. 
3.2.3.2 Spectral Forcing 
Although not considered further in this project, the technique of spectral forc ing is 
widely used in the literature and thus merits mention here as an alternative to DFG. 
Although many variatio ns in the technique exist, most current methods are derived 
from the approach of Kraichnan1411 and later Lee et al.1451• The fluctuation field at an 
inlet plane is fo rmed by superimposing Nsamp Fo w·ier harmo nics, as in the generic 
form (Maruyama et al. [521, Srnimov et al. l91l), 
N 
u/x,t)= f [A;" cos(k jnx i +oo"t)+ B;" sin(k jn x j +&"t)] (3.47) 
n=l 
Where A in and Bin are the Fourier coefficients corresponding to the wavenumbers and 
frequencies, k and w, appropriate ly scaled by assumed length and time scales. An 
assumptio n must generally also be made as to the form o f the turbulence spectrum, or 
this could be a further measured input if a ufficiently reso lved experimental spectrum 
is avai lable. Since, via equation 3.21, the spectra are directly related to the two-point 
velocity COITelations, this approach is a direct an alogy of the DFG convolutio n stage 
and hence it is the assumed spectral shape that is used to determine A in and B in, 
resulting in similar computational issues swTo unding the spatially constant or varying 
nature of these assumptions. However, three-dimensional spectra are difficult to 
obtain experimentally, and must in general be reco nstructed o n a regular Crutesian 
grid (Kempf et al. 1381). 
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Of particular interest to this project are those studies comparing spectral forcing 
methods to other inlet generation technjques. Glaze & Frankel1241 have perfo rmed 
LES of a turbulent jet u sing both scaled white noise and a form of spectral forcing. 
They note that, unlike the scaled no ise, the spectral LES showed no dissipation of the 
inlet turbulence downstream of the jet nozzle. H owever, they also note a significant 
difference in the flow field between these studies and ones which resolve the upstream 
nozzle. These differences appear to originate fro m an 'adjustment period' 
downstream of the inlet plane whilst sustainable turbulence is established, 
characterised by an over-predictio n of the turbulence intensity and under-prediction of 
the mean velocity profiles. Jones & WilJe1351 have petforrned LES for a plane jet in 
cross flo w using both spectral and precursor inlet conditions. They notice practically 
identical first and second moments (although make no re ference to the presumed 
difference in computational time). 
Smirnov et al.[911 take the analogy with DFG a step further by conditioning the 
generated velocity fields by the Reynolds stress tensor in a similar way to that 
described in the previo us sectio n. This results in an improved prediction of 
anisotropic turbulence, as weU as the o bvio u ad vantages over scaled noi e. 
3.2.4 Level 3 
The classificatio n of the Level 3 approach encompasses methods that do not require 
any a priori assumptions abo ut the na ture of the two-point correlat ions (o r spectra), 
but stop short of fully resolving the instantaneous fluctuations across the entire inlet 
(this is classified as Level 4). Crucially, this implies that only methods which take as 
inputs the measured coiTelation field between all po ints in the inlet p lane (i. e. without 
any need for assumed spatial invariance o r assumed spect:ra/con-elatioo shapes) may 
be categorised as Level 3. Although the Level 3 approach does not explicitly use 
measured instantaneous data directly at each point in the inlet plane, the use of all or 
part of the measured instantaneous velocity field across all or part of the inlet is the 
roost reliable way of ensuring the experimental velocity correlations are maintained. 
In theory, DFG could be u ed, taking as input spatially varying measured two-point 
correlation distributions to produce a Level 3 method. However, as stated above, the 
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requirement for spatially varying filter coefficients is not met explicitly by equation 
3.41 and would thus require modification. Also the computatio nal cost is likely to far 
exceed that of a precursor simulation. 
As seen from Fig 3.25, there is relatively little evidence in the literature for the use of 
Level 3 inlet conditions. This is perhaps largely due to the hi storically insufficient 
temporal or spatial resolution of available experimental data. However, a few studies 
do exist. 
Maruyarna et at. 1521 used three-dimensional bot-wire probes to obtain time signals at 
12 locations in a boundary layer growing on a surface with roughness elements. Non-
synclu·onous, two-point coiTelations were also obtained from hotwires over a much 
finer measurement grid. Fluctuations on the fine grid were determined from 
conditional interpolation of the Fourier coefficients of the reference signals, weighted 
by the cross-spectral densities. It was found the resultant inlet represented th low 
frequency experimental data well, but energ y in the high frequency range and 
Reynolds shear stresses were smaller than expected. Although hotwires were used in 
this case, an analogy with PIV may be drawn from the use of a large Fo V (as in Fig 
2.9a). 
In a comparable study, Druault et at.1161 used the decompositio n presented in equation 
3.35 to reconstruct the flow at an experirnentaJ/cornputational interface in a turbulent 
mixing layer. 33 two-component hotwires were used to capture simultaneous 
instantaneous velocities at the interface location in the streamwise and either 
transverse or spanwise directions. LSE was used to reconstruct the coherent prut of 
the instantaneous velocities at an arbitrary spanwise plane, given the structures within 
the mixing layer are spanwise-homogenous, though details are not provided on which 
velocity components were used to condition the reconstruction. Interpolation and 
extrapolation of the measured velocity correlation tensor was required to obtain the 
correlation over the computational grid. POD was used to 'fill in the gaps' by using 
two important properties of the decomposition: the repetition within each POD mode 
of asymptotic behaviow· within the flow properties and the degeneration of POD 
modes into Fourier harmonics for homogeneous flows. The fonner allows the 
measured con·elations to be extrapolated easily and reliably outside of the 
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measw·ement region through extrapolation o f the individual POD modes and 
subsequent reconstruction of the correlation by, via: 
(3.48) 
The latter assumption allows the spanwise spatial modes to be modelled beyond the 
measurement region, whilst maintaining the periodic requirement of th numerica l 
simulation in this direction. White noise was used to simulate the incoherent part of 
the fluctuation. A comparison of the structures within the resultant simulation is given 
against a pre-cm sor simulation, an inlet condition of unCOITelated random no ise 
(Leve l I ), and inlet condition adjusted to have the coJTect temporal or spatia l 
cotTelations (Level 2). The results are hown in Fig 3.27, illustrating the superior 
perforrnance of the proposed hybrid LSE+POD+white no ise method. An adjustment 
period was observed in the Reyno lds stresses immediately downstream of the 
interface, before they reached an asymptotic state. This is attributed to an 
underestimation of the shear stress by approximately 50% within the generated inlet, 
which could be a result of the admitted lack of optimisation o f the supplementary 
white no ise fluctuations. However, although tbis method produced well-defined 
coherent structures, it relies on certain a priori knowledge about the flow in question, 
such as the suitability of POD as an extrapolation tool and the optimal location of the 
hot-wire rakes. Tbis method therefore requires development to be applicable in the 
general sense, and this is a prime o bjective of the work rep01ted in the remainder of 
this thesis. 
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Fig 3.27 - Spanwise vorticity contours downstream of experimental/computational 
interface (xO) from Druault et al. l 161; top) con ect solution, a) precursor, b) Level 1, c) 
Level 2 (temporal), d) Level 2 (spatial) , e) Hybrid LSE+POD method 
Using the same geometry as in the previous study, Pen et et al. 1691 captmed ternporally 
under-resolved stereoscopic PlY to generate iL1flow data. This takes advantage of the 
superior spatial reso lution of PlY, but lacks the temporal resolution of the hotwires 
used previously (data was captured at 1Hz). One fie ld of PTY was taken and POD 
used as above to extrapolate the data in the spanwise and transverse directions. To 
reconstruct the temporal behaviour of the t1ow with an appropriate time-step for LES, 
a randomly generated series, conditioned to an idealised specu-um (as in spectral 
forcing), was modified to provide the temporal POD coefficients (ak(t) from equation 
3.25). The delimiting frequencies of the conditioning spectrum were from measured 
bot-wire data. Although this technically reduces the method to a Level 2 inlet 
condition, a simultaneous hotwire measurement or high-speed PlY system could 
alternatively have been used. The one point statistics of the mixing layer were well 
represented, with a notable improvement on the 50% deficit in shear stress noted in 
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the previo us study. The power spectra, although representative of the experimental 
data, do not contain the peaks typical ly found in mixing layer data Altho ugh the 
spatial correlations are very we U reproduced, the random origins of the temporal 
coefficients lead to some loss of cohere nt structures within tbe generated velocity 
field. Rapid deve lopment of turbule nce within the resultant LES simulation is again 
observed, tho ugh the TKE development is perhaps less favourable than the previous 
study. 
The method by Perret et al. 1691 was once again dependent on known and favourable 
tlow characteristics. For a general case where m ore than o ne PlY field is required to 
captw-e the inlet physics, there is no guarantee the POD modes would be continuous 
between fields and thus the method would not be applicable. To the knowledge of the 
author, this is the only previo us study where the spatial data resolution of PIV has 
been utilised fo r inlet condition generation. 
The research presented in the remainder of thesis is intended to overco me the 
shortfalls of these two pieces of work 
3.2.5 Level 4 
For an approach to be considered "Level 4" the experimental data must be of 
suffic ient temporal and spatial reso lution that no instantaneous generation of any 
synthetic data to "fill-in" either spatial or temporal gaps in the experimental data is 
required and the measured fluctuations may be interpo lated directly onto the LES grid 
with no loss of information. In this sense the inlet tlow would then behave exactly as 
a precursor simulation, matching all statistics o ver the entire inlet domain. 
With the cw-rent state-of-the-art of PIV describet.l in chapter 2, such a method would 
o nly be possible for low Reynolds number, spatial ly confined flows. The extension to 
realistic geometries would require multiple hig h-speed cameras in a setup akin to Fig 
2 .9b, resulting in instrume ntation costs far beyond the reaches of most institutions. 
To the knowledge of the author, no such studies have taken place and are unlike ly to 
be feasible for the foreseeable future. 
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Developmenl of a New I.nlel Condition Generation Technique 
Previous work on various inlet condition generation techn iques has been discussed in 
chapter 3. However, none of the e methods are able to generate the 'Level 3 ' type of 
inlet condition explained in Fig 3.24 for realistic geometries, using multiple frames of 
PTV. This chapter describes the process of developing a methodology whereby the 
analysis techniques described in the previous chapter may be utilised to produce such 
a Level 3 method for application to LES inlet conditio ns. 
When considering the application of PIV data as input for a potential LES inlet 
condition, it is quickly apparent that the required data region rarely falls within the 
near-square fields of view obtained from PlY. Taking the example of geometries 
applicable to a gas turbine combustor, none of the potential inlet planes for LES -
such as the OGV exit, pre-diffuser exit, or annulus inlet - could be adequately 
described by a single field of PJV. It has already been outlined in section 2.2.2 how 
multiple fields of PTV are thus required to capture data of sufficient resolution to be 
used in LES. 
For statistical-based methods, such as using scaled white-noise or the first and 
second-moments as in a digital filter method, the use of multiple tields does not 
represent a problem. However, for a method based on using the instantaneous 
velocity field as input, the loss of spatial con·elation between points in neighbow·ing 
fields when these are separately and independently obtained would very quickly 
destroy any coherent structures that may have been captured. The challenge in 
generating this class of inlet condition from multip le fie lds of PTV is thus producing a 
velocity field that has both the required stati tics and maintains measured spatial 
correlations. 
Taking these requirements into consideration, it is prudent to re-evaluate the 
instantaneous velocity field decomposition u ed by Druault et al. 1161, Kodal et al. 1401 
among others, and presented in equation 3.35. Rather thau separating the turbulence 
field into coherent and incoherent components, it is more here useful to consider the 
decomposition in terms of the correlated and uncorrelated velocities. Thus, 
(4.1) 
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where u is the portion of the unsteady velocity field in a g iven PIV f ie ld which is 
correlated with that in a neighbouring PI V field and u' is the pmtion of the field that is 
uncotTelated. This more precise and re levant definition will be used for the remainder 
of this thesis. It also serves to highlig ht that the method of producing the correlated 
scales in the final inlet condition field ("sewn together" from everal PfV fields) must 
involve reconstruction of the time-varying velocity fie ld from measured neighbouring 
fields, whilst the uncorrelated portion may simply be obtained from a decomposition 
of single measured field data. The two unsteady portions of the velocity field are then 
superimposed upon the time-averaged velocity fie ld fo r individual measured PlY 
fields at each location o n the desired LES grid. 
The technique of Linear Stochastic Estimation was selected for con·elated fie ld 
reconstruction. 
4.1 Correlated Field Reconstruction 
It was detailed in section 3. 1.3.3, how through application of the LSE technique, two 
non-synchronous fields of velocity signals may be 'conditioned' into a single, 
synchronised field using the known signal conditions at one or more reference points. 
Thus, a velocity signal (f-or the 'conelated' unsteady component) at any given point in 
the 'unified' field , created from the separately measured PIV data sets, may be 
estimated using LSE provided the two-point correlation is known between that point 
and a set of reference signals. Applying this situatio n to PIV data (taken in two 
separate fields or data sets) it is possible to fonn a conditioned velocity field over one 
single unified measurement field, as long as spatial correlations can be obtained 
across each of the PIV measurement fie lds from reference signals taken in the region 
where the two fields spatially overlap. 
It is convenient to designate the PIV field from which reference velocities are taken as 
the 'master' field and the PIV fie ld over which the conditioned velocity field is to be 
reconstructed as the 'slave' field , as shown in Fig 4. 1. The master PIV field itself 
may be directly interpolated onto the desired o utput grid and thus, within the limits of 
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sub-grid ftltering effects (see section 4.3), wi ll replicate exactly the PIV statistics. 
Careful selection of the master field can thus go a long way to optimising the fidelity 
of the resultant velocity field. The following reconstruction method need only be 
applied to the slave field(s). 
Slave field 0 0 0 0 
00 
00 
00 
0 0 
0 0 
o U8(x/) : :. 
Master fie ld 
UM(x,M,tt) & 
/ U5(x,5/) 
NB: XrM = Xrs 
for a given r 
Fig 4.1 - Generic LSE arrangement between two PIV fields 
The s and M superscripts denote data within the sl.ave and master planes respectively. 
There are Nr reference points in the overlap regio n, i.e. XrM or Xrs where r = 1 ... Nr and 
x,M and Xrs are coincident for any given r. With reference to equation 3.36 the LSE 
reconstruction is now obtained as, 
N 
u! 1 (x, tM) = :t ar(x )UM (x~1 , tM) (4.2) 
r=l 
Where x represents the poiot(s) in the slave frame being reconstructed and the 
coefficients ar(x) are the solution of: 
N (u5 (x, t5 )u5 (x!, ts )) = Iar (xXus (x;, t)u5 (x! t)) 
r=l 
q=1, ... ,Nr (4.3) 
The resultant slave velocity field can of co urse only contain those structures which 
give rise to frnite correlations between points in the slave field and points in the 
master field (precisely, in the overlap zone with the master field). A pe1fect 
estimat ion (i.e. realisation of the u term in equation 4.1) would therefore only be 
possible if the master and slave fields were overlapped completely. Crucially, the 
created u!t velocity field is now synchronous with fluctuations in the master field, but 
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has the correct level of spatial con·elations, as far as it can, where there exists genuine 
correlations between points in the slave field and overlap region. 
There is, of course, no pe1fect estimation, and much focus has been directed to the 
optimisation o f the LSE procedure g iven that the overlap region will, in practice, only 
cover a small proportion of the slave field. This can be pro blematic as it is largely 
dependent on the t1owfie ld ill question anti the quali ty of the raw PIV data. One key 
measure of the quality of the outcome of the procedure is the fraction of tw·bulent 
kinetic energy contained within the parent PlY field that is retwued in the 
reconstructed fie ld. A Reconstructed Energy Percentage (REP) can be defined as: 
"' (u~ (x tM\.~ (x tM)~ ~ •.est ' JU, , ~ LSE 
REP= xi (· s ( s ~~ ( s )~ XlOO u, x, t , x, t 
PIV 
X 
(4.4) 
where Ne is the number of velocity components reconstructed . This was found to be a 
usefu l differentiating factor to r comparing reconstructed datasets which gave 
otherwise closely matched statistical profiles. 
To eliminate any interpolation effects, initial testing was based on eo-located master 
and slave measurement point locations, i.e. using exactly the same data set for the 
master and slave fields and reconstructing the velocities at the same locations as the 
original vector gtid. The test data were chosen so as to require reco nstruction of the 
large-scale vortical structures detailed in ection 2.2.3. With reference to Fig 2.22 for 
example, field B was chosen to be the 'slave' field and reconstructed using data from 
its overlapping region with field D, but with the 'master ' signals taken in this instance 
from field B itself, rather than field D. Given the overlap region is restricted, it is not 
possible to reconstruct the slave velocity field exactly, since some fluctuations in the 
frame will not be con·elated with the overlapped region. The example 'LES inlet 
p lane' onto which the velocity field was reconstructed was chosen to have the same 
dimensions as field B, with the g~·id lines intersecting at the PlY vector locations. 
Indeed, in later CFD predictions, the LES inlet plane grid was also chosen to have 
similar reso lution to the Pl Y fields used here. 
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In these tests was it found that the number aud arrangement of reference signa ls used 
was one of the major influencing factors in both maximising the REP value achieved 
and the computation time o f the LSE reconstruction. The reference points in an 
overlap region can be arranged in an NxM array, whe re, with re ference to Fig 4.1, N 
is the number of co lumns (i.e. number of po ints in the direction normal to the fi eld 
interface) and M the number o f ro ws (i.e. number o f points tangential to the interface) . 
Fig 4.2 shows the REP and the computation time for various anangements of po ints 
.in this initial (co llocated master and slaves) test. 
a) 10 
b5 -- --- -- - -----------. : ~--· -: ------, 
• • t • . • 
60 .·.·· •' 
~o~~~ ~~ ~M~~oo~~1oo~~1~~~1~ ~,ro 
No •I(FOin:ta 
b) 500 
400 
3110 j 250 
200 
150 
100 
• •• ..J'_,. 
) 0 ~: . 
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.· 
....._. ' 60 80 100 170 140 160 
Nu ufruinlll 
Fig 4.2 - a) REP vs. no. o f points, b) LSE computation time vs. no. o f po ints 
N = • 1, 2, • 3, • 4 , 5; --- REPmax (all available po ints), -REP (Nx M =100) 
As expected, the relationship between number of reference po ints and calculation time 
is approximate ly linear. While an increase in the overall number o f points produces 
an increase in reconstructed energy for any g iven anangemeot, for ~3 the REP is 
independent of N. Because 95% of the possible reconstructed energy can be obtained 
using only 60% of the available po ints (as seen from the solid and dashed lines in F ig 
4 .2a), aro und 100 points are generally used to r econstruct a given slave fie ld. It is al so 
prudent to maximise the number of points lying o n the boundary edge (i.e. minimising 
N), and so optimal reconstmction is achieved with points aiTanged using values of 
N=3 and M=Mmax· Such a trend can only be claimed fo r square or near-square PIV 
fields with highly-rectangular overlap regions (such as across fields in Fig 2.22), i.e. 
M>>N. It is Likely that deviations fro m this aiTangement would significantly a lter the 
optimum refere nce point choice. 
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Provided the respective cross-coiTelations are known, any signal may be used to 
reconstruct a velocity field. For example, tests were conducted using temporally 
offset signals and con·elations, although no subsequent benefit was found. A small 
improvement was found by varying the master velocity component the field is 
conditioned by. Although the REP could be improved by around 2% by conditioning 
each slave component through its respective master signal, significant differences 
may be observed subsequently in the statistical proftles. The most reUable method is 
to condition each slave velocity component by the master velocity component 
containing the maximum TKE. However, caution should be exercised in weakly 
sheared flows, when there is Little con·eJation between components as this method can 
have a detrimental effect on the SVC reconstruction. 
It is also necessary to consider the practicalities of applying tlus technique to real data 
sets, i.e. when the two PIV fields and prescribed output grid are not collocated. This 
implies some sort of interpolation to obtain the desired reference signals and 
co1Telations, since the reference points from the master and slave planes are no longer 
guaranteed to be at exactly the same locations. Three methods were considered: 
'nearest point' interpolation on the respective PlY grids; interpolation o f the master 
reference point velocities onto the slave PlY giid locations and interpolation of the 
slave cotTelations to the reference po ints on the master grid. These are illustrated 
schematically in Fig 4.3. 
U~ assumed collocated 
with u~ ('nearest point' 
interpolation) 
U~1 interpolated to 
u~ location (master 
velocity interpolated) 
u~ interpolated to 
u~ location (slave 
coiTelations interpolated) 
Fig 4.3 -Schematic of possible slave/master interpolations 
--Slave -- Master 
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For testing of non-collocated data, field B was again reconstructed as the slave plane. 
but now using field D as the master. Generally, energy fractions reconstructed on 
such grids were lower by approximately 10% in relation to the collocated case, 
regardless of the interpo lation method used. Tests on collocated, but WJsynchronised 
data sets showed this discrepancy was due to the use of separate fields rather than data 
from separate in tauces in time. 
It was found the optimum method involved interpolation of slave conelations, with 
49.4% of the original TKE reconstructed. However, it should be noted that 
interpo lation to the nearest point is simpler in tenns of coding and computation 
(calculation time may be cut by as much as 75% !), and the resultant REP within one 
percent of the optimum value for this itutial test case (though the petformance was 
less comparable when lower PlY grid resolutions were used). 
When the output grid is not collocated with either of the PIV grids, a further 
interpolation step is required, regardless of the method used above. This may be 
petformed before reconstruction (by interpolation of the slave field corTelations) or 
after reconstruction (by interpolation o f the resultant velocity tield). The latter 
showed an improvement in REP of the order of 5% in the LSE field, although this 
was not translated into closer statistical matching after the addition of the uncon elated 
noise (see section 4.2). Interpolation after reconstruction is, however, more 
computationally expensive as it requires itlterpolation of NixNjXNsawp vectors, as 
opposed to NixNjxNr cotTelations, which is generally at least a factor of 3 less. As 
such, interpolation of the con·elations prior to reconstruction was used exclusively for 
non-eo Uocated grids. 
Care must be taken when interpolating the con elation fields, especially on PIV grids 
that are relatively coarse in comparison to the local lengthscale. The use of a bi-linear 
interpolation can result in large under or over estimation of the turbulent energy in 
ce1tain locations. The use of a bi-cubic scheme, such as that described in Vetterling et 
al. (1988)[1041 is recommended. Caution is also advised with regard to the quality of 
the initial PlY data sets. LSE is very sensitive to statist ical differences between the 
master and slave fields in the overlap region, which can result in dramatic over- or 
under-estimations of the velocity in the overlapping region. Tbis js especially 
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imp01tant since the reference points are taken from the edge of a fie ld, where vector 
quality is often at its poorest. lt is often wise to crop the raw PIV tields to remove the 
influence of bad vectors, in addition to the conection between neighbouring fields 
discussed in section 2.2.3. 
A comparison of the LSE reconstruction with an original PIV tield can be seen in Figs 
4.4 to 4.11. The reconstruction is from the co llocated and synchronised master/slave 
anangement described above. The analysis techniques u ed here follow the 
procedures detailed in chapter 3. 
A clear pattern emerges from the analysis of the reconstruction that is very 
encouraging near the reference point locations, but becomes progressively weaker as 
the conelations reduce further away from the overlap, where the reconstruction 
captures less of the overall turbulence. (Note the original PIV contains contributio ns 
to turbulence from both cotTelated and unCOJTelated sources, the reconstructed fie ld 
only addresses the fo rmer). This can be clearly seen in the TKE contours, where the 
two fields are we ll matched around z/H = 0, but diverge elsewhere. With the 
matching of the spatial correlation fields between the synthetic and real data being a 
major attraction of thjs technique (compared to Level 2, for instance), it is 
encouraging that a similar pattern is seen in the cross-correlation maps, with the 
reconstruction again matching very closely near to the ce utreline. Qbyjously, further 
away fi·om the centreline, on ly progressively larger scale structures wil l attract a 
correlation hence the broadening of the peaks. Encow·agingly, the vectors 
conditionally averaged at a point in the overlap show near-identical structures to that 
of the original PIV (see Fig 4.5). The peak broadening is clearly more pronounced in 
Fig 4.6, taken at a point that is weakly correlated with the overlap region, although the 
overall profi le trends are still analogous. Given that a broadening of the coJTelatioo 
peaks will produce an increase in the integral lengtbscale, it is unsurprising that both 
Leogthscales in the LSE field are generally larger. It is perhaps surprising that the 1L11 
profile is not closer in the region of the overlap, given the relative similarities of the 
correlation maps, but this could just be due to exaggeration from boundary 
curtailment effects as described in section 3.1.2.2. 
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Analysis of the spatial POD modes extracted from the unsteady data confrrms the 
existence of much of the LSE reconstructed energy within the larger, coherent 
motions. It is clearly seen fro m Figs 4.9 and 4.10 that the frrst POD mode is almost 
identical, whereas the second, altho ugh similar, is starting to identify different 
structures. The plot of cumulative kinetic energy across the POD modes as a fraction 
of the PIV TKE, shown in Fig 4.11, is indicati ve of this. The vast majority of the LSE 
reconstructed energy is present in the flrst POD mode, which contains a similar 
amount to the PIV field. However, whereas the PN energy is more evenly distributed 
across the higher modes in a manner typical of real flows, there is I ittle energy stored 
in the higher modes of the LSE reconstruction. 
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Fig 4.8 - 2Lz2 integral lengthscale a) PJV b) LSE'; c:J 'overlap ' region 
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Fig 4.9- 1st POD mode of w-velocity, a) PIV, b) LSE'~ D 'overlap' region 
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Finally, we examine the case of a typical f1uctuation field as reconstructed by LSE 
(Fig 4.12). The medium scale vo1tex near the overlap region is well reconstructed 
(even though it is only intermittent in the field hi story). However, the larger scale 
structures in the centre of the fie ld obviously do not display coJTelatio n with the 
reference signal region and are thus not reconstructed. It is the non-presence of these 
types of st:ructure that contribute to the over-estimation of the lengthscales in Fig 4.7. 
It is thus clear the deficiencies in the LSE technique lie in the reconstruction of those 
fluctuations that do not con·elate with the overlapping region. In order to gain an 
improved synthetic realisation of the original PlY flow field it is necessary to find a 
supplementary method that can add these scales back into the reconstructed 
synchronous field. 
Fig 4.12- Typical fluctuation field, a) PlY b) LSE from 96 reference points 
4.2 Uncorrelated Structures Reconstruction 
Several methods of supplementing the LSE reconstructed data through addition of a 
secondary velocity field were evaluated. The purpose of this is to improve the match 
to the statistics of the parent PlY field without destroying the synchronicity derived 
from the LSE. Evaluation is thus considered based on the superimposed correlated 
and uncorrelated fields, rather than in iso lation. 
As observed in section 4.1, the correlations contributing to the LSE reconstruction are 
heavily influenced by the large-scale, energy-containing flow structures present. 
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Therefore the PIV energy spectrum is adequately reconstructed in the low frequency 
region. Ideally, a supplementary method is required to match the missing energy 
proportion by introduction of fluctuations in the higher frequency region. 
Several methods of adding uncorrelated energy were evaluated, with the results 
discussed below. The simplest method was the addition of white noise. Tllis was 
introduced by scaling a normally-distributed random field to a variance such that at 
each location it accounted for the unresolved energy fraction. 
A second method was based on a POD reconstruction. It was detailed in section 
3. 1.3.2 how POD eau be used to analyse a velocity field identifying a hierarchy of 
structures ordered in terms of decreasing contribution to the overall energy. From 
tllis, a velocity field can be reconstructed containing only the 1110st energetic 
structures present by using, for example, only the first N modes. A supplementation 
method was therefore investigated whereby a reco nstruction of the last N modes may 
be frrst generated from an overall POD analysis, containing the lesser energetic 
structures. Ths is to be added to the LSE reconstructed (con·elated) unsteady field. 
Data from the original (unsynchronised) slave PIV field is used as the basis of the 
reconstruction. Since only modes containing structures uncoJTe lated with the master 
plane are to be extricated, the correlations from the LSE should not be adversely 
affected when these are added back in to the LSE reconstructed fields described in the 
previo us section. Thus, equation 3.34 becomes, 
(4.5) 
The choice of the cut-on mode, Non, may vary from point to point across the 
reconstructed tield. The value is chosen such that the swn of the energies in the POD 
modes N on to N snmp is equal to the unresolved energy fraction in the LSE field at that 
point. However, as Non must be an integer, o nly a discrete range of energy fractions 
can be realised. In reality the energy that is required to be supplemented couJd take 
any value. For this reason, a weighted average has been taken of velocity fields 
resulting from two reconstructions in which Non has been rounded up and down to the 
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integers nearest to the required value, i.e. adjacent modes which, when used as the 
cut-on mode, result in energies above and below the required energy fraction. 
FinaJiy, a method was triaJled in which the originaJ slave PlY field was hig h-pass 
filtered at a cut-on fi·equency defined such that the resultant energy matched the local 
unresolved energy fraction in the LSE field. As with the previous method this should 
remove the structures that were coiTelated with the master field. It is not the intention 
of such a method to replicate the difference between the PlY and LSE spectra for each 
frequency, however. Do ing this was found to introduce large-scale, uncorrelated 
fluctuations that act to destroy the inherent con·elations of the LSE. As such a 251 
term high-pass sharp Fourier ft.lter with a Haru1 window is required (i.e. using 
equation 3.24 and 3.25, where Ntcrms is 251) to allow optimal replication of the low 
frequency region. Fig 4.13 shows a plot of the generic power spectra as observed at a 
typical point in a reconstructed field after supplementation of the filtered PlY. Note 
that the filtered PlY does not match the unreso lved energy at a given frequency, but 
uses the maximal amount of high ti"equency fluctuations to match the integral of the 
unreso 1 ved scales. 
Cut-on Frequency 
.-... 
a.. 
-Cl 
..Q 
log(freq) 
Fig 4.13 - Generic power spectra, 
- PIY = LSE+ Filtered PlY, - LSE, Filtered PlY 
A comparison of these methods, along with the otiginal PIV and LSE data, is shown 
in Figs 4.15 to 4.20. The plots show profiles o f various quantities across the lines y/H 
= 0.41 , 0.63, and 0.85 shown in Fig 4.14, i.e. evenly distributed below, across and 
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above the CRVP observed in the experiment. Data is reconstructed across PlY fie ld 
B, with field B as the sluve and field D as the master. 
~,,,,,,, ____________ __ _ 
. ::~~~>~~,~~~~:~~~--- ~~-,~ 
o ~~~o~.a~~o.~G~~0~.4~~o~.2~~o~ 
7/H 
Fig 4.14 - Field B analysis slice locations (shown with time-averaged vectors of the 
o riginal PIV data) 
From Fig 4.15 it is seen that all supplementary methods allow TKE profiles of the 
PIY data to be replicated successfully. Similarly, the (wv) Reynolds stress statistic is 
well reproduced. However, other statistics more dependent on spatial correlations 
show significant differences. The addition of scaled noj e appears to over-reduce the 
leugthscales consistently. Tllis is not surprising since the noise added lacks spatial 
con·elation and therefo re has no inherent lengthscale. The much-flattened line in Fig 
4.20 indicates tlus is due to the partial destruction of tl1e large-scale structures 
reconstructed from by the LSE. 
Generally, the addition of lower-energy POD modes and filtered PIV both produce a 
very good replication of PlY statistics. This is especially true of tl1e spectra and POD 
energy distributions, which give confidence that the spatial structlU'es within tl1e tlow 
are we ll replicated. The ftltered PlY in particular shows very consistent replication. 
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Fig 4.15- Turbulent Kinetic Energy 
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Fig 4.20- Cumulative POD energy 
Although statistically there is little to choose between the POD and filtered PIV 
methods, concem was raised about the flexibility of the POD method. lt was found 
that, since the first two POD modes may contain up to 60% of the local TKE, there 
were many regions in the flow where the cut-on mode, N0 n, is less than 2 (i.e. first 
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mode data is contributing to the unconelated field) . Clearly, Ull less the LSE 
reconstruction is exceptionally good, this implies fluctuations COITelated with the 
master plane are being introduced on top of the LSE. There is no such problem when 
using the filtered PIV method since the cut-on frequency may be chosen to take any 
value between zero (if LSE has reconstructed no energy, hence the slave field will be 
identical to the Oiiginal PIV) and inJrnity (if the LSE has recon tructed all the energy, 
hence the slave plane is identical to the LSE field). The filtered PIV approach will 
thus be used as the supplementary method to reconstruct the uncorrelated field for the 
remainder of tllis thesis. For convenience, the supplemented LSE technique will 
henceforth be refen-ed to as sLSE. 
It is wmth at this point reconsidering the example fluctuation field presented in Fig 
4.12. Fig 4.21 shows the original fluctuation field (from PlY), a synthetic field 
(generated from LSE alone) and a combined synthetic field from correlated and 
uncorrelated portions (via sLSE). The unco iTelated field provides additional 
structures that do not significantly alter the conelated field but do not exactly match 
those nlissing from the PIV field either. Thus, sLSE can never reconstruct an 
identical flow fie ld to that of the original PIV since the correlations that caused those 
fluctuations are lost. It can, however, reconstruct an equivalent flowfie ld with the 
same range of structures distributed across the velocity field. The relative quality of 
this reconstruction with regard to existing methods will be discussed in the following 
chapter. 
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Fig 4.2 1- Typical fluctuation field, a) u from PIV, b) u from LSE, c) u + u' from sLSE 
4.3 Unresolved Sub-grid Energy 
The previous two sections have detailed an effective technique for reconstructing the 
flow field captured in one or more PlY fields and adapting them for use as an LES 
inlet condition. It is however impottant to recall that, notwithstanding the inl1erent 
experimental en·ors of the PIV technique, detailed in section 1.3, the discretisation of 
the PIV vector field will inevitably lead to a degree of turbulent energy loss. While 
the uncertainties arising from this will be quantified in section 5.1, it is impmtant to 
consider here how this 'missing' part of the turbulence field will affect the overall 
reconstruction. 
The effect of sub-cell filtering is tangible and can be quantified using the HMN 
method through equation 3.18. By simple manjpulation of this equation, the amount 
of TKE that is unresolved for any given location in a PIV flow fie ld is obtained. 
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Assuming that an inlet generation technique complete ly recreates the PTV energy 
(Ep1v = E1c) (which from Fig 4.15 is a valid assumption), it is thus possible to state 
that the total energy, Etot. is given by: 
(4.6) 
The strong analogy with LES of the sub-cell filtering has already been noted. Hence 
it is reasonable to assume a near identical re lationship to equation 4.6 for an LES 
geometry, such that: 
(4.7) 
where the Eu:s is the TKE reso lved by LES, and Ll1.cs is the LES tilter width 
(exclusively set to the implicit filter width of VtuLlytlz during this project). 
Assuming that a g iven reconstruction can replicate the con ect lengthscale at a given 
location, the following link between the energies required and reconstructed is 
obtained: 
(4.8) 
It is clear that as b.Xp1v -+ LlLES the level of the PIV sub-cell filtering approaches that 
which is accounted for by the LES sub-grid scale model. Thus the case where a PIV 
velocity field contains insufficient energy to replicate the full range of reso lved LES 
scales is when the PIV interrogation cell size is greater than that of the LES filter 
width, i.e. ELEsiEio > I. Re-an·aoging equation 4.8, Eu~s/E1o may be defined as a 
'coiTection factor ', which is the amount the local reconstructed TKE must be factored 
by to co ntain suffic ient energy to match that reso lved by LES. It wil l be seen in 
section 5.1.2 that this correction factor is close to or below one throughout the annuli 
inlets of the idealised combustor considered in this thesis. This gives confidence that 
the effect of sub-grid fi ltering will be negligible, and thus no fwtber conection 
methods are applied. However, this is not the case for the vottex generator and will 
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not necessarily be the case fo r other geometries. No tnethod is used within this thesis 
to account for this urrreso lved energy fraction and, as such. the development of a 
correction methodology, either by a priori coiTection of the PIV data or the addition 
of a further supplementary velocity field, could be the subject of further research. 
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Validation and Assessment of New and Existing 
Inlet Condition Generation Methods 
Validation and Asst::ssmenl of New and Existing [nlel Condition Gent::ration Methods 
Chapter 3 presented several existing methods by which PIV data can be used to 
generate unsteady inlet conditions for LES. Chapter 4 has proposed a new m thod by 
which instantaneous PfV data can be manipulated in order to generate a higher 
fidelity, spatially COJTelated in let velocity field. 
This chapter aims to validate this process of generating PIV -derived inlet fie lds by 
comparison of existing and developed methods. ln order to gain context for this 
comparison it is first necessary to gain an appreciation of th inherent errors in the 
PlY process that may subsequently have been passed tho ugh to influence inlet 
condition generation. 
5.1 PIV Error Analysis 
It has been discussed in section 1.3 how the final accw·acy of the PIV measurement 
process is sensitive to the experimental setup, flow field and vecto r computation 
parameters. Chapter 2 has o utlined how these aspects have been accounted for (and 
where possible the errors minimised) for the PIV data taken during the present 
project. However, even for an ideal optimisation of measurement set-up parameters, 
any g iven PTV system will still give rise to some errors that largely arise due to th 
discretisation from a continuum field to samples in time and space. The following 
potential sources of en-or have been identified fo r PIV data: 
• Sub-pixel pruticle displacement accuracy 
• Sub-cell filtering 
• Dynamic averaging 
• Statistical convergence 
Each of these error sources will be considered and assessed for the cwTent PIV data 
before its use as the input to inlet condition generation methods. 
5.1.1 Sub-pixel Particle Displacement Accuracy 
It has been mentioned in section 1.3.2 how there is an unavoidable error of up to 0.1 
pixels in the location of the con·elation peak defrn.ing tl1e pruticle displacement. This 
leads to an uoce1tainty in the velocity measurement. Since the particle displace ment 
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is limited in the data taken here to 8 pixels, this implies an uncertainty of at least 
±1.25% is present in each vector computation. 
For a stereoscopic set-up, there is the slight complication that the physical particle 
displacement is not that observed by the camera. This is due to the oblique viewing 
angle (see Fig 5.1): 
Laser sheet 
€6 x.; = 0.1 pixels 
L, 
Fig 5.1 -Stereoscopic particle displacement viewing uncertainty 
• Particle position at t = t0 • Particle position at t = t0+6t ODisplacement uncet1ainty 
where the c subscript denotes the plane of the camera and f:6..r etc. are the uncertainties 
in the measurement of the respective partic le shift. Thus, as the stereoscopic vector 
computation is obtained from the following simultaneous equations: 
(5.1) 
it follows that the in-plane uncertainty in the correlation peak may be obtained by the 
same transformation. For an idealised stereo copic experimental set-up with both 
cameras coplanar with the FoV and viewing at a.1 = a.2 = 45° (which matches closely 
to the experimental set-up used in this project, as detailed in chapter 2), a con-elation 
error of 0.1 pixels translates to a displacement error equivalent to 0.0707 pixels. This 
reduction obviously does not occur in the vertical (y) component. 
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Since the idea lised combustor data to be presented below used a constant inter-f:i·ame 
time of 460~-ts and a neaT-constant pixel size of approximately 0.06mm it follows 
there will be constant w1certainty of ±0.0092mls in the x- and z-velocities and 
±0.0 13rnls in they-velocity across each annu lus, equivalent to± 1.65% and ±2.34% of 
Urcr (0.558m/s) respectively. 
For the vortex generator test case (~t = 1 1 ~-ts, dpix= 0.065) the uncertainties are 
±0.418rnls in the x- and z-velocities and ±0.59lm/s in they-velocity, i.e.±l.43% and 
±2.03% ofU,'Cr(29.2mls). 
This uncertainty has zero mean and thus time-averaged values will not be affected 
beyond the convergence lirnits detailed below in section 5.1 .4, however, it is present 
in all instantaneous data and will have the effect of increasing the RMS by an amount 
equivalent to a displacement of 0.1 pixels. As non-uniform movement of pruticles 
within an intenogation cell causes the uncertainty, it is closely related to sub-cell 
filtering but will, to some extent, counteract its effects. A flow region with little sub-
cell variation will produce a near-Gaussian correlation curve with very accurate sub-
pixel accuracy. Thus, the fig ures quoted here represent a maximum en-or associated 
with this phenomenon: it may be expected that these uncertainties wiJI only be 
approached in regions of high-intensity, small scal.e fluctuations. 
5.1.2 Sub-cell Filtering 
Section 3. 1.2.3 has discussed how the HMN method can be used to provide a 
correction for the low-pass filtering effects of sub-cell filteriug/averaging. As with 
the sub-pixel location uncertainty, these en ors will not appear in d1e mean flow, but 
may have a significant effect on the turbulence statistics. 
Section 4.3 presented a conection factor that may be used to gain an appreciation of 
the relative levels of sub-cell/sub-grid filteiing, present in PIV and LES flow fields, 
defined as the ratio of the TKE resolved on the LES and PlY grids (ELESIEIG). Fig 5.2 
shows this con ectioo factor across fields A-E of the idealised combustor upper and 
lower annuli and the vortex generator, calculated using equation 4.8. The LES grids 
used are described in chapter 6. 
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Fig 5.2 - Sub-grid COITection factor, ELEs/EIG, a) Idealised combustor, upper annulus, 
b) idealised combustor, lower annu lus, c) vortex generator 
Clearly, the correction factor across the ideaHsed combustor inlet planes is close to or 
below 1 over the majority of the inlet region. There are some regions of energetically 
under-resolved flow far from the upper annulus burner ann wake (where the local 
TKE is particularly low) and in the lower annulus, though the energy deficit is rarely 
more than 10% of the measured TKE. This gives confidence that the effects of sub-
ce ll filtering for this geometry will be negligible. 
For the vo1tex generator test case, there appears to be a consistent energy deficit of 
between 10 and 20% within the measured tw-bulence field, though this may rise to 
50% in regions of high turbulence. Note this infers larger errors in the airflow (vortex 
generator) experiment compared to the water flo w (idealised co mbustor) experiment. 
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This evidence provides strong supp01t for the choice of a water flow experiment as 
the primary test case in this investigation. As mentio ned in section 4.3, no method 
has been used to account for this umesolved energy fraction and thus it is important to 
bear in mind that the reso lved ve locity fie ld at the inlet plane of a resultant LES will 
not contain an energy spectrum in equilibrium 
Were the measmed velocity fields to be used for DNS calculations, it would be 
necessary to reso lve aU of the flow cales (i.e. have no sub-cell filtering present). A 
method of quantifying the absolute levels of sub-cell filtering is therefore included 
here for the pw-poses of future comparisons and validation. 
As stated previously, the Kolmogorov microscales can be used to gain ao appreciation 
of the level of spatial and temporal filtering present in the captured PfV data. Fig 5.3 
shows the distribution of the Ko lmogorov lengthscale over the LES iu.let condition 
planes measured in the two ruulUli of the ideal ised combustor, calculated using 
equation 3. 15. The values shown match closely with those suggested by Hollisl321. 
Given the frame dimensions and interTOgation ce ll size used, the smallest resolved 
length scale in the PlY data will be of order 2mm Tbis is at least an order of 
magnitude greater than the microscale for much of the region, and suggests a 
moderate amount of sub-cell filtering will be present. 
Applying the HMN COITections to these fields, the under-prediction o f the measured 
RMS magnitude in comparison to the true RMS, ~u', is o btained. This is shown as a 
fraction of the reterence velocity in Fig 5.4. Generally, the trend is as indicated by the 
Ko lmogorov scales, with a low-level of fi ltering (generally <2%) for much of the 
domain, rising in the regions o f higher turbulence (arO Ulld 3% in the region of the 
CRVP). As the HMN is dependent on the derived integral lengthscale it is 
unsurprising that inconsistent values are obtained around the boundaries of some 
fields, where lengthscale computation can be pro blematical. 
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Fig 5.5 shows the Kolmogorov lengthscale across the vortex generator inlet plane. 
Given an interrogation cell size of the order of 2mm in the measurements made across 
this plane, the Kolmogorov leogthscale is around two orders of magnitude smaller 
than the reso lved scales, suggesting sub-gird fi ltering may have a significant effect on 
these data sets. This is shown to be the case in Fig 5.6, where large values and 
variations in the levels of RMS under-prediction are observed. As expected for an 
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airflow case the values are generally higher than for water flow, with an under-
prediction of around 3% for much of the do main, but this rises to as much as 30% in 
the vicinity of the vortex impingement. 
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Fig 5.5- Kolmogorov length scale, vortex generator channel at x!H = 3 
Fig 5.6- RMS under-prediction due to sub-cell filtering, vortex generator channel at 
x/H =3 
5.1.3 Dynamic Averaging 
lt was explained in section 1.3.2 how dynamic averaging may affect the final RMS of 
a data set if the inter-frame time used for data capture is greater than the Ko lmogorov 
timescale. 
The Ko lmogorov tirnescale, as calculated 11-om equation 3. 17, is shown in Fig 5.7 for 
the idealised combustor. Given that an inter-frame time of 460!-ls was used in the 
capture of all 1kHz data sets, this suggests the effects of dynamic averaging within the 
data will be minimal. 
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Similarly, Fig 5.8 shows the Ko lmogorov timescale across the vortex generator inlet. 
Given an inter-frame time o f llJ.!S was used for capture of these data sets, some 
dynamic averaging may occur in the centre of the vortices. For this experiment, the 
Shell Ondina o il used as a seeding particulate could potentiaUy introduce a further 
averaging effect given its density is larger than that of the fluid medium (air) and thus 
will have a slower response time. However, Hollis1321 shows that the response time 
for such a particle is approximately lOJ.I.S, which is less than the inter-frame time, and 
thus should not influence results. 
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5.1.4 Statistical Convergence 
As with any statistical parameter, the accuracy of flow information extracted from 
PIV is dependent on the number of independent samples from which the statistic is 
calculated. Inevitably, the use o f more samples gives a better representation of the 
population as a whole and thus increa es the fidelity to which the captured PIV data 
represents the soW'ce flow fie ld. 
It has already been shown that, in order to capture as much of the tW'bulence field as 
possible, data should be generated using the highest sample rate available. However, 
if we use the common definition of a statistically-independent sample (as used by 
Westerweel et al. (lOI, and Weisgraber & Liepman11061, among others), it is the number 
of samples separated by at least one integral timescale that defines the number of 
statistica l samples within a data set. Thus a high sample rate may be detrimental to 
the resultant statistical accuracy. 
The convergence of time-averaged first and second order statistics has been shown 
(Ho llis1321) to be well represented by normalised standard enor estimates, such as 
presented by Montgornery & Rungerr62 ': 
zu'[rl:; c( ) =-
u U rcf N 1-samp 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
zu '2~ c -(uu) -lJZ N 
rcf 1--samp 
(5.4) 
where z relates to the confidence band. If the enor is assumed to be nonnally 
distributed then z = 2.576 for a 99% confidence band. N1-samp is the number of 
statistically independent samples used. u' represents the true RMS value, although 
tltis is adequately represented by using a value calculated from aU available samples. 
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However, for use with high-speed PIV, the ueftnition of confidence !units is clouded 
by the uncertainty in the true number of independent samples, not only due to the 
spatial variation of tirnescales across the do main but because each vector is itse(f an 
average of a number of particle displacements. The latter is the reason why the 
standard error lilnits rep01ted for low sample rate ( i.e. statistically independent) PIV 
data sets are often pessimistic when compareu with the sampled statistics (such as in 
Hollis et al. r331). 
To quantify the convergence en·or in this project we have adapted the standard 
estimate definitions to be based on the ef ective number of independent samples, 
N E-samp. i.e. the number of samples that result in an appropriate p01tion of statistic 
blocks falling within the limits of a g iven confidence band. An example o f this 
procedure is shown for mean and RMS velocities in Fig 5.9 using a range of block 
sizes for a 99% confidence band. The sample is taken from a 50Hz data set within the 
CR VP of the idealised combustor. 
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The error analysis in Fig 5.9 suggests that the 1024 sample data set effectively 
contains 243 independent samples. This value appears consistent with observation, 
with a timescale of 0.22s in this region indicating approximately 93 independent 
samples and sub-cell averaging of the (approximately) 5 particles per interrogation 
cell accoWlting for the additional factor o f 2.6. Thus, re-applying equations 5.2 and 
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5.3, we may assume for a 99% confidence band that the mean results are within 
±2.64% and the RMS within ±1.86% of their true values. 
Table 5.1 shows the convergence errors as calculated by tllis procedure averaged 
across the inlet regions of both test geometries for each velocity component. Each 
data set contains 3072 samples. 
Geometry x-component y-component z-component 
N E·SIUUp €<U> €u· N E.samp €<V> €v· N E-sam p €<W> €w· 
Idealised 1250 ±0.45 ±0.32 765 ±1.07 ±0.75 633 ±1.05 ±0.74 
Combustor, 
Upper annulus 
Idealised 1926 ±0.15 ±0.11 1917 ±0. 17 ±0.12 1966 ±0. 18 ±0.13 
Combustor, 
Lower annulus 
Vortex 89 1 ±0.65 ±0.46 888 ±0.60 ±0.42 930 ±0.69 ±0.49 
Generator 
Table 5.1 -Inlet geometry convergence errors (all errors shown as % of Urcr) 
It is apparent that generally the averaged convergence eiTors are below 1%. The 
errors are seen to be greater in regions where high turbulence (such as the CRVP in 
each geometry) is observed. Thus, caution is required when considering the error at a 
given point: in regions of llig b TKE the en·ors may be signit1cantly greater than that 
quoted. For example, in the CR VP of the idealised combustor the maximum en·or is 
±8.95%. 
5.1.4 Error Summary 
The previous sections show that the only significant errors inherent in the PIV data 
are those ruising from sub-pixel particle location accuracy and statistical convergence. 
The level of sub-cell filtering en·ors, although shown to be significant in the vortex 
generator test case, are a function of the LES grid used and ru·e thus not included here. 
Hollis1321 provides a Pythagorean method by w llich these errors may be combined: 
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E. 
- '-= 
u rcf 
(5.5) 
Extracting the maximum of this en·or across the inlet flow fields yields the results 
shown in Figs 5.10 and 5.11. The regions of large error are seen to coincide very 
closely with the regions of high RMS (and thus TKE) in Figs 2.24 and 2.34. When 
considering the tide lity of the inlet conditions generated by the various methodologies 
it is in1portant to consider that all PIV data is subject to an inherent uncertainty of at 
least 2%, rising to as much as 6% in regions of high turbulence. 
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5.2 Inlet Generation Method Comparison 
A number of strategies for inlet generation have been presented in the previous 
chapters. Fig 3.24 showed these can be catego1ised into a "Hierarchy of Fidel ity" 
according to the extent to which the experimental data is used and the resultant 
assumptions that have to be made. In order to compare current and developed 
techniques, we return to this luerarchy by selecting one methodology from each 
category to be used for comparison. In all cases the generated fluctuations are 
superimposed upon an experimentally o btained time-averaged proftle. For the 
purposes o f th se comparisons, inle t conditions are generated to match the time step 
of the source PTV data 
Level 1 is represented by superimposing Gaussian wlute noise with a variance scaled 
such that it matches the experimental TKE. Since there is little extra computationa l 
cost, and the experimental data is available, the TKE level will be spatially variant 
across the inlet region. Note that thi s is an improvement on many of the studies 
discussed in section 3.2, which use only constant or one-dimensionally varying TKE 
levels. 
DFG represents inlet conditions of Level 2 type. It has previo usly been stated that 
PIV is more conducive to producing the required statistics for DFG than the 
alternative, spectral forcing. Modification is made to allow for two-dimensional 
spatial variation of the Reyno lds stress tensor (i.e. the Reyno lds stresses, and thus the 
coefficient a, are spatially variant in equation 3.46) . The computational time-saving 
methods of Velo udis et a/. 11021 are incorporated , i.e. an optimisation o f the DFG time-
step and the use o f FFT for filter convolution. However , the time step used was 
general ly fo und to be adequate to resolve the time sca les witiU.n the g iven to lerance. 
The supplemented LSE approach (sLSE) , as detailed in the previous chapter, is used 
to represent Level 3 inlet conditions. 
As stated in section 3.2, Level 4 inlet conditions are not yet feasible given cunent 
experimental techno logies. 
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All methodo logies will be evaluated using the Pl V data as standard. The stated aim of 
any synthetic inlet generation procedure must be to replicate as exactly as possible the 
t1ow field at the inlet to the computational geometry, and to do so as efficiently as 
possible with the minjmum of computational and experimental time and effort. 
Here we consider the two crite1ia separately: section 5.2.1 will consider the velocity 
field generated by each methodology; section 5.2.2 will quantify the cost of 
generating each method. 
5.2.1 Velocity Field Comparison 
For the evaluation of the velocity field all inlet conditions are generated over a plane 
taken as an example LES inlet, covering the region - 1 :S z/H :S I and 0 :S y!H :S 1 of 
the upper annulus of the idealised combustor. Source PIV data is taken from fie lds B 
and D (Fig 2.22), thus encompassing the CRVP in the burner arm wake. The LES 
grid is taken to be regular and collocated, comprising of 125 x 65 points. This is 
approximately the same density as the source PlY grid, largely decoupling issues of 
grid interpolation from the inlet comparisons. 50Hz data is used to ensure the 
optimum statistical matching between the fields. 
For the purpose of the Level 3 reconstruction, field D is chosen as the master fie ld. 
This is also ref1ected in the field hierarchy of the other methods as data in the 
overlapping region is taken from tills field. 
Where appropriate fo r multi-method comparisons, profrles are shown along the lines 
y/H = 0.41 0.63, and 0.85, i. e. eveoly distributed below, across and above the CRVP. 
The PN fields, LES inlet and profile slice arrangement are shown in Fig 5.12. 
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Fig 5.12- Fields Band D slice arrangement, - example LES inlet (shown with 
time-averaged vectors of the original PIV data) 
Fig 5.13 shows the distribution of TKE for each method. As all methods are 
ultimately scaled to match the PIV TKE it is unsurp1ising that they each replicate the 
profiJe well. The step change difference betweeu the two fie lds is of the order 10% of 
Urer· This originates from experimental en·ors discussed in chapters l and 2 and the 
inherent PIV enors discussed in section 5 .1. This difference is exacerbated due to the 
poor statistical match between frames B and 0 mentioned in chapter 2.2.3. When 
inlet conditions are generated for the ftnal LES calculation, this difference will be 
reduced given the improved match between frames B, C and D. 
As observed previously, the Level 3 inlet replicates well the Reynolds shear stress 
shown in Fig 5.14. Also as expected, the Reyno lds stress transformation of the Level 
2 DFG process implicitly ensures the profile matches very closely to the PIV. 
However, as no mechanism exists to recreate a con·elation iu the Level 1 inlet, no 
shear stress variation is observed, underlining the major limitations of this method. 
The spatial velocity con-elations are shown in Fig 5.15. As these are, to some extent, 
used to define the different levels of fidelity, they are indicative of the methods as a 
whole. As with the shear stress, the lack of specified correlation in a Level 1 inlet 
condition leads to no SVC between any two points as is evident in Fig 5.15a. The 
Gaussian conelation assumption of the Level 2 inlet is unmistakeable, but is clearly a 
poor representation o f the experimental distribution (Fig 5.15d). The Level 3 inlet 
gives a good representation of the measured distribution over much of the domain, 
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with some noise observed in the lower correlation regions where the effect of the LSE 
is less marked. Crucially, the con·elation is continuous across the interface. 
For completeness, Fig 5.16 shows the effect of interpolating non-synchronous PIV 
fie lds directly on to the LES grid, as a 'pseudo-Level 4 ' approach. The sharp 
discontinuity in the conelatioo is evidence of why this is not a feasible inlet condition 
generation approach. For a true Level 4 inlet this would no t be the case though 
because, as stated previously, tllis would require synchronous capttu·e of the entire 
inlet region in either one or more PIV fields. Some weak correlation is observed with 
the neighboW"ing fie ld, although this is likely to be a consequence of the periodicity of 
the flow in this case. 
From Fig 5. 17, the constant lengt11Scale assumption of the Level 2 inlet appears 
reasonable for the 1L 11 lengthscale (although not in t11e region of tl1e CRVP where the 
measured Lengtl1Scale varies by ±50%). However, for the rapidly varying 2Ln 
lengiliscale (Fig 5. 18) t11e assumption is less acceptable. The spatially-variant 
velocity con-elation used in the generation of the Level 3 inlet results in a close 
replication of the lengthscale profiles. It shouJd be noted that the 1L 11 lengthscale 
calculated from the PIV data is affected by the curtailment (and subsequent 
discontinuity) of the velocity con·elations at the field edges. A such the profile of the 
Level 3 inlet (wllich has continuous con-elation across t11e overlap) may be a closer 
representation o f the experimental field. The Level 1 velocity field is unconelated 
and tlms shows no appreciable lengthscale. 
Analysis of the spatial POD modes gives some indication of the turbulent structures 
contributing to the derived statistics. As mentio ned previo usly, due to ilie optimum 
nature of the decomposition, caution must be exercised when comparing modes o f 
adjacent fields as the spatial modes are no t necessarily continuous even for 
statistically similar data sets. A structure that is isolated to one field will be of 
proportional ly higher energy in that fie ld than the inlet as a who le and thus the 
distribution of energies of the PIV fields and generated inlet conditions should not be 
expected to be identica l. However, as in this case tl1e lower modes will be 
approximately symmetrical about ziH = 0, they may be used as a basis for evaluation. 
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The Level3 inlet gives a very close representation of the first POD mode in Fig 5.19. 
However, even by the second POD mode (Fig 5.20) the discontinuity between PIV 
fields is evident, though the Level 3 profile appears to follow the structw·e of frame D. 
The fact the Level 2 inlet gives a reasonably good approximation to the POD modes 
(and the second mode in pru.ticular) appears surprising given the strength of 
approximations used. However, analysis of the vectors of the spatial modes as a 
whole (Fig 5.21 , for the 1st mode) shows the Leve l 2 inlet does not contain the vortical 
structures frequently observed in the lower modes of the experimental data 
Contrastingly, the Level 3 inlet contains a very close representation of the PIV mode 
shape, previously presented in Fig 3. 15. As the Level 1 inlet does not contain any 
local flow coherence, it is inevitable the resultant POD modes show no discernable 
structures. 
The POD mode energy distribution, wavenumher and power spectra (Figs 5.22-5.24) 
sho uld perhaps be considered together in order to appreciate how these structures are 
distributed throughout the flow. It should be no ted the power spectra in Fig 5.24 were 
generated using 1kHz data in order to capture a wider bandwidth of frequencies. 
The Level 2 inlet shows markedly, though consistently, different distributions to the 
PIV fie lds. It becomes apparent fi·om all analyses that much of the turbu lent energy is 
contained in the medium to large scales of flow (roughly con·esponding to the 'energy 
containing' scales of Pope (2000)1731), thus leading to non-physical attenuation of the 
signal in the high atld very low frequency regions. 
While the Level 3 inlet shows a similat· distribution of energies across the flow scales 
to the PIV, especially in wavenumber space, ana lysis of the power spectra in Fig 5.24 
demonstrates the limitations of the assumptions used to apply the decomposition of 
equation 4.1. While the spectrwn in Fig 5.24a is taken in the overlap region and thus 
the Level 3 specttum matches closely that of the PIV, Fig 5.22b show an attenuation 
of the low frequencies and amplification in the high frequencies. This is caused by 
the presence of Jru.·ge-scale uncorrelated stt-uctures in the PIV slave frames (such as 
those noted in Fig 4.21 ), which are not replicated by the high-pass filtering. 
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It should be noted that, although the results discussed above have al.l been taken from 
a waterflow test case, very similar trends were observed for data captured in the 
vortex generator test case in airflow. Captwing data in airflow inevitably leads to 
curtailment of the power spectra for a given data sampling rate. Contrasting Fig 5.25 
with the weU reso lved spectra in Fig 5.24, this is obviously the case. Despite this, the 
trends discussed above are repeated, with the Level 3 methods offering a close 
representation of the experimental proflie for both PSD and wavenumber spectra. 
In summary, the Level 2 and 3 methods replicate the first and second order statistics 
well, though the Level 2 approach does not replicate physicaUy representative 
turbulent structures. Its use should therefore be limited to flows corresponding 
closely to its assumptions (i.e. constant length sca le; no dorninant structures) . In 
contrast, the Level 3 approach can reproduce these structures very well provided they 
are con·elated with the master fie ld. Thus the allocation of master and slave fie lds 
should only be taken after careful consideration of the flow fie ld. The Level l method 
should only be used as a last reso1t. 
On the basis of the evidence presented here, it is considered that the Level3 approach 
proposed in the present thesis, whilst not pe1fect, is an improvement on evaluated inlet 
condition generation methods and has been adequately validated in the tests described 
above to wan·ant future investigations and applications as a synthetic inlet condition 
generation methodology. 
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5.2.2 Comparative Costs 
In order to make any synthetic inlet generation methodo logy viable it must offer a 
benefit over petforming a precursor calculation. As a suffic iently detailed simulation 
can provide high enough fidelity data to replicate almost any flow scenario, 
experimentally derived methods must offer either reduced equipment costs and/or 
time savings. However, since a full pre-cursor calculation may be impossible or 
impractical for many engineering simulations, synthetic in let condition generation 
may be the only viable option. The choice of method is then largely dependent upon 
the complexity of the test case, the resources available and the quality of in let data 
required. Initially, we evaluate synthetic methods only, assuming PIV data of 
sufficient qualjty is available. 
5.2.2.1 Cost of Generating Synthetic Data 
Appendix C details a dimensional analysis of each stage of the four candidate 
synthetic inlet generation methodologies in terms of the overall number of requ ired 
operations and maximum memory requirement. Operations common to all methods 
(such as loading the PJV data and interpolating the mean proftles) are neglected. Each 
operation may be expressed in terms of any or all of 6 parameters: 
• Ni -Number of grid points in the inlet p lane horizontal direction 
• Nj - Number of grid points in the inlet p lane vertical direction 
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• Ne- Number of velocity components reconstructed 
• N6,- Number of time steps required for reconstruction 
• ~ -Ratio of the local turbulent lengtbscale to local LES grid spacing (Level 2 
only) 
• Am - Ratio of the area of the inlet plane covered by the master PIV fie ld to 
A,ot 
the total inlet plane area (Leve l 3 only) 
Using the example geometry of the previous section it is reasonable to assume the 
following approximate values tor these parameters: 
(5.6) 
Applying these values to the processes shown in Appendix C and neglecting lower 
order tenns, the results shown in Table 5.2 are obtained. 
Method Number of operations Maximum memory storage 
Dimension Order Dimension Order 
Level 1 NiXNjXNcxNilt OflO'l NixNjxNcxN6t 0[101] 
Level2 77xn6 4x(N+4~)x(Nj+4~) 0(10L4) NxNjXNcxN6t 0[107] 
xNcxNL'.t 
Level 3 
6xN;xN/xN,xN6,x(l - A,, J 0[10
10] NxNjXNcxN 1 0[107J 
A,OI 
Level 4 NiXNjXNcxN6t 0[107 1 NjXNjXNcXNt.t 0[107] 
Table 5.2 - Inlet generation operat10n dlffienstonal analysis 
The processing time of each method is dominated by a pruticular stage of the 
generation process. For the DFG (Level 2) method, this occw·s dw·ing the 
convolution of the random field with the assumed con·elation filter. The influence on 
this process of the relative size of the local lengthscale is apparent. Similarly, the 
sLSE (Level 3) method is dependent on the number of reference points used (assumed 
here to be 3Nj)· Notably, the memory requirement is unchanged regardless of method 
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used. However, even for this re lative ly simple scenario, the memory requirement is 
already of the order 100MB. 
It is import ant to bear in mind that these values are based on the dimensions of the 
necessary equations and, as such, may not appear in their optimum form Increased 
process ing time may often be used to reduce memory storage and vice versa, although 
this does not necessarily result in a proportiona l transfer. Also, this analysis does not 
take account of the time taken to conduct each operation. For example, the 
interpo lations for Level 4 require an order o f magnitude more processing time than 
the random number generations of Level 1. Table 5.3 shows the sampled processing 
time required to construct the 1kHz velocity fields containing 3,000 samples as 
presented in section 5.2. t on the computer detailed in Table 2. 1. Although the 
relative order of magnitude difference between the methods is less than suggested by 
Table 5.3, a computation time of the order days for the Level 2 method begins to 
make the method prohibitive ly expensive, especially given the relatively simple test 
scenario used. Such data also illustrates the obvious attraction of the Level 1 method. 
It is also of note that, were data o f sufficient resolution available to allow the use of a 
Level 4 inlet condition, it would require many more data po ints than the amount used 
in the current example, and therefore the calculation time would be increased 
accordingly. 
Method Measured generation time [s] 
Level 1 23.2 
Level 2 79,700 
Level3 2,840 
Pseudo-
147 
Level4 
Table 5.3- Sample inlet genera tion computation times 
Similarly, it was noted how the memory requirements may also differ from those 
detailed in Table 5.2. For some flows the redundant terms o utlined in Appendix C 
may become significant and make inlet generation unfeasible with the available 
equipment. This was especially noted for the Level 2 inlet. 
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5.2.2.2 Cost in Comparison to Precursor Simulation 
In order to evaluate the relative cost of obtaining experimentally-derived inlet 
conditions in comparison with conducting a precursor simulation we must tirst define 
what constitutes the inlet generation process. 
To remove the development process from consideration (and thus consider only the 
application o f each method) it is necessary to neglect the creation of the geometry, 
both in terms of the rig manufacture and mesh generation. Similarly, it must be 
assumed the necessary equipment is available, such as a high-speed PIV system, 
computational hardware and a suitable LES code. It could be argued that the capture 
of the required PIV data could be neglected also, although it will be included here for 
completeness. 
The computation time of a precursor simulation will vary excessively depending on 
the complexity of the upstream geometry used and the fidelity to which it is modelled. 
It is assumed here that the computation time is of the same order as that of the main 
simulation. Likewise, this encompasses a period of flow convergence befo re velocity 
data is sampled. It should be noted that for geometries where the upstream 
fluctuations may be modelled as a channel flow, Schltiter1831 rep01t s the precursor 
calculation time may be two orders of magnitude less. 
Based on the experience of the author during the course of this project, the time taken 
to obtain PIV velocity data for an established rig and PIV system is limited by the 
vector processing, rather than the data capture. An estimate of one day per field of 
PIV plus one day set-up time is appropriate. It should be noted that Level 1 and 2 
inlet conditions require only low sample rate (e.g. 50Hz) data sets for statistics, rather 
than the time resolved (1kHz) data required by Level 3. While this may have an 
effect on the data storage requirements, it will have negligible effect on the overall 
computational time. 
Thus, based on the two test cases considered in this project, the following 
computation times may be estimated. 
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Method Idealised Combustor Vortex Generator 
Experiment Generation Total Experiment Generation Total 
Level 1 0[10°] O[lOql 0[10°] 0[10)] 0[104 ] 0[10)] 
Level2 0[ 106] 0[105] 0[106] 0[105] 0[ 104 ] 0[105J 
Level 3 0[1061 0[104 ] 0 [106] 0[1051 0[104 ] 0[1051 
Level 4 0[106] 0[104]a 0[106] 0[105] 0 [104] 0[105] 
Precw·sor 0[10']0 0[10(1]0 
Table 5.4- Inlet generation t!lTies [s] 
a Estimated, b As measured, see Chapter 6 
From Table 5.4 it is clear that, even if the cost of obtaining the PJV data is taken into 
account, all synthetic methods represent an order of magnitude saving over a 
precursor simulation. In most cases, if the PIV cost is disregarded, the saving is two 
orders of magnitude. As intimated previously, for simpler upstream geometry 
assumptions, tllis deficit could be reduced although the fidelity of such an inlet would 
be affected accordingly. 
It sho uld also be noted that, when the operatjons common to all synthetic methods 
(such as the import and export of data) are taken into account, the minimum 
generation time is of tl1e order hours, regardless of the method used. 
5.3 Chapter Summary 
This chapter aimed to evaluate process of generating synthetic inlet conditions from 
experimental PIV data. Initially, an en or analysis of t11e PlY data captw·e procedure 
identified fow· sources of en or that all subsequent generation methods will be subject 
to, given the discretised nature of the data used for inlet condition generation,. They 
are sub-pixel particle displacement accuracy, sub-cell filtering, dynanlic averaging 
and statistical convergence. Of these, the en ors arising from sub-pixel particle 
location accuracy and statistical convergence were shown to be of most consequence, 
in this case giving rise to unavoidable errors of at least 2% in the PIV data, rising to 
6% in regions of high turbulence. It was also shown bow the measured turbulence 
field for vortex generator test case contains n TKE deficit of up to 50% in some 
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regions compared to the level resolvable by the LES grid. No con·ection is available 
for this and it must be considered when evaluating results with Llus test case. 
Subsequent methods of generating inflow velocity fields from this data were 
evaluated using the fidelity classification outlined in Fig 3.24. Levels 1 and 2 were 
represented by the commonly used methods of supetposition of scaled Gaussian white 
noise and DFG respectively. Botl1 methods were applied with two-dimensionally 
spatially-varying statistical properties, which is an improvement on many of the 
studies outlined in section 3.2, though the commonly-used assumption of a constant 
turbulence lengthscale was applied to the DFG method. Level 3 inlet conditions were 
represented by the newly-proposed supplemented LSE approach, as detailed in 
chapter 4. Although it was stated previously that the use of a Level 4 inlet condition 
is unfeasible given current data-capture equipment, the use of directly interpolated 
experimental data was considered where appropt;ate. 
Using an example LES inlet plane taken from some of the experimental data detailed 
in chapter 2, the velocity fields produced by the various methods were compared. 
Tlrrough the application of the various velocity field analysis techniques discussed in 
section 3.1 it was concluded that, while the Level 2 and 3 methods produce a good 
representation of the fu·st and second order statistics, the turbulence structures present 
in the Level 2 velocity field are not physically representative. The use of Level 2 
inlets is therefore only advisable in flows that closely match the assumptions used in 
the generation process (i.e. constant lengthscale; no dominant structures). The level 3 
approach offers an improvement to this technology, generating physically-
representative turbulent structures correlated across the LES inlet plane. However, 
such performance is dependent on the arrangement and velocity con·elations between 
the source PIV fields and thus careful consideration must be given to the flow field 
before the PIV field a.n·angement is allocated. The Level 1 method petforrned poorly, 
giving only a representation of the turbuJent magnitude, with second order statistics 
and velocity correlation levels falling within statistical noise. 
Comparison was also made of the relative cost of generating inlet conditions via each 
method. There was shown to be a progressive increase in the calculation time for 
each method of approximately one order of magnitude between the Level 1, 4, 3 and 2 
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methods respectively. A similar progression is evident in the memory storage 
requirements. While the calculation time, required by the Level 2 method, of a few 
days for the geometries ami computing equipment used in this project was not 
excessive, its use with more complicated geometries may become restrictive, if not 
prohibitive. Although it is difficult to provide a generalised comparison against the 
use of a precursor calculation, it was estimated that each synthetic generation method 
would represent an order of magnitude time saving, even if the time taken to capture 
the experimental data was included. 
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This chapter details the process by which a computational simulation was 
implemented, using the synthetic inlet conditiou methodologies evaluated in chapter 
5. The contents encompass the selection and application of a suitable LES solver, the 
definition of a computational grid and the necessary choices and modifications to 
facilitate the use of the selected inlet condition generation methods. As discussed in 
chapter 2, only the idealised combustor test case is reported here, though a similar 
process was conducted for the vortex generator test case and can be found in 
Ro bioson1791. 
6.1 Description of LES solver 
All numerical simulations during the present research were performed using the 
Loughborough University in-house so lver LU-LES. This is a multi-block structured, 
incompressible LES solver, which has a number of features making it attractive for 
application to the present project. An overview of its function and application will be 
provided here, however a detailed outline has previously been provided by Tang et 
al. 1991, with a more detailed discussion in Wang11051• 
The LES-filtered Navier-Stokes equations are discretised in space using second-order 
central differencing on a curvilinear, orthogonal mesh. Thus, the instantaneous 
versions of the filtered equations for the resolved momentum field, shown in equation 
1.13, are tirst transformed from Crutesian into cw-vilinear coordinates, g, becoming 
(from Pope1721) 
au~;. hj a [lhl (- - - )~ 1ap· ;m,_ -) ;(- - -) 
at+lhf a~i h; Uc;. U;1 -uc~ J = -p 0~; + Hi \Uc;. U~J + 2ueS~» -Hi U~J U;, +ueS;,J 
(6.1) 
where , 
- a-
- au; u~; . _ ·- k--~ =--; +--1 -H~U~ -H~.u~ +2o .. H. U~ ~j a~j a~j I '>i J '>j IJ I '>k (6.2) 
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(6.3) 
U~ is the filtered (i.e. resolved scale) curvilinear cont.:ravariant ve locity co mponent. hi 
is the transformation scale factor for the Jacobian between the co mputational, Ji, and 
curvi linear (physical) grids, such that: 
~i =h)i (6.4) 
!hi is the volume ratio between the two coordinate frames and is the product of the 
scal e factors. The finite volume method is applied using a staggered pressw·e-velocity 
grid system, thus avo iding the occun·ence of pressure-velocity decoupling and the 
need for interpolation to resolve the mass- tlux carrying velocity appearing in the cell 
face fluxes. 
Temporal discretisation is applied explicitly via the second-order accurate Adams-
Bashfo rth scheme, involving a two step (predictor/corrector) advancement of the 
velocity field. The first step produces a prediction for an intermediate velocity field, 
~ 
U: 
(6.5) 
where 'Yi represents the contribution o f the discretised convective and diffusive terms 
of equation 6.1. After this first predictor equation, a mu lti-grid 3-dimensional 
solution of a Poisson equation for pressme (derived from the continuity equation) is 
applied. Equation 6.6 is solved iteratively by imposing a divergence free condition 
tor the new pressure field at the n+ 1 time step. 
a2pn+l 2 aui 
a~i2 3.1t ax j (6.6) 
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The multi-grid implementation speed s up convergence by iterating the so lution on a 
succession of coarser grid, thereby removing lo w-frequency etTors more quickly. 
This has been shown to reduce the solution time by up to 50% (Tang et a/. 1991) . To 
maximise the number of multi-grid levels available, meshes should be designed to be 
divisible by 2N, fo r the largest N possible. Finally, the intermediate velocity fie ld is 
updated in a co rrector step to provide then+ I time step solution. 
u"+' - uj = - 3 apn+l 
Llt 2 OX; 
(6.7) 
Filtering is applied implicitly through the computational grid, resulting in a top-hat 
filtered velocity field . This is analogous to the filtering inherent in the PIV (and thus 
inlet) velocity data, thereby giving credence to the sub-cell filtering assumptions made 
in section 4.3. The Smagotinsky method is used to model the unresolved sub-gritl 
scale stresses, with van-Dreist dan1ping temlS as described in equation 1.17. Due to 
its implicit nature, the fi lter-width !!! is o btained from the cell vo lume, such that: 
(6.8) 
Multi-block meshes, partitioned in three-dimensions, may be defined allowing the 
efficient and flexible use o f multi-faceted, complex geometries. Each three-
tlimensiona1 block is created by translating or rotating a 2D orthogona1 curvilinear 
grid. All .xy-planes for a given block are thus identical, greatly reducing the number 
of geometric quantities that require calculation and storage. Only the translational 
fonn is used in thi s investigation. All blocks are 6 sided, with only one boundary 
condition per side. Hence any two sides forming block-to-block intetface must have 
the same grid dimensions. 
The boundary condition treatment for block-to-block inteif'aces or petiodic boundaries 
is very similar. A row of halo cells is defined at each approptiate block bow1dary, as 
shown in Fig 6.1. U( l ) and U(N+ 1) are not calculated directly; solution vruiable 
info rmation is tratlsfened from the corresponding cell at the opposite end of the block, 
thus: 
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(6.9) 
Care must be taken when generating the computational grid to ensure the respective 
cell vo lumes are identical. 
a) b) 
i = 1 2 
Fig 6.1 - LU-LES block intertaces, a) periodic, b) block-to-block interlace 
- physical cell, - ghost (imaginary) ceU 
At outlet boundaries the velocity is fu·st updated using a convective outflow condition 
as proposed by Pauley et a/. 1671, 
aui +U aui =O 
at bulk ax. 
I 
(6.10) 
The result is then scaled to ensure mass conservation. The normal velocity over the 
outlet plane is scaled such that: 
U = U riJ.in 
cale • 
m cnle 
(6. 11) 
where the in and calc subscripts refer to the measured input and calculated values 
respectively. 
A wall function is incorporated to solve for an instantaneous wall shear stress based 
on a logarithmic law assumption. The approach adopted in LU-LES can be found in 
Computational Implementation 
Schumann1861 and is o nly activated if the first mesh point away from the wall is at l > 
11.3. Otherwise the wall is modelled by a laminar no-slip condition. 
A modification was required to the code to allow the reading and implementation of 
an unsteady inlet boundary condition database and is described in section 6.3. A 
second modification allows the exportation of velocity data over a chosen plane of the 
domain at a given time-step interval. The data is extracted in a format analogo us to 
PIV, and may subsequently be read into the Xact analysis program and analysed using 
the techniques outlined in chapter 3. 
6.2 Mesh Generation 
A three-dimensional computational mesh is required for tl1e ideaJised combustor test 
case. Mesh generation was performed using tl1e commercially available I cemCFD 
package. 
The geometry for the idea lised combustor must adequately represent the smallest 
repeatable 'sector' of the experimental geometry outlined in chapter 2. It has already 
been discussed in that chapter that the LES domain is arranged with its inflow inlet 
planes within the inner and o uter annuli extending downstream to encompass the 
annuli, po1t holes and core reg ion. This allows the impact of the various inlet 
conditions on the flow solution in these regions to be assessed with minimal 
computational expense. One periodic sector is fonned by limiting tl1e spanwise 
dimensions to the mid-po int between the first ho les either side of the combustor 
centreline. The layout i thus broadly as described in Fig 2.7, altho ugh the annulus 
exit channel is cwtailed at x = 213.5mm. The core taper extends to x = 425mm, with 
the thickness of the flame tube wall neglected. Due to the codes' requirement of a 
single boundary condition per block face, tllis necessitates a 45 block geometry to be 
defined with 15 blocks resolving each of the upper annulus, lower annulus and core. 
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a) b) 
Fig 6.2- Idealised combustor computational grid, a) zy-plane, b) xy-plane 
Owing to the rest:Jictions on time and computatio nal power, it was decided to limit the 
grid size for this geometry to around 1.5 million ce!Js. The grid density is 
manipulated to provide maximum resolution of the annuli and port jets, with a cell 
width of !1 ::::: l mm in these regions. The remaining regions use a graded mesh in one 
or more dimensions to minimise the grid size whilst maintaining block-to-block 
similarity. The successive size ratio is never more than 1.1. No attempt is made to 
resolve the near wall region, with the near-wall cells typically at y+ ::::: 100 for much of 
the domain. The resulting grid contains 1,695,744 ce!Js and can be seen in Fig 6.2. 
Unsteady inlet conditions, as described in section 6.3, are applied across the annulus 
inlet planes. Outlet boundary conditions are applied to the core and annu li exit 
planes. A modification to the code was necessary to maintain the correct outlet mass-
flow split of 13% of the total inflow in each annulus. Thus equation 6.11 was 
implemented separately over each outlet zone: in the total annulus exit (i.e. upper and 
lower), 
and in the core exit, 
_ 0.26rilin 
u(UID - U CiliC,Wltl - . --"'-
lTicaJc,arUl 
(6. 12) 
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u = u (1- 0.26)rh;, 
c.->rc culc .oore • 
J1lcalc.cm: 
(6.13) 
where the ann and core subscripts denote value from that outlet only. Periodic 
conditions were applied to aU block faces on the spanwise extremities of the domain. 
No attempt is made here to adapt the inlet conditions to be explicitly periodic in this 
direction, given that the TKE in this region is low and far away from the region of 
interest. Block-to-block interlaces were applied to aU internal faces in the annuli and 
core, as weU as the pott faces between annuli and core. All other faces were treated as 
walls. 
6.3 Implementation of Unsteady Inlet Conditions 
ln order to provide a consistent, fair and efficient process for generating LES inJet 
conditions from PIV data using the methods outlined in chapter 5, al l inlet condition 
data generation was conducted using a purpose-made Matlab package, InGen. A 
f1owchart detailing the program architecture is g iven in Appendix D. Th.is program 
provides a common inte1face, statistics caJculation, interpolation/extrapo latio n and 
export platfonn 
Interpolation, such as from the PTV to LES grids, is required for aU generation 
methods for derived statistics and/or instantaneous velocities. The interpolation 
method must be optimised depending on required properties: instantaneous ve locities 
were fo und to require a bi-linear (Vetterling et a/. 11041) scheme to reduce computation 
time and smoothing effects; detived statistics require a bi-cubic scheme (Vetterling et 
al. 11041) to resolve local maxima and minima accurately. Extrapolation of both 
instantaneous velocities and statistics is often required to account fo r areas of the LES 
inlet field that are not covered by PTV fie lds. Linear extrapolation was found to be the 
most reliable method for resolving these regions. 
Data is exported from InGen in a binary file, which is read in a dedicated modification 
to the LU-LES inflow subroutine. Such files are typically lOx NixNjXNsamp bytes, 
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resulting in files of aro und 200MB for both the idealised combustor and vortex 
generator. To avoid storing this amount of data in RAM during each simulation, only 
the samples con·esponding to immediately before and after the current simulation time 
are read and stored as required. The velocity fie ld at any intermediate time between 
these samples is linearly interpo lated, as in Veloudisl101J. Although this produces a 
discontinuity in the first time derivati ve of the inlet signal, using a more advanced 
method to produce a continuous signal (such as that of Lourenco et al. 1491) would 
require excessively large memory storage for this project. If the end of the inlet data 
set is reached during a simulation, the data set was re-read from the beginning. 
Although this produces a discontinuity in the turbulence fie ld, no simulation run-time 
in this project exceeded twice the inlet data set length, and thus this was a rare event. 
As the PIV data fie lds taken in the aru1Uii of the idealised combustor have large 
overlapping areas of the annulus PIV fields (as il lustrated in Fig 2.22), some 
flexibility was acco rded with regard to which fields were used for reco nstruction. 
Each annulus could be reso lved using either 4 (A, B, D and E) o r 5 (A to E) PTV 
fields. However, large statistical d ifferences (up to 40% of the TKE) were noted in 
the region of the CRVP between the lk.Hz data sets of fields B and D. This broadly 
coincides with the regions of high en·or outlined in Fig 5.10 and suggests the 
statistical convergence error is particularly large. As a discontinuity in t11is region 
could cause the premature dissipation of the structure, it was decided to resolve as 
much of t11e CRVP in one tield as possible This necessitates the use of field C and 
requires each annulus to be resolved by 5 PIV fields. Although this increases the 
memory requirement of t11e generation software, it results in much smaller statistical 
discontinuities across the inlet region, as may be seen from Fig 6.3, and a much closer 
reproduction of tlle profi le observed in the 50Hz data. 
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Fig 6.3 - TKE in CRVP region, with annulus resolved using a) 4 fields, b) 5 fie lds 
Inlet conditions of Levels 1, 2 and 3 were chosen in an attempt to replicate the results 
of Spencer et al.1951 using a simi lar geometry and further demo nstrate the influence o f 
more ad vanced methods. It is therefore necessary to validate the application of these 
methods to a geometry more complex than previously demonstrated. Additionally, 
data was san1pled from a steady state (Level 0) case, which was used to establish the 
initial flowfield (see section 6.4 for full details of the solution procedure). In order to 
be consistent with studies such as Spencer et al. 1951 and Clayton and Jones1101, a 
uniform flow field was applied at the inlet plane for tl1is case, with no representation 
of the CRVP. 
The Level 1 and 2 methods were implemented as desctibed in chapter 5, with the PlY 
statistics interpo lated as necessary. The implied hierarchy of Fig 2 .22 is retair1ed, 
with statistics from field C taking preference over tields B and D , which take 
preference over fields A and E. Altho ugh Level 1 and 2 inlet conditions do no t 
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require the use of time-resolved data sets, lk.Hz data were used to ensure comparable 
statistics to the Level 3 inlet condition. 
The Level 3 technique was optimised by selecting field C as the master field, resulting 
in the same hierarchical structure as for Levels 1 and 2. As implied by the tlowchart 
in Appendix D, the reconstructed fields Band D subsequently act as master fie lds for 
the reconstruction of fields A and E respectively. Fig 6.4 shows the realistic and 
continuous reconstruction of the velocity coJTelations between fields A and B, despite 
the Jack of high-energy turbulent structures in this region. This result is indicative of 
the fidelity of reconstruction across both rumuli, which is comparable to that 
demonstrated in section 5.2. 1. 
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Fig 6.4 - Spatial velocity con·elations, Rtt, about ziH = -1.1 , y!H = 0. 81, 
a) Level3, b) PIV 
Although reconstruction using the sLSE technique is not critically limited by the 
computational or experimental equipment in this project, the choice of data-sets could 
be optirnised should this be the case. The master field does not need to be captured at 
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the same image resolution as the slaves. Reducing the resolution allows either higher 
sample rates or longer sample times to be captured and thus reconstructed, although 
this reduces the proportion of directly interpolated fluctuations. Likewise, the slave 
COITelations could be obtained from only 50Hz data, thereby reducing the required 
data storage and computational time and potentially improving accuracy. However, 
1kHz data would still be required for the supplementary high-pa s filtered field and 
the addition of this field could cause a loss of fidelity if the 1kHz and 50Hz are not 
statistically similar. For these reasons only full-resolution, 1kHz data sets were used 
for reconstruction here. 
6.4 Solution and Data Capture Details 
For explicit schemes the time-step must be carefulJy monitored to maintain numerical 
stability. Initial testing using the LU-LES code showed the stability of each run was 
primarily limited by the CFL (Courant-Friedrich-Lewy) condition, defmed as: 
(6.14) 
To avoid solutio n divergence the CFL number should never be allowed to exceed 1. 
However, for accuracy of resolving the transient dynamics of the smallest structures 
resolved, the time step is typically set to produce smaller CFL numbers. For the 
idealised combustor, the CFL number was 0.2, resulting in a time step of 501-ls. The 
vortex generator solution aiJowed a CFL number of up to 0.65 to be used, resulting in 
a time-step of 5!ls. 
To allow direct comparison with the PIV validation data, a plane of velocity data was 
exported from each test case at an equivalent sample rate of 1kHz. For the idealised 
combustor the plane extracted was the central symmetry plane. Given that statistical 
convergence was relatively slow for this test case, a comparable time series of 3,000 
samples was captured, requiring 60,000 time steps in the data sampling stage. In the 
case of the vortex generator, 1,000 samples were sufficient to give statistical 
convergence across the exit plane requiring 200,000 time-steps. 
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Before data sampling can begin, each simulation was run for a 'start-up' period, 
which allows the flow to become established 3.lld statistically stationary. During this 
period the total amount of kinetic energy present in the solution domain was 
monitored. The start-up period was judged to be over when the kinetic energy 
reached a time-independent Leve l, as shown for a typical case in Fig 6.5. 
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Fig 6.5 - Kinetic energy history in start-up phase 
To reduce run-time, simulations were started using an appropriate initial condition 
obtained ti·om a previous simulation. Initially, this was obtained from preliminary 
testing using a steady, uniform velocity (Level 0) inlet condition. The established 
flow field was then applied as a start-up solution for the Level 1 simulation, which 
was, in turn, applied to the more complex methods. The initial Level 0 simulation 
took around 60,000 time steps to become stat istically stationary. In the case o f the 
idealised combustor, subsequent simulations required a start-up phase of only 30,000 
time-steps. For the v01tex generator, little reduction of the strut-up time is observed, 
with each simulation requiring a start-up phase of 60,000 time-steps. Use of an initia l 
Level 0 simulation has the additional advantage that, with little extra computational 
effmt, a steauy inlet condition case is obtained for comparison. 
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Four processors operating at around 3GHz each were available for simulation, 
allowing a maximum of four cases to be conducted at any time. Each time step 
required approximately 30s and 9s of computation time for the idealised combustor 
and vortex generator geometries respectively. According to the requirements of each 
geometry, a time plan was devised, as presented in Fig 6.6, which details the 
completion of all computational testing within 100 days. 
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Chapter 7 
Comparison of Computational Results for the 
Idealised Combustor Test Case 
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Tlus chapter details the results of an LES-based computational study of the flow 
within the idealised combustor geometry presented in chapter 2, using the various 
inlet condition methods compared in chapter 5. The computational set-up is as 
described in the previous chapter. 
This study is not aimed at being a full review of the implications of using the vruious 
inlet condition methods in LES, nor on how they directly influence the resultant 
predictions, such as combustion in a gas turbine engine. Rather, it aims to show that 
different approaches to inlet condition modelling can significantly influence the 
predicted flow field and this area is thus worthy of further study. 
The figures presented in this chapter have been chosen to give the best representation 
of the flow features described in the text. Unless otherwise stated or shown, derived 
properties in other directions or from other components to those shown may be 
asswned to give broadly similar trends. All derived prope1ties are calculated as 
described in the review of unsteady velocity field analysis presented in section 3.1. 
As described in chapter 2, the simulation of the vortex generator test case is adversely 
affected by regions of intermittent vector calculation in the source PIV data at the 
corners of the computational domain, which make it difficult to compare the influence 
of the inlet conditions applied. As such the results of that test case do not merit 
inclusion here, but can be found in Robinson1791. 
The follo wing sections discuss the LES results from the idealised combustor geometry 
with the use of Level 0, 1, 2 and 3 inlet conditions. Section 7.1 details the flowfield in 
the upper annulus immediately downstream of the inlet plane and the influence of the 
inlet conditions applied. Section 7.2 considers the core of the combustor, after the 
flow exhausts through the prilnru·y ports, in the context of the PIV validation data 
taken in this region. 
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7.1 Upper Annulus Flow Field 
The previous chapters of tllis thesis have shown the inf1ow into the combustor feed 
annuli, especially the upper annulus, is dominated by a CR VP shed from the burner 
ann. The von ex pair is transient and intermittent and produces large variations in the 
lengthscale and shear-stress fields. Chapter 5 showed the representation of tllis flow 
feature is the major difference between the inlet condition methods triaUed. Note that 
the Level 0 simulation is a uniform axial flow and contains no representation of the 
CRVP. 
The iso-swfaces of time-averaged W- (transverse) velocity and axial vorticity in Figs 
7.1 and 7.2 show the CR VP is maintained in the mean flow field by tbo e simulations 
in which it existed in tl1e inlet flow (i.e. Level 1, 2 and 3). In all cases it appears the 
vortices are maintained up to and, to a certain extent, beyond the primary ports. The 
Level 3 simulation maintains both the transverse velocity and lligh vorticity cores for 
longer than the other methods, though notably these structures do not appear to be 
entrained by the port jets. As the Level 0 inlet contained only a uniform flow field, 
tl1e structures shown for this sin1ulation exist pmely as a result of the flow 
acceleration into the port holes. For all metl1ods, a high wavenumber oscillation is 
present in the velocity and vorticity fields upstream of the port holes. This has the 
appearance of pressure-velocity decoupling, though the use of a staggered grid (as 
described in chapter 5) should negate this. It may be a consequence of the low 
turbulence level in these accelerating regions, though the exact cause remains 
unknown. 
The TKE and ( vw) shear stress iso-surfaces (Figs 7.3 and 7 .4) give an indication of 
tl1e extent to which the CRVP exists in the unsteady velocity field. In tl1e Level 1 
simulation both of these properties decay quickly downstream of the inlet plane, 
which is consistent with the observations of previous studies (Perret et aL [691, 
Schltitei.I831). The Level 2 simulation shows an increase in TKE downstream of the 
inlet plane, though the shear stress loses its form quickly. This perhaps suggests the 
transient nature of the structures observed in the inlet flow is not maintained in this 
simulation. The Level 3 simulation maintains a relatively constant TKE and shear 
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stress profile up until the port ho les (where the flow acceleration will presumably 
suppress the turbulence fie ld). 
Integrating the TKE over yz-planes along the domain gives an indication of the 
developed nature of the turbu lence (tiu·ough the extent to which a turbulence 
production/dissipation equilibrium exists), and thus the amount of 'settling ' that is 
required downstream of the inlet plane. Fig 7.5 shows the TKE development in the 
upper annulus for the region -H < z < H for each simulation. The results are 
presented as a proportion of the measured inlet TKE. The particular area of interest in 
this investigation is between the inlet plane and port hole. As suggested by the iso-
surfaces and seen previously, the Level 1 simulation decays sharply downstream of 
the inlet, owing to its lack of spatiotemporal correlations. The TKE in the Level 2 
simulations increases before reaching a steady state. This is likely to be a result o f the 
upper-prediction of the high frequency fluctuations (shown for this geometry in Fig 
5.24), whlch results in an initial under-prediction in the turbulence dissipation. The 
Level 3 simulation, by contrast, maintains an approximately constant level up to the 
port, requiring no adjustment period. This is strong evidence for the fidelity of the 
sLSE method. 
Figs 7.6 to 7.8 show data one annulus height downstream of the inlet plane, and 
describe the flow as it is presented to the port for each simulation. The spatial 
velocity correlations of ti1e w- (through plane) component in Fig 7.6 bear close 
resemblance to the inlet con·elations shown in Fig 5.15, emphasising the dependency 
of this region on the inlet velocity field. The centreline mean profiles (Fig 7.7) 
support the conclusion from the iso-surface plots that the time-averaged velocity field 
is largely insensitive to the unsteady inlet condition applied, though the upwasb from 
the vortex pair is maintained better with the higher fide lity methods (and, obviously, 
non-existent for the uniform steady case). The profiles of two turbulence properties, 
shown in Fig 7.8, show greater differences, with confinnation the Level 3 inlet gives 
less dissipation of the shear stress profl.le. No te the uniform lengthscale assumption 
used in the Level 2 inlet condition generation is still evident downstream, as is ti1e 
spatially variant nature of the Level 3 method. 
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The following section will evaluate the effects these differing flow-fields induce after 
the flow has exhausted into the core of the combustor. PlY data is available in this 
region for comparison. 
I • <W>tU,t 0.1 O.OB 0 .06 0.04 0.0? 0 0.0? 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.1 
Fig 7.1- Upper annulus iso-surfaces oftime averaged W velocity at 
(W)= ±0.075Urer, a) Level 0, b) Levell, c) Level 2, d) Level 3 
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Fig 7.2 - Upper annulus iso-surface time averaged x-vorticity at rox = ±Urer!H, 
(boundary layer vorticity neglected), a) Level 0, b) Levell, c) Level2, d) Level 3 
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Fig 7.3 - Upper annulus iso-surface Turbulent Kinetic Energy at ek = 0.03Urel 
a) Level 0, b) Level l , c) Level 2, d) Level 3 
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Fig 7.4- Upper annulus iso-surface vw-shear stress at ( vw) = ±0.005Urc? 
a) Level 0, b) Level 1, c) Level 2, d) Level 3 
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Fig 7.6 - Spatial ww-velocity correlations (R33) about x = H, y!H = 0.31 , z/H = 0 
a) Level 0, b) Level!, c) Level 2, d) Level 3 
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7.2 Comparison with PIV Validation Data in the Core 
Data presented in tlri s section compares the results of the LES simulations with the 
Pl Y validation data taken in the core of the combustor. 
The streamlines in Fig 7.9 and time-averaged vectors in Fig 7.10 give an overview of 
the flow in this region. The flow is dominated by the pOit jets that impinge 
approximately symmetrically in all cases and cause recirculation both upstream and 
downstream of this impingement. Table 7.1 shows the mean impingement stagnation 
point location on the combustor centreline (i.e. the intersection point of lines of (U) = 
0 and (v) = 0), which is relatively constant for all cases. Ths is perhaps surprising 
considering the differing annuli streamlines between the simulations, particular ly in 
the Level 0 case, seen in the previous section. Note the slight difference in y-location 
in the Level 0 case is probably due to the lack o f a CRVP causing centreline upwash 
in the upper annulus. 
Stagnation point Core recirculation, 
(x,y) location lm(u)<o j rhw"' ) at x!H = 0.5 
Levei O (87.5, 0.0) 8.72% 
Level ! (88.0, 4.0) 7.54% 
Level2 (87.0, 3.5) 9.57% 
Level 3 (87.0, 2.5) 9.69% 
PIV (87.0, 4.0) N/A 
Table 7.1 -Time-averaged stagnation point and recirculating mass flow in the central 
sector of the combustor core 
Observation of the core vectors and streamlines, and the contours of time-averaged U 
(axial) velocity in Fig 7.11, show the recirculation is much stronger in the PlY than 
any of the LES cases. The streamlines suggest the recirculation is increased in the 
Level 3 case. Table 7.1 also shows the recirculation through a plane at x/H = 50mm 
(forward of the impingement point) for each case as a percentage of the inlet mass 
flow. This is obtained by integrating the recirculating velocity (i.e. where (u) < 0) 
within the central sector of the combustor core (-47.5mm < z < 47.5mm). Although 
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no PIV data is available in this plane, it is clear from the core streamlines and vectors 
that an increase in recirculation is a better representation of the experimental velocity 
field. As suggested by the streamlines, the Level 3 case predicts the greatest amount 
of recirculation, though both the Level 2 and 3 cases predict over 25% more 
recirculatiou than the Level 1 case. It is notable that the Level 0 case gives increased 
recirculation over the Level 1, though this likely to be due to the differing port inlet 
velocity profiles resulting from the lack of a CRVP in the annulus in the Level 0 case. 
The prediction of this recirculation is critical to the prediction of mixing within the 
primary zone and the turbulent interaction of the port jet flow with the fuel injector. 
111e differences in the turbulence field at the inlets to the ports, noted in the previous 
section, again result in only very modest differences in the core between the 
simulations. The TKE (Fig 7.12) appears insensitive to the annulus turbulence. All 
simulations show an overprediction in the TKE contained within the downstream 
shear layer. This resu lts in a much shorter low turbulence 'potential core' within the 
LES jet, which, given this is present in the Level 0 case (with no annulus CRVP), 
appears to be due to the computational setup. Note the potential core of the jets in the 
PIV data is much longer than may be expected in a realistic combustor, such as 
measru-ed by Griffiths1271 and Hollis1321). This is due to the relative steadiness of the 
initial jet angle in this study, probably caused by the idealised upstream annulus and 
port geometry. The high TKE region observed near the lower annulus port is not 
physical and is a result of intermittent vector calculation fiom the large particle shifts 
in this region. 
Analysis of the jet profi les has been conducted on the combustor centreline, half a 
po11 diameter, dp, inside the core. Fig 7.14 suggests a reasonably good match in the 
location and profile of the jets within the mean flowfield between the LES and PIV, 
despite the flame tube wall thickness not being modelled in the LES, though the peak 
velocity in the y-direction is lower by around 10% in all LES cases. The jet flow 
angle is also significantly steeper in the PIV than in any of the LES cases (Fig 7.16a), 
and is insensitive to the inlet condition applied, though, as noted above, the resulting 
stagnation location is relatively consistent. 
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The double peak in the normal stresses in Fig 7.15 is indicative of shear layer vortex 
shedding as previously observed in the PIV data. The frequency of this oscillation 
appears close to that observed in the PIV data (approximately 80Hz), though the 
velocity field io this region is noisy, making it difficult to obtain a more precise 
figure. A bias exists in aJl LES simulations towards the downstream shear layer 
(visible in instantaneous data), causing an over-estimation in the ( uu) stress relative to 
the PN. Fig 7.18 shows the shear stress in a cross ectioo (xz-plane) of the upper 
annulus port jet at two locations downstream of the port, though no PIV valida6on 
data is available in tlus plane. The structures identified are consistent with those 
observed by Ho Uisr321 as being the result of a CRVP present on the leeward side of a 
jet cross-section in cross-flow. The profiles in this plane are again insensitive to the 
annulus inlet condition for this and other derived properties, and may be the source of 
the over-estimation of turbulence seen in the downstream shear-layer relative to the 
PIV. Further investigation and PIV validation data in the xz- and yz- planes in the 
core are required to confirm the differences seen, but the differences in jet angle and 
peak velocity, shear layer turbulence and post-impingement recirculatioo suggest 
there may be a erTor in the annulus bleed ratio, between the LES and PIV, which may 
have resulted from flexing of the test rig between initial commissioning and data 
capture. This may be exacerbated by insufficient resolution from the computational 
grid in the near port region causing excessive spatial filtering, giving large differences 
in the higher frequency region of PSDs at points within the core (Fig 7.16b and Fig 
7.17b). The important result in the context of the varying inlet conditions is that the 
shedding is not correlated with the annulus flow, and thus may mask any differences 
in the port inlet flow field further downstream. 
The bi-modal PDF in the shear layer well modelled in LES (Fig 7.17a). This PDF 
results from a periodic flapping of the two jets resulting in alternating asymmetric 
impingement, as observed in the PIV data presented in chapter 2. This is not the same 
phenomenon as the recirculatory surge observed to produce a similar bi-modal PDF 
by Hollisl321 and Spencer1931. The peak in the power spectra at this location (Fig 
7.17b) from the LES data sets correspond to the fi.·equency of tins flapping. It occurs 
at a slightly higher frequency than the PTV (approximately 10Hz), which is insensitive 
to the annulus inlet condition. 
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Figs 7.19 and 7.20 show the resultant effect on the flowfield upstream and 
downstream of the impingement point locations (nomta.lised by the core height). 
Generally, as noted above, the LES under-predicts the upstream recirculation and 
overall TKE in this region. Although the high fidelity Level 2 and 3 inlet conditions 
show a slightly bigger recirculation peak (as suggested by Table 7.1), the differences 
between the simulations are small in comparison to the differences to the PIV. This is 
not consistent with the finding of Spencer et al. !951. which confirmed jet impingement 
dominates the large scale mixing in this region, but suggested the jet penetration 
improves with higher fidelity annulus inlet conditions. It is likely the current study 
suffers from the lack of unsteady interaction with swirling flow through the omission 
of a fuel injector, and from the crude representation of the port geometry. As found 
downstream of the (premature) wall impingement in the vortex generator test case, the 
presence of a dominant turbulence-generating flow feature appears to mask any 
differences in the upstream flow, and thus the inle t conditions also. 
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Fig 7.9- Streamlines released from annu lus inlets over the plane ziH = 0 
a) Level 0, b) Level I , c) Level 2, d) Level3, e) PIV 
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Fig 7.10- Time averaged velocity vectors across z/H = 0, 
a) Level 0, b) Levell , c) Level2, d) Level 3, e) PIV 
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Fig 7.11 -Time averaged U velocity across z/H = 0, 
a) Level 0, b) Leve l 1, c) Level 2, d) Level3, e) PIV 
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Fig 7.12 - Turbulent Kinetic Energy across z/H = 0, 
a) Level 0, b) Level I , c) Level 2, d) Level3, e) PIV 
Note: Given only monoscopic PIV data is available, only contributions from the in-
plane (u and v) velocity components are plotted 
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Fig 7.16 - Point in the jet, 0.5dp below upper port bo le, z/H = 0, 
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Fig 7.18 - uw-sbear stress over a plane i) O.Sdp, ii) dp below the port, 
a) Level 0, b) Levell, c) Level2, d) Level 3 
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7 .2.1 General Discussion 
The results from a LES simulation have been described, as obtained from the 
ideali ed combustor geometry described in section 2.2 and implemented as described 
in chapter 6. The effect of the use of several inlet conditions applied at the annulus 
inlet bas been discussed, with particular focus rendered on the upper annulus and core 
regions of the combustor. There has been shown to be regions that display significant 
differences in the predicted flow fields as a result of the differing inlet conditions, 
though there are also regions where the influence is less keenly felt. 
The CRVP shed from the bumer arm and present in the inlet velocity field of the 
Level 1, 2 and 3 inlet conditions is maintained in the time-averaged flow fie ld in al l 
these cases along the upper annulus, both up to and beyond the port holes. Although 
the strength of the vortices in each case appears reduced by the effect of the port 
boles, they are not entrained into them There are however significant differences in 
the turbulence fie ld. The decay ofTKE downstream of the inlet plane is indicative o f 
the pe1formance of the different inlet conditions. The Level 1 TKE decays very 
quickly, resulting in a turbulence field at the port inlet that is almost indistinguishable 
from the steady Level 0 case. The Level 2 case displays some readjustment in the 
initial flow field resulting in an increase in the overall TKE levels and the expense of 
mean-flow vorticity. However, the shear stresses are seen to decay quickly 
downstream o f the inlet. By contrast the Level 3 inlet conditions show little 
adjustment of TKE or shear stress downstream of the inlet. In all cases, the velocity 
correlation and thus lengtbscale distributions seen previously at the inlet p lane are 
broadly maintained along the length of the annulus. 
Overall, the LES simulates the major flow features within the combustor core well, 
with the jet profiles and shear layer vortices, impingement locations and oscillation, 
and the subsequent recirculation well represented. The LES also predicts the flo w 
features such as shear layer vortex shedding and bi-modal impingement PDFs seen in 
previous work[32H951. However, differences in the core flow predicted by each case are 
much less pronounced than those observed in the annuli. There is evidence that 
improved fidelity of annulus inlet condition g ives increased core recirculation, with 
the Level 3 case predicting 28% more recirculation than the Level 1 ea e. However, 
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with many properties of the port jet shear layers appearing insensitive to the annulus 
condition, and without PJV validation data in orthogonal planes in the combustor, the 
mechanism behind the increased recirculation is unknown. 
While every effort was made to match the computational and experimental test 
conditions, the results suggest there may be difference in the annulus bleed ratio 
between the PIV and LES. A lower p01t jet mass-tlow rate in the LES cases would 
account for the shallower jet angle, increased turbulence generation in the 
downstream shear layer and reduced post-impingement recirculation. 
Tile results do provide evidence that the presence of downstream turbulence 
generating features diminish the dependence on the inlet conditions used, though the 
general insensitivity of the core results is likely to be exacerbated by the lack of 
entrainment of the majority of the annulus CR VP into the ports. Further testing 
would be required at a lower bleed ratio (i.e. one where the CRVP is entrained) to 
provide a definitive answer. 
It also seems likely the quality of the prediction in the core region was compromised 
by the simplifications made to the combusto r geometry, which may have been too 
conservative. Although entailing additional computational expense, the use of 
circular and chuted port ho les may have provided more representative flow physics 
within the jet and impingment region. Likewise, the o mission of the fuel injector and 
pre-cliffuser may have removed sources of unsteadiness both internal and external to 
the core region that would otherwise heighten the sensitivity of the turbulent mixing 
in the core to the onset turbulence conditions. The relatively cow-se computational 
grid used in the impingement region may also have been insufficient in resolving the 
impingment velocity gradients, though the o verall conclusion may have been 
unaffected. A computational geometry such as that used by Spencer et al. r951 may be 
more suitable, though the difficulties of obtaining suffic ient quality inJet condition 
data in such a geometry are highlighted in Appendix A 
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8.1 Summary 
This thesi has developed, quantified and validated a generalised and wide ly 
applicable methodology for providing unsteady, spatially and temporally reso lved 
velocity fields, maximising the current potentia l of the PIV technique, for direct 
application as an LES inlet condition generation method. 
PN input and validation data has been taken on two test cases representative of the 
fluid mechanics found within the combustors o f modern gas-turbine aero engines. 
The developed inlet condition generation method has been compared with existing 
methods, both in the context of the cost and fidelity of the velocity fie ld they produce 
and the resultant influence this exerts on LES calculations of the chosen test cases. 
Guidance has been given as to the optimal parameters for the test cases used in this 
thesis. 
8.2 Conclusions 
• Current experimental techniques (LDA, PIV, DGV) do not provide sufficient 
temporal and spatial resolution of the velocity field for it to be feasib le to 
obtain unsteady inlet conditions for practical flows soley by interpolation of 
measured data. This is unlikely to change in the foreseeable future. 
• A new method has been developed to provide high fidelity synthetic inlet 
conditions from multiple fields of non-synchronous PIV using a combined 
process of LSE and high-pass filtered instantaneous PlY data. The resultant 
velocity field is synchronised (having no discontinuities in the velocity 
con·elation field) and the method requires no a priori assumptions or 
restrictions regarding the flow field. The method is also seen to be applicable 
to air or water flows. 
• The velocity field produced by the proposed method compares favourably to 
existing synthetic methods, matching closely the TKE, Reynolds stress tensor, 
and spatial velocity con·elation field (and by extension the integral 
lengthscale) of the source PIV data The method is also shown to produce 
physically representative turbulent structures. 
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• Inlet condition generation using the proposed method can lead to an order of 
magnitude time saving over DFG. All synthetic methods considered are 
conservatively estimated to save at least an order of magllitude in time over 
using a precw-sor simulation. 
• LES of the idealised combustor shows significant differences in the flow, 
pruticula.r1y in the turbu lence field, between new and existing inlet condition 
generation methods. In the absence of downstream turbulence generating 
features (such as a large pressw-e dro p or wall impingement), the inlet 
tw-bulence properties have influence far downstream of the inlet. 
• The inlet condition methodology developed here undergoes much less 
adjustment of the turbulence field immediately downstream of the inlet plane. 
This is in marked contrast to the use of Gaussian noise (which decays quickly 
in both cases) and DFG (which, given a consistent bias towards large scale 
structures, over-predicts the turbulent production). 
• LES predicts the major flow featw-es in the core of the combustor well, but 
was largely insensitive to the annuli inlet conditions applied in this case. This 
may be a consequence of the bleed ratio used or the simplications made in the 
choice of the geometry. 
• Poor experimemtal data quality in only a small region of the inlet plane can 
have a significant effect on the resultant LES, as found here for a vortex 
generator test case. Care must be taken when obtaining stereroscopic data to 
account for the effects of oblique viewing, camera calibration (notably the 
caubratioo plate used) and insufficient seeding, which can all lead to a 
reduction in the output data qua.Uty. 
• Sub-pixel particle location accuracy and statistica l convergence of the data 
sample were the major sources of intrinsic erTOr in the PIV process in this 
project (varying from 2% to 6% ofUref). Sub-cell filtering erTors may also be 
significant if the PIV vector reso lution is lower than the LES sub-grid filter 
width, which should be a consideration when choosing the size of the PIV 
FoV. 
• It has been found to be unsatisfactory to obtain the through-plane velocity 
from multiple mo noscopic PIV fields. A three-component stereoscopic 
arrangement is therefore recommended. 
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8.3 Future Work 
Tllis study has shown the po tential fo r impleme nting an experimentally derived in let 
condition using PtY. Although the newly proposed method has performed well in the 
evaluation undertaken here, there are several po tential areas of improvement worthy 
of further investigation. 
The prediction of the reconstructed con elated motions in the slave PlY fields may be 
improved by the use of quadratic stochastic estimation, wllich was shown by Naguib 
et al. 1631 to offer improvement for LSE, though it is more complicated to implement. 
A larger body of evidence is also required to determine if the anangement of the 
reference po ints and use of a sing le conditioning velocity component is optimal in a 
more general sense. A method of alio wi11g for per iodic boundary conditions to be 
employed whilst maintaining the correlation continuity is also required. 
There may be potential to reconstruct the uncorre lated motions by a method other than 
the high-pass filtering o f PlY data used here. Given that in widely correlated flows 
the motions extracted tend to be isotropic and devoid of large scale structures, it may 
be possible to obtain these from a method such as spectral fo rc ing of randomly seeded 
data or from a bot-wire rake. Wllile such methods reduce the amount of high speed 
PlY data required and may a llow for temporal reso lutions beyond what is achievable 
with current PlY equipment (potentially allowing tor the energy deficit introduced 
through sub-cell fi ltering to be re-incorporated), such methods may not be applicable 
to weakly correlated data where the flexibility of the cut-on frequency used in the 
current method allows the fidelity of the PlY to be maintained. If PlY data is to be 
continually used , that is under-resolved re lative to the LES time step, it may be judged 
feas ible to use the method of Lourenco et a l. 1491, which sho uld offer improvement in 
removing the first order discontinuities introduced by linear interpolation in time (as 
used here). 
The test cases here ultimately did not show a large degree of sensitivity to the inlet 
condition used. While further studies with more varied geometries would be 
desirable, it may be possible to expand the field of study around the current test cases 
provided that the lessons learnt in this thesis are heeded. The v01tex generator 
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channel should be widened to prevent wall impingement from contaminating the 
results. It may also be prudent to re-evaluate the use o f a de lta wing-style generator, 
given the vmtices producetl showed little con elation with each other. Inclined flow 
over a cylinder or half-cylinder may be more representative. Steps may also be taken 
to aide removal of regions of bad data which appeared to affect the results iu this 
study. This may include the use of POD reconstruction to remove spurious 
fluctuations. 
Given the large sensitivity in the upper annulus flowfie ld to the applied inlet 
condition, PIV validation data taken in this region and in the vicinity of the ports 
would be beneficial. This case could be extended to include additional annulus bleed 
ratios (specifically one in which the annulus CRVP is entrained into the p01ts) and 
more representative features, such a fuel injector or round and chuted ports. The 
fonner is of particular importance since Spencer et al. 1951 noted particular sensit ivity to 
the turbulent conditions applied here. 
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Appendix A- Geometry and Test Rig for a 
Representative Combustor in Air Flow 
Although the measurements in water flow described in the thesis were used for 
technique development, it was desired that such techniques should also be applicable 
to data sets captured in airflow facilities. The increased velocities in an airflow test 
result in proportionally much less of the turbulence spectra being resolved using the 
CWTent PIV instrUJnentation. 
A VULCAN Phase 5 isothermal airflow combustor rig, as commissioned by 
Griffiths1271 for use with LDA measurements, was adapted and used as a pre liminary 
evaluation of high speed PIV in realistic airflow geometries. 
A.l Test Rig Arrangement and Modification 
The VULCAN rig comprises of a 45° sector of an annular Rolls-Royce Phase 5 
combustor, a cross-section of which is shown in Fig Al. The flame-tube itself is an 
actual (metal) production model, including three complete injectors. The outer casing 
is made from Perspex and designed to closely replicate the engine aerodynamics, thus 
maintaining the correct aerodynamic conditions in and around the flame tube. For 
details of the development procedure and rig dimensions the reader is referred to 
Griffiths1271• 
The rig itself is mounted vetticalJy, with the air drawn from an upper plenum into a 
negative pressw-e lower plenum The inlet to the rig consists of a 1800mm long 
circular pipe of diameter 200rnm. A bell-mouth, boundary layer trip and wire mesh in 
the in let ensures a low turbulence intensity into the rig. 
The rig is g lobally seeded from the upper plenum using atomised Shell Oodina oil. 
This seeding atTangement has been used previously and has been shown to produce 
pruticles of diameter l -21ffi1 (Griffiths1271). As this seeding particulate is more dense 
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than the test medium (air), a potential source of enor is introduced due to the response 
Jag of the part icle. This will be di scussed further in section 5. I. 
The coordinate sy tern is an anged such that the x-axis is orientated along the flame 
tube axis, its origin on the combustor heat shie ld. The rO-plane forms a right-handed 
coordinate system with its Oiigin in d1e centre of the head of the central injector. 
111 
Cl3 
51 
115 
164 110 
Fig A. I - VULCAN Phase 5 rig dimensio ns (Griffiths1271) 
Due to the availability of only one high-speed camera tor the duration of this test, 
only monoscopic PlY was possible. As for the idealised combustor discussed in 
chapter 2, the choice of measurement locations are governed by the location of inlet 
planes in potential LES simulations. Previous studies on similar geomeu·ies 
(Reyno lds et a/. 1111, Tang et al. 1991) have modelled the pre- and dump diffusers in 
addition to the annuli and flame tube. Thus three-component velocity data is idea lly 
required in both annuli inlet conditions and in the pre-diffuser of the central 
(repeating) burner sector. As the thickness of the pre-diffuser walls makes distortion 
free viewing difficult, d1e exit plane has been chosen for data capture. Ultimately, 
due to time limitations, only data at pre-diffuser exit has been captured, and the 
modification and set-up work detailed in this appendix is tailored towards that region. 
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The rig was originally commissioned for use with Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) 
and later modified by Ho llis1321 to al low optical access for PIV within the flame tube. 
Further modification was required as part of tlus project to facilitate data captw-e in 
the pre-diffuser and annuli. The side wall cooling ducts were removed (highlighted in 
Fig A.2) and tl1e pressure tappings aroUlld the dump cavity and annuli, detailed in Fig 
A.l , were replaced with plane windows. Despite this, the planar nature of PI V, when 
applied to a sector rig made viewing orthogonal to the required planes difficult. As 
detailed in Fig A.3, viewing in tl1e xr- and xB-plru1es is relatively unobstructed 
(altl1ough a true circumferential plane is obviously not possible, it is sufficient to 
gather statistics over multiple tangential planes, i.e. a pseudo-circumferential xz-
plaoe). The flrune tube prevented viewing the axial direction (rO-plaoe) normally, and 
thus oblique viewing was req uired. An image con·ection for this situation is described 
by LaVision144 1 and is employed. This required the manufacture and use of custom 
made flat calibration plates (as shown in Fig A.4), which were used for all planes and 
placed in-situ in the appropriate plane of the per-diffuser. As only monoscopic data is 
to be taken, only one calibration image at each test locatio n is required. Once again, 
due to the Cartesian nature of the PIV vector computation, the vector grid will be over 
ru1 rz-plaoe, with the z-direction tangential to the locaJ circumferential 0-direction at 
the centre of the Fo V. 
a) b) 
Fig A.2 - Required VULCAN Phase 5 rig modifications, a) sidewall duct removal, 
b) window replacement 
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a) c) 
f' 
Fig A.3- Pl Y viewing anangements, a) xr-p lane, b) xO-plane, c) 1-D-plane 
a) b) 
I I - I\ I 
I I\ 
c4 
-- -t- -
t- -
-- I-f- - - - 1- t-1--
c) 
Fig A.4 - Pre-cli:ffuser calibration plates, a) xr-plane, b) xO-plane, c) rO-plane 
The rig flow conditions were designed to match the Trent 700 engine take-off 
conditions used in previous projects (Griffiths1271, Hollis1321). This dictates a mass 
flow split down the inner and outer arumli exits of 12. 14% and 3.94% of the inlet 
mass t1ow respectively, and is fixed by metering plates in the annuli exits. To ensure 
the rig is running at the expected condition, calibration data were obtained by way of 
a button hook probe traverse at pre-diffuser inlet ( ll5mm upstream of the datum line, 
Fig A. l ) and circumferential pressure tappings in the inner and outer rumuli exits 
(198.5 and 184.5mm downstream of the datum line respectively, Fig A. I). Since no 
measurements were to be conducted during the present test within the tlame-tube 
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core, the effect of the above modifications do not need to be considered here. The rig 
was set to condition at an inlet Mach number of 0.120S on the pre-cliffuser centreline. 
Given a typical atmospheric temperature of 21 °C, this resu lts in a bulk velocity of 
27 .Slrnls at the pre-diffuser exit. This value will be used as the reference velocity for 
normalisation of data in this region. Lengths will be normalised by the exit height of 
40.76mm. As with the idealised combustor, normalised radial dimensions are 
assumed to have the ir origin at the inner waU of the pre-diffuser channel. 
Fig AS shows a comparison of the velocity profile across the inlet traverse with 
previous projects. Clearly it is in excellent agreement, with perhaps a slightly thinner 
boundary layer observed on the outer wall. Similarly, analysis of the pressw·e 
tappings (Fig A.6) shows good agreement, especially with the data of Hollis1321. 
Slight discrepancies are noted between the profiles of each data set, although within 
the central measw·ement region (±7.5°) these are weU within acceptable experimental 
error. 
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A.2 PIV testing and results 
.5 
AU data captured for this test case used the 'best practice' approaches detailed in 
section 1.3. The pre-diffuser flow fie ld required an inter-frame time of 12!-ls to give a 
maximum particle shift of 8 pixels. 
In all cases viewing, seeding and illumination were optimised to produce maximum 
data quaJity over the pre-diffuser exit plane, often to the detriment of other regions of 
the FoV. However, as seen in Fig A.7 for a sample data set in the xr-plane , the raw 
PIV image in some regions is affected by excessive glare and/or shadows from the 
pre-diffuser walls. This has a significant negative effect on the quality of the resultant 
velocity data measw·ed in these regions, generaJly causing a reduction in the mean 
velocities and large variations in theRMS. Although the data is of good quality in the 
centre and downstream of the pre-diffuser exjt, data for approximately 20% of the 
diffuser exit height, particularly near the inner waJJ, is not of sufficient quality for 
inlet condition generation. 
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Figs A.8 to A.lO illustrate the mean velocities measw·ed across five xr-planes, tln·ee 
xB- planes and one rB-plane covering the central sector of the pre-diffuser exit. It is 
clear the data quality problems caused by glare and/or shadows, as described above, 
are present in all cases to some extent. The RMS velocity is approximately B-wise 
constant and, as seen in Fig A.7d, is below 15% of Urer across the pre-diffuser exit 
plane. Tbis indicates much lower tw·bulence intensity than measured for either the 
idealised combustor or vortex generator test cases. 
It is also apparent from Fig A.lO that the radial velocity measured in the rB-plane is 
far in excess of that shown in Fig A.7d (i.e. measured in the xr-plane). This suggests 
the oblique viewing angle to tbis plane is causing the in-plane motion to be 
contaminated by the (much larger) axial velocity component. 
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Fig A.7 - Pre-diffuser exit, B = 00, --Shadow region, """ .... Glare region, 
a) Raw in1age, b) Mean ax.iaJ velocity, c) Mean radial velocity, d) RMS velocity 
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Fig A.8- Pre-diffuser exit mean axial velocity over xr-planes at 0 = 00, ±3.75°, ±7.5° 
Fig A.9 - Pre-diffuser exit mean axial velocity over xO-planes at r/HI0=0 = 0.2 , 0.5 ,0.8 
(Note: Radia l dimension stretched for clarity) 
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Of < U,>IU,, C G 1'0.29 u.LJ 0.57 0.71 0.66 I I,ILI29 
Fig A.lO - Pre-diffuser exit mean radial velocity over an rO-plane at x!H = 0 
Although the data taken using this geometry has shown high-speed PlY can be 
o btained fo r complex a irflow geometries, the optica l access to the planes tested did 
not allow monoscopic data of sufficient quality to be considered for use in inlet 
condition generation to be captured. Stereoscopic PlY could alleviate some of these 
issues by necessitating oblique viewing, altho ugh the time available in this project did 
not allow fwther data to be acquired. However, it could be argued that the low 
turbulence intensity and lack of large scale structures at pre-diffuser ex it make it an 
unsuitable test case for the development of unsteady inlet condition generation 
methodologies. Futw·e tests using this geometry could be better served by captming 
data in the annu li inlets, which sho uld present easier optical access and reduce the 
complexity of the subsequent LES simulation. 
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Appendix B - Reynolds Stress Transform 
The requirement is to transform a series of velocities with no con·elations between 
components to a set of velocities with defined stresses. 
Let the velocities be arranged in the matrix, R, such that: 
ut VI wl (u) = o = (v) = (w) 
U2 v2 w2 R= where (uu) = 1 = (vv) = (ww) 
UN VN WN 
(uv) = o = (uw) = (vw) 
(~= as N~ oo) 
Then RT R;N-J;G ~ ~J 
However, we require Q, where Q = [ ~1 v1 ~ 1 J NB: ( u) = ( v) = ( w) = 0 
U N VN W N 
[
(uu) (uv) (uw) ] 
QT·Q=S = (uv) (vv) (vw) 
(uw) (vw) (ww) 
(diagonally symmetric) 
Is there a transformation such that: ART= QT? 
[ (~lul + ~2 VI +~3 wl) . .. (~I UN+ ai2VN + a13 WN )J ART= (~lul +an VI +a23 w l) . .. (a21UN +an VN +a23 w N) (a31 u l + Cl:!2 VI + Cl:!3 wJ . . . (Cl:! I u N + ~2 V N + a 33 WN) 
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Hence multiplying for one e lement of Sij. (note: Sij = Sj i) 
(ART).(ARTr => Sij =_!_ f[(ailuk +ai2vk +ai3wkXajluk +aj2vk +aj3wk)] 
N k~t 
Cross multiply and remove Uk Vk etc terms as-+ 0 as N-+oo 
And since Uk, V k and W k have been generated such that (UU):: 1:: (vv):: (ww) 
As S is diagonally symmetric there is only 6 equations, therefore let 
such that the transformation is not over-prescri bed, then: 
S11 = (uu) :. a, 1 =(uu)V2 
a12, a13 and a23 = 0 by choice 
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Appendix C - Operation Analysis 
The following is an operation count-ba ed analysis of tbe computational processes 
and memory storage required for each stage of the tour synthetic in let generation 
methodologies evaluated in section 5.2. Each operation is expressed in term of the 
parameters outlined in section 5.2.2. 
For the purpose of this analysis it is assumed the LES g1id is of approximately the 
same size and density as the source PlY measw·ement grids. Where appropriate, for 
the purposes of dl.is analysis it is assumed all 3 components are required. At each 
stage the processing requirements and the total memory storage are denoted by P and 
M respectively. 
Levell: Scaled White Noise 
1) Interpolate RMS profiles from PIV to LES grid 
P: NixN.ixNc M: NiXNjXNc 
2) Generate and scale random number 
P: NiXNjXNcXN 1 M: ( l+Nt.1)XNiXNjXNc 
Result: 
Total processing operations: (l+N6 ,)xNiXNjxNc 
Maximum memory storage: (2+N6 1)xNiX NjXNc 
Level2: DFG 
1) Calculate CCFs for lengthscales along component directions (equation 3.8) 
P: NixNjxN ,x(N+Nj+Nt\,) M: NixNjx(Ni+Nj+N ,) 
2) Integrate to fmd lengthscales (equation 3.10) 
P: NiXNjx(Ni+Nj+NAt) M: N x NjXNc 
3) Calculate Reynolds stresses (equation 3.5) 
P: 2xNxNjxNcxNL'.t M: 3xNix NjxNc 
4) Interpolate Reyno lds stresses and lengthscales fi·om Pl Y and LES grid 
P: 3xNiXNjXNc M : 3xNiXNjXNc 
5) Deternl.ine characteristic (constant) lengthsca le 
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P: 
P: 
3xN;x NjXNc 
6) Generate random number fie ld 
(N;+4n6)x(Nj+4nli)X4fl6XNc 
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M: 
M : 
7) Generate lD filter equation (equation 3.44) 
P: M: 
8) Generate 3D ti Iter equation 
P: (4nti M : 
(N;+4n6)x(Nj+4nll)x4fl6XNc 
+ 2x N;xNjXNc 
(N;+4nf..)x(Nj+4ni\)x4L16XNc 
+ 2x N;xNjXNc + Ncx4n6 
(N;+4nt~)x(Nj+4n6)x4Ut;XNc 
+ 2x N;xNixNc + ( 4n )3 
9) Perform 3D convolution of rando m field and fi lter (equation 3.40). Note, as 
quoted by Velo udis et al. (2007)110z1, convolution by FFf reduces the effective 
number of operations by 70% . 
P: 
P: 
0.3x(4nlix(N;+4n6)x(Nj+4n<'.) M: (N;+4o6)x(Nj+4n")x4n"xNc 
+ 2xN;XNjXNc + ( 4Ut;i 
+ N;x NjXNcxNllt 
10) Generate new slice of rando m data for each new time step 
M: (N;+4n6 )x(Nj+4n6)x4o6x Nc 
+ 2xN;xNjXNc + ( 4ll£'.)3 
+ N;XNjXNcxNAt 
11) Normal ise filtered fie ld to zero mean and unit variance 
P : 2xN;xNjxNcxN 1 M: N;xN.ixNcx(2+N6t) 
12) Perfonn Reyno lds stress transformation (equation 3.46) 
P: M: 
Result: 
Total processing operatio ns: N;xNjxN6 ,x(N;+Nj+N61) + N;xNjx(N;+Nj+N61) 
+ 6xN;xNjxNcxN6t + 4x N;xNjXNc + 6x N;xNj 
+ 4x(N;+4n6)x(Ni+4n6)xn6xNc + 4x Ncx n6 + 64x ni\3 
+ 77Xfl6 4x(N;+4nLl)x(Nj+4nt~)XNcxNllt 
Maximum memory storage: (N;+4n6)x(Nj+4fl6)x4n xNc + 2 xN;XNjxNc + ( 41l6)3 
+ N;x Nix NcxNt\a 
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Level3: sLSE 
1) Calculate and interpolate slave field correlations from PlY to LES grid. 
Assume the number o f reference po ints is equal to 3Nj (see sectio n 4.1) 
P: 3xN;xN;2xN,xN6,x (1- ~'" J M: 3xN;xN;'xN,xN6,x ( 1- A"' J 
1u1 A lot 
2) Calculate corTe latious between reference po ints 
P: 9xN·2 M: 3xN;xN/xN,xN ,x(1- Am J J 
A,"" 
+9xN/ 
3) Invert reference point con·elation matrix 
P: 9xN·2 M: 3xN;xN;'xN,xN"x(1- Am J J 
A,"' 
+ 9xN/ 
4) Calculate a coefficients (equation 3.37) 
P: (3xN ;x N; 2)x(3 xN;)xN,x ( 1- A" J M: N;xN/xN,x ( 1- A,. }(! +3xN.,) 
A,ot A tot 
+9xN} 
5) Reconsu·uct correlated velocity fie ld from LSE (equation 3.36) 
P: 3xN;xN;'xN,xN., x ( 1- Am J M: N;xN;xN,xN ,x(1- Am J 
A tot A,.x 
6) Interpolate velocity field for high-pass fi ltering 
P: N;xN;xN,xN0, x(1- A,, J M: 2xN;xN;xN,xN, ,x ( 1- Am J 
A,ot A,," 
7) Calculate required uncorrelated energy fraction 
P: 2xN;xN;xN,xN., x ( l - Am J M: 2xN;xN;xN,xN6 ,x(1- Am J 
A,," A ,ot 
+ 2xN;xN;xN,x ( 1- Am J 
A,..,. 
8) Calculate ftlter cut-on freq uency 
P: N;xN;xN, x(1- A,. J M: 2xN;xN;xN,xN0 ,x(1- Am J 
A,..,. A,.x 
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P: 
9) High pass filter slave velocity field 
NjXNjXNcXNt.t X ( 1- Am) 
A,Ol 
M : 
10) Combine correlated and uncorre lated velocity fields (equation 3.35) 
P: M : 
11) Interpo late master field fluctuations from P lY to LES gtid 
P: NiXNjXNcXNt.tX Am 
A lOl 
Result: 
Level 4: Interpolated PIV data 
M : 
1) Interpolate fluctuations fi·orn PIV to LES glids 
P: 
Result: 
Total processing operations: N xNjxNcxNt.t 
Maximum memory storage: NixNjxNcxNAt 
M: 
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Appendix D - lnGen Program Architecture 
Level I · Scaled 
Noose 
Level2 DFG 
Level3 sLSE 
Cok:ulate Mean. RMS & 
TKE, L'scllles as req<ired 
lntarpolatAI Mean & RMS to 
LES grid over Inlets 
Generate Clma se~iat ba;ed on 
t-----+1 ocaledGaoman noise t-----------, 
lnterpolotAI RSir- over LES 
Inlet g<ld & colculote 
represenlllbvt L'scolelrscole 
ConvoMe random field 
with o constant L'scole 
~bon 
"-Jlooale ond calculote 
correldons OVEH' .stove 
,_to LES Inlet grid 
Reconsuuctod fleld(s) bocomo 
rnast«\S) 10 any Gdpiring 
-(s) 
High pass lil:er 1-pototed 
PtV 10 m1ssU1g TKE lroo:Uon 
ond superimpose on stove 
Interpolate (original) "'"''"" 
h-.t from PIV to LES grids 
Tronsform doto to 
moiChR'wass' 
LSE recons....., slove 
field(s) from overlepplng the 
""""er (a) on LES grid 
tme<polote ongonalslove 
PIV to LES Inlet grid 
Level4 Dlrectlnterpolotion lnterpolato oil fields from 
Ptv 10 LES grids 
EndlnGen 
E>cpon ve locity doto in LU·LES 
reodoble binay Ilk> 
ScMinlets to prescnbed mass 
flow (tf requested) 
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